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As one of the founders of the Pickstown & Fort Randall Dam Museum, I am one of 
three persons with sufficient access to the enormous amount of accumulated 
museum material and sufficient knowledge of the history surrounding the material 
to document a detailed chronological accounting of building Pickstown and the Fort 
Randall Dam which early resident and retired longtime NBC Nightly News anchor 
Tom Brokaw has referred to as the “Miracle on The Missouri”. Before the dam could 
be started, it was necessary to construct the early part of Pickstown along with an 
access road and rail line from Lake Andes so living facilities were available for the 
first set of dam workers and heavy equipment could be transported to the site. The 
speed and efficiency with which the entire project was accomplished remains a 
modem marvel. Building the dam was the largest construction ever undertaken at 
that time in South Dakota. The town was started in late 1946 and the first contract 
on the dam was awarded in September 1947.  The town was essentially finished in 
1949 and dam in 1956 … all in ten short years. The emotional energy for writing 
this story comes from only living in Pickstown from 1952 to 1955 when graduating 
from high school and leaving for college and the opportunity to work during summer 
months at the Dam. A very special thanks to Art Trautman, a Pickstown resident and 
1953 high school graduate, who did an enormous amount of very laborious historical 
research for the museum and digging out over 1,500 old newspaper articles from 
1946 through 1956 which provided numerous details on how the construction 
unfolded. And, to Tom Roper, graphic designer, artist and early Pickstown resident, 
who was the creative talent for the museum and provided guidance on illustrations 
for this manuscript. 
 
Dedication 
The manuscript is dedicated to all the early residents who lived in Pickstown during 
the construction period. Especially my parents, Everett & Bernice Rhoades and my 
wife’s parents, Bob & Opal Roper. My father worked as a powerhouse operator at 
Fort Randall Dam and later at Gavins Point Dam and my mother was a Pickstown 
grade school teacher. My wife’s father was the assistant powerhouse superintendent 
at Fort Randall Dam and later the Area Engineer at Gavins Point Dam and a large 
surrounding area and her mother was a Pickstown grade school teacher. 
 
And, to the highly talented US Army Corps of Engineers and their outside associates 
who designed and constructed the Fort Randall Dam. As can be seen from the 
Building Fort Randall Dam section, the design creativity and excellence to make a 
very complex construction project infinitely durable was outstanding. 
(1) 
Pickstown & Fort Randall Dam Major Milestones 
1944: Project authorized by Congress under the Flood Control Act of 1944 [Pick- 
Sloan Plan]. 
July 30, 1946: Dam Ground Breaking Ceremony with 6,000 people attending. 
Brigadier General Pick touched off a dynamite explosion marking the first 
step of construction. 
 
Aug 6, 1946: First contract awarded for relocation highway 18 and 281 to provide 
access to the dam site and initial construction of the town.  
 
Aug 10, 1946: Second contract issued for Town Stage 1 Construction. Contractors: 
RJ Ryan, Council Buffs, IA; Jensen & Krage, Sioux City, IA; EA Wickham, 
Council Buffs, IA; Busboom & Rach, Salina, KS.  
 
Aug 1946: Pickstown named by former Gov. M. Q. Sharpe for Brigadier General 
Lewis A. Pick.  
 
Jan 1947: First family moves into Pickstown duplex … Bob & Pearl Fero 
along with Jim [‘53], Dick [‘54], John [‘60] and Tom [‘64].   
 
Sept 5, 1947: First earthwork contract for $160,000 awarded to Peter Kiewit 
& Sons, Omaha on foundation preparation for the main embankment.  
 
Sept 1947: First Pickstown School classes in a James Ave. duplex with 20 students 
… grows to 62 students by Spring of 1948 
Dec 23, 1947: First major contract awarded Western Contracting, Sioux City, IA 
for Stage One embankment earthwork. First of the multi-million jobs at $4.4 M. 
 
July 1948: Town & Dam Open House.  
 
Aug 1948: Town Fourth and Final Stage started. Town completed in 1949 at 
a cost of $9.9 M. 
 




Dec 1948: Largest multiple contracts for $31,400,000 awarded for three stages of 
earthwork, the 180 ft intake structure, 12 tunnels, downstream outlet works, stilling 
basin and powerhouse substructure to Johnson-Winston, Silas Mason and 
McCarthy Improvement. 
 
June 1951: Award of the largest single contract for powerhouse super structure for 
$12,955,000 to Donovan, Lovering & Boyle [DLB].  
 
July 1952: River Closure & Closing Ceremony for impounding water. Operation 
extended embankment across the Missouri River, diverting flow through tunnels 
and outlet works.  
Sept 1952: Dam reached halfway mark in construction.   
 
March 15, 1954: President Eisenhower signaled start of first 40,000-kilowatt 
generator.   
 
May 1954: Second generator in operation. 
 
Oct 1954: Third and fourth generators in operation.  
 
Feb 1955: Fifth generator in operation. 
 
June 1955: Sixth generator in operation. 
 
Sept 1955: Seventh generator in operation. 
 
Jan 1956: Eighth generator on line, bringing the total capacity to 420,000 
kilowatts. Plant capable of meeting hydroelectric needs for a city of 600,000. 
 
Aug 11, 1956: Dam Dedication Ceremony for completion of construction. 
June 1968: Last high school graduating class. 
May 1977: School teardown started. 
March 1985: Pickstown put up for sale.   










































Chapter 1 Pickstown Overview 
Like the Fort Peck Dam in Montana and Garrison Dam in North Dakota, Fort 
Randall required a new town to house the people who would build and maintain 
the mammoth project as surrounding towns were unable to accommodate the 
huge influx of workers who would arrive. It was South Dakota’s youngest and 
most unique town.  
 
The newspaper note that Pickstown would be larger than Pierre was incorrect. 
 
While a large number of the town’s population did not work for the Corps of 
Engineers and those that did were civil service employees, the town had a strong 
military bearing due to being under control of the US Army Corp of Engineers. Not 
all those that liked to call Pickstown their home actually lived in the town.  Many 
lived on nearby farms and were an important part of the community since they 
attended school or worked in Pickstown. A very important aspect of the population 
was the large number of veterans who had just come off World War II, had a very 
strong work ethic and “can do” attitude. The American Legion was and continues to 
be very active in all types of community activities. From 1946 to 1949, the Corps 
Omaha District built Pickstown on a bluff northeast of the river … it was laid over  
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75 acres at a cost of $9,956,656 and designed as a fully self-contained community 
to house the many construction workers arriving to build the dam. Land for the 
townsite was acquired from the following landowners: Lloyd Dvorak, William 
Cihak, Uratislav Musilek, Frank Hazuka, and Mary Vawrinek through both warranty 
deed and condemnation. Various tracks of land were acquired between December, 
1946 and June 1947. Only limited jurisdiction was acquired by the Federal 
Government which permitted the State of South Dakota to retain its taxing and police 
powers over the land, except for the collection of taxes on Federal real estate. 
Pickstown was a town that might never had been since the government first intended 
to house workers in Lake Andes … but, this was very strongly discouraged by Lake 
Andes. However, many associated with the dam construction still lived in Lake 
Andes, Wagner and other surrounding towns. Pickstown residents frequently visited 
Lake Andes, participated in many events there, and since alcohol was not sold in 
Pickstown, the bars enjoyed a brisk business. 
 
 
Lake Andes Fish Days Parade - Leroy “Curly” Vanderheiden (’53),  








Pickstown was constructed in four stages and actual construction of Stage I began 
in August, 1946. Construction of Stage II in May, 1947, Stage III in March, 1948 
and the final Stage IV began in August, 1948 and was completed in 1949.   
 
In order to build the dam and the 107-mile-long reservoir it would impound, the 
Corps built a rail and highway access to the site for men, machines, and 
materials from nearby Lake Andes at a cost of more than $1.4 million. During 
the six years the Chicago, Milwaukee, St Paul, and Pacific spur was used, it 
carried 38,425 rail cars to the dam. The Corps also had to build an access road 
to the dam site. The town grew quickly on farmland acquired by the Corps of 
Engineers in a prime location next to the planned dam. The population of the 
town at various times is very hard to accurately establish as it was constantly 
fluctuating due to changing construction cycles and winter work slowdowns. 
Best accurate estimate of the peak population is from a July 1, 1951 article 
written by Eleanor Wright, a Pickstown resident, for the Sioux City Journal 
whose husband worked for the Corps. The article reported the peak population 
was approximately 3,150 in 1950. To illustrate the rapidly changing population 
a summary of newspaper accountings on population which are not completely 
accurate follows. Some additional comments have been added for clarification:   
 
Jan. 1947: A few men were living in the dormitories, probably 20 to 30 men. 
Mar. 9, 1947: After First Families move into houses on James Ave. the first social 
gathering in Pickstown was held with invited guests from Lake Andes, Geddes, 
Armour, and Wagner.  The program and dance were held at the government garage.  
More than 30 families had moved into houses on James Ave. Estimate of  30 families 
at 4 each = 120, plus about 25 in dormitories for total of 140 to 150. 
May 3, 1947: Argus Leader … population of 183 consisting of 38 single/married 
men in the dormitories and the rest families living in houses on James Ave. 
 
May 14, 1948: Argus Leader … population estimated at 600 with 175 families.  
 
June 13, 1948: Argus Leader … population estimated at 700. 
 
July 22, 1948: Rapid City Journal … population estimated at over 1,000 and 
forecasted to reach about 2,000 by 1949. 
 
March, 1949: Population estimate 1,200 and forecasted to reach 3,000 by summer. 
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April 1949: School Annual … population estimated at 1,500. 
June 26, 1949: Argus Leader … population estimated at 2,000. 
March 5, 1950: Omaha World Hearld … population estimated at 2,185. 
April 1950: 1950 Census … population stated at 2217. 
Sept 30, 1950: Population statistics from Corps Admin stated at 2,600. 
 
Nov. 26, 1950: Argus Leader … peak population estimated at 2,800. 
 
July 1, 1951: Sioux City Journal … peak population estimated at 3,150 in 1950.   
 
Aug 12, 1951: Sioux City Journal … population estimated at 2,200. 
 
Feb. 1953: Population reported at 2,200 with expectation of 2,500 by summer. 
 
Sept. 1953: Population reported by the Corps at 2,600. 
 
The above does not include the many workers and families involved in the dam 
project who lived in Wagner, Lake Andes and other surrounding towns and farms. 
Pickstown grew at an amazing rate and declined just as quickly with completion of 
the dam in 1956. The town was built in a large open field on the bluffs overlooking 
the Missouri River. The Dvorak family farm buildings that were in existence at the 
time of construction still remain uninterrupted on the near north edge of Pickstown. 
 
1945 Open Field for Town Site - Dvorak Farm Building Lower Right 
Missouri River in Far Background 
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The finished town site consisted of 13 dormitories for men without families, 262 
one-two and three-bedroom duplexes, 125 cabins, 25 utility areas servicing 225 
trailer spaces, 25 permanent houses, 3 cafeterias, school, movie theater, recreational 
center with 8 lanes of bowling, hospital, hotel, interdenominational church, fire & 
police station, shopping center with drugstore, grocery store, general merchandise 
store, barber shop, beauty shop, shoe repair shop, post office, credit union, laundry, 
public garage & car dealership, gas station, railroad operations, town utilities 
operations and several other government facilities for Corps operations. The 
drugstore with a large soda fountain was the major hangout for young residents. All 
facilities were in sites calculated to best serve the residents and aesthetically enhance 
the community. The town was designed to hold 3,500 - 4,000 workers in conditions 
suitable for a normal family life. It was a boom town. A three-bedroom duplex rented 
for $52 per month. Construction personnel lived in barracks at the start of the project 
with no families present. The streets in the carefully planned community were all 
hard surface with several curved and all clean. Private lawns and public grounds 
were all neatly trimmed and cared for by the Corps of Engineers. 
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Aerial Looking NE - School in Center with Shopping Center Across the Circle, 
Recreation Center & Pic Theater Across Street to Left, Hospital & Church Across 
Street to Right Hotel Lower Right & Fire/Police Station [White Building] Far Left  
 
An article in the July 20th Sunday World Herald Magazine got it exactly right when 
it stated … “there were no slums, no ugly spots, not a single tumbledown shack, no 
traffic problems and no congestion”. There was a freshness to the town, the mood 
was quiet, business like, homey and sedate. Transportation around the town was no 
issue as you could walk everywhere and if you did not have a car and needed to go 
to Lake Andes, there was a private taxi service costing $1.50. The town quickly 
surged to over 3,000. The first Corps of Engineers family (Bob and Pearl Fero and 
4 sons Jim, Dick, John and Tom) moved into a duplex house on James Avenue in 
January of 1947 and later transferred to one of the permanent houses on Missouri 
Drive. Very soon, after the Feros, several other Corps of Engineer’s families arrived. 
During the summer of 1947, prior to the opening of the new grade and high school 
building, the Corps converted the southern-most duplex on James Avenue to a grade 
school for the 1947/48 school year with 20 students and two teachers. The duplex 
was small and space was limited, so as the attendance grew, some students attended 





Prior to opening of the James Avenue grade school in the fall of 1947, grade and 
high school students were bused to Lake Andes. High school students continued to 
attend school in Lake Andes until school ended in the Spring of 1948 and the new 
Pickstown school opened in the fall of 1948. The road to Lake Andes had not been 
finished and the early days was just a dirt road which presented a big challenge in 
getting up the large hill coming into Pickstown when it was rainy. The Corps had a 
bulldozer at the bottom of the hill which was used to pull the school bus up the 













As previously mentioned, high school students were bussed to Lake Andes for the 
1947/1948 school year until the new two story Pickstown school building was ready 










Pickstown Grade & High School 
 
Pickstown was a terrific place to live in the early days. All residents had come from 
somewhere else, had a common sense of purpose and formed a united bond. They 
had grown up with deprivations of the Great Depression, uncertainties and sacrifices 
of WWII, many were veterans and all were a great representation of the country’s 
working-class population … what Tom Brokaw writes about in the Greatest 
Generation. An important aspect of the population was the large number of veterans 
who had just come out of World War II, had a very strong work ethic and a “can do” 
attitude with a high sense of pride … all the right stuff to complete the massive Fort 
Randall Dam project in 10 short years. The American Legion was very active in all 
types of community activities … helping wherever needed. The people who were 
construction workers had lived in many different areas of the country and were glad 
to have landed in such a nice place with a good job. Pickstown was special, unique, 
and a great place in which to grow up. While there were various levels of housing 
and job status, there were never any signs of social differences … everyone was 
treated as equal. Suddenly there was good housing, schools, recreational facilities 
and good wages on a project that took several years to complete. Not all of the early  
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residents were construction workers. Some were local people seeking work from 
nearby towns and farms. While the town was filled with many employees from 
several companies and those with the Corp of Engineers were civilian employees, 
the town had a strong military bearing. The high percent of talented residents with 
engineering or specialized construction skills overlaid with military experience 
having just come out of WWII made the town setting very much different than a 
normal South Dakota small town. The fact that these people had lived in different 
areas of the country and still found Pickstown to be such a special place tells the 
story of just how much they enjoyed living in this town. Special lifelong friendships 




1952 4th Qtr. At the Chapel on Francis Canfield’s Car: Keith Stephens (’54), Kim 
Patberg (’53) (Standing), Jim Fero (’53), Guy Rhoades (’55), Don Barker (’54) and 








Don Vaughn (’55) and Tom Brokaw (’58) 
 
 
1954 Water Class: Nancy Naas (‘56), Jane Richards (‘59), Anne Cover (‘54), 











School Musicians Playing for A 1950-51 Variety Show on The School Stage. 1st 
Row: Pat Olson (’53) - Dick Jackson (’54) - Jim Fero (’53); 2nd Row: Larry Vath 
(’52) - Francis Canfield (’53) - John Halloran (’54) - Donna Keener (’52) 
 
These special relationships have been renewed with 10 Reunions through 2020 
starting with the first in July1980 on a Saturday where 210 school alumni attended. 
There were representatives from every class from the beginning in 1949 through 
1968. Former students were from 22 states ranging from California to New York. 
On Sunday, over 400 students, residents, relatives and friends gathered at the Fort 
Randall Park for a picnic. 
 
Life in this unique town was nothing like any other town in South Dakota. It had 
many organizations including a very active American Legion, Masonic Club, 
recreational association, boy and girl scouts, gun club, tennis club, parent-teachers 
association, camera club, study clubs, church societies, teen canteen in the church 
basement and headquarters for the Reserve 5270th Engineer Construction Group with 
20 officers and enlisted men. Lt Colonel George Evans was the commanding officer 
and Captain Joe Trchka, Executive Officer. What made Pickstown so great has many 





Pickstown’s women were active in several organizations and supported the town’s 
many activities. They had a very wide variety of talents and skills which highly 











Corps of Engineer Employees John Gillam & Max Brown with A Big Catch 
 
 
Max Brown, John Brown, Milo Brown & John Gillam 
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Bob Roper - Woody Castle - Don Kretsinger - Paul Nelson 
 
For young residents it was an opportunity to see life far beyond the borders of a 
normal small South Dakota town due to the diverse population who had arrived from 
all over the country. It was a Tom Sawyer type adventure … swimming, hunting, 
fishing and exploring for ancient rocks, old bullets, arrowheads and other 
memorabilia of which there was a lot at the ruins of old Fort Randall while dodging 
an abundance of rattlesnakes.
   
  
Rattlesnakes                Swimming Beach   
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Old Fort Randall Chapel 
 
Also, the Fort Randall dam construction provided unusual summer job opportunities 
with great pay for high school students who were old enough. As the town was 
winding down, the Air Force came along to operate an aircraft and warning station 
near where the Yankton Sioux Indian Casino is now located.  
 
As the Corps considered what to do with the town, many ideas surfaced. A Chicago 
group considered the area for light industry … another group suggested it be a center  
for vocational training and possible industry for the Indian population … another 
suggestion was a settlement for European refugees … and, still another group 
proposed an atomic energy plant.  However, none of these ideas jelled and the town 
continued to shrink. Some of the buildings were eventually sold to South Dakota 
schools and colleges and some were moved to Gavins Point Dam downstream at 
Yankton. The hospital building was purchased by the Sunshine Bible Academy and 
moved to Springfield, SD, the administration building and theater were sold off piece 
by piece and some duplexes were converted to a motel in Lake Andes. All twenty-
five of the permanent houses and some of the duplexes were reserved for permanent 
dam employees. The fire and police station, public maintenance garage, two North 




Chapter 2 1946 Pickstown Development 
 
March 
It was reported that personnel located in the Lake Andes Corps office and drillers 
included 38 men and there were 15-20 surveyors on the job. Townsite plans called 
for a symmetrical design of streets and structures that are engineered for efficiency 
and compactness.  
 
May 
The Corps was announced that bids were being opened for dismantling of about 30 
prefab buildings at the Fairmont and Harvard, NE army airfields and moving them 
to the Fort Randall dam site for temporary housing facilities and office space for 
both government and contractor employees. The contract went to Hollingworth 
Construction Company of Omaha who was the low bidder at $46,671. This prefab 
building contract was the first contract in connection with the Fort Randall dam. In 
July, a second contract was given to the Lee-Knox Construction Company of 
Jefferson City, MO for dismantling moving an additional 23 pre-fab buildings due 
to a lumber shortage. A few days later, bids were opened for erection of the 30 pre-
fab buildings already moved to the dam site with Commercial Builders of Fairbury, 
NE the low bidder at $337,945. Twenty-five of the buildings were duplex family 
living type structures. 
 
July 
The Corps requested bids on construction of sewage and water facilities for Stage 
One of the town construction. The work involved a sludge bed, sewer lines, water 
lines, pumphouse equipment, electrical work and other miscellaneous items with 
bids to be opened August 3. Bids for construction of about 30 buildings, including 
25 duplex houses were opened the following day. Also, the county commissioners 
gave the Corps assurance that no beer, liquor or dance hall licenses would be granted 
anywhere south of Lake Andes or in the adjacent vicinity of the new town in order 
to lessen police and law enforcement problems that might arise with the coming of 
considerable population growth. In late July, the town site was a mass of well piled 
prefabricated sections of housing units, a recently completed tool house and many 
flags. Surrounding the town site was a cornfield, cut small grain field and 
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picturesque views in all directions, especially over the Missouri River buffs. A 
snowplow, streetsweeper and a fire engine had been unloaded by the government in 
Lake Andes. The machinery was overhauled by machinists and put in condition for 
immediate use and taken to the Fort Randall town site. 
 
August 
Governor Q. M Sharpe officially named the town in honor of 56-year-old Brigadier 
General Lewis A. Pick, Chief Engineer for the Missouri Valley building projects. 
When learning of the honor, General Pick said “dawgone, I thought they always 
waited until after a man was dead to give him a monument”. There were those who 
thought the town should have been named White Swan after the little town, located 
a short distance from the dam to the north and just a little west of the North 
Bay/North Point camping area, which was swallowed up by the huge reservoir. As 
of early August, construction was scheduled to proceed on the town’s sewage and 
water facilities following the letting of the contract to the W. J. Parker Construction 
Company of Omaha, NE on a low bid of $45,922 with a 75-day completion date. 




As of October 6, it was announced that the housing centers for workers would be 
ready by December 1. Most of the construction worker housing buildings were 
erected and just awaiting interior finishing. Sewer and electrical work was 
practically complete and foundations were being laid for more houses. More than a 
dozen buildings had been completed by this time. In late October, Northwestern Bell 
announced telephone line construction was nearing completion and long-distance 
equipment costing over $100,000 was expected to be completed within 2-3 weeks. 
Approximately 13 miles of new pole lines had been built from Wagner to the town 
site. In addition to placing 850 poles and 425 miles of wire, the project involved 
rearrangement of wire on 70 miles of long distances lines.  
 
On October 26, a Federal jury awarded Frank Hazuka of Lake Andes $25,500 for 
the 480 acres of Charles Mix land that was condemned by the US government for 
use with the Fort Randall project. Hazuka had contended the particular land was his 






There was a total work force of about 250, 35 buildings erected in the town although 
some lacked roofs, the government garage foundation was ready to be laid and there 
were plans to occupy the town in early December. The ceiling placed by the 
administration in Washington on public works projects on November 23 resulted in 
almost complete suspension of work. The work force of 250 was reduced to skeleton  
group and key Corps personnel of about 10 remained in the Wagner office. The 
office and technical staff had numbered about 100. Drilling and survey work were 
suspended until further funds were allotted. Many of the work force remained in the 
town and in nearby towns. General Pick declared the program for the Missouri River 
basin was being thrown a year behind and it would be impossible to award any 
contracts until July, 1947. In November, machinery was being installed for the 
power plant with two diesel engines to generate power.  
 
December 
The Lake Andes Corps office had been moved from the court house to the townsite 
and there were plans to move the Corps Wagner office in December. Also, it was 
announced the highway and railroad to Pickstown would soon be constructed. 
 
As of December 7, 1946, there were 21 duplex houses capable of housing 24 families 
nearing completion and additional units would soon be available to house a total of 
50 families. On December 15, it was announced an additional $118,000 had been 
earmarked for construction of Pickstown. Accommodations for 50 families was 
nearing completion and additional funds were to be applied to begin construction of 
additional building and facilities.  By December 31, relaxation of ceilings on flood 
control works provided an early start of six new projects on the Missouri River basin. 
 
Early finished duplex homes on James Avenue in June, 1947 
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Chapter 3 1947 Pickstown Development 
 
January  
The Corps signaled the start of the contract for section one of the access road from 
Lake Andes with Peter Kiewit & Sons of Sheridan, WY building the 6-7 mile road 
from US highway 18 to Pickstown. The contract was let last August 6, but 
construction was held up due to the moratorium on public works. The road was 
scheduled for completion in September. When complete the access road will serve 
as a portion of highways 18 and 281 which will have to be relocated due to the dam.  
 
The Corps announced bids would be taken February 14 on the first section of the 7.8 
mile access railroad line from Lake Andes to Pickstown. It would involve about 
335,000 feet of track and ballast. Also, men who worked at the dam site last autumn 
were back ready to resume their jobs with promise of more extended work when 
spring arrives and weather moderates. A vast amount of equipment was arriving 
daily and the access road, railroad and general activity were all on schedule. 
 
Bids were invited for a barber shop which was to be a temporary proposition since 
construction was anticipated at a later date of a much larger building to house the 
barber shop and other businesses. 
 
The Corps announce bids would be taken on February 5 & 6 for operation of a 
restaurant or mess hall, retail food store and a temporary clothing and general 
merchandise store on a concession basis. Minimum rental for the first year was $350. 
Also, the Corps announced that historical valuables will be salvaged from old Fort 
Whetstone in Gregory County since it will be inundated when the Fort Randall 
reservoir is complete.  
 
By the end of January, a number of the first 21 houses were complete with each unit 
set up for two families.  In early January, the first Corps Engineers family (Bob and 
Pearl Fero and 4 sons Jim, Dick, John and Tom) moved into a duplex house on James 
Avenue and were quickly followed by other Corps families with up to 50 families 
anticipated by March. 
 
With more than 30 families housed in Pickstown, an Open House was held in March 
for visitors from Lake Andes, Geddes, Armour and Wagner to inspect some of the  
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new homes and get acquainted with residents of the new town. [Note: The Pickstown  
Museum which has a large number of exhibits on the town and dam and has story 
panels on thirteen of the first families to move into the town]. 
 
 
First Winter in Pickstown (1947) - Skating on The River. Bernice “Nobe” Gillam 
Sitting Third from Left with Fred Gillam Next and Betty Jo Gillam Standing 
Fourth from Right 
 
March 
The Corps announced bids would be requested on town site grading and construction 
of streets and appurtenances. The work will include 74,000 cubic yards of site 
grading, 100,000 cubic yards of excavation, 5,400 linear ft of storm sewer, 150,000 
sq. ft of sidewalks, 10,000 linear ft of curb and sewer, and 23,000 linear ft of roads 
and streets.  
 
By the end of March, work on the new highway and railroad spur was progressing 
on schedule with caterpillars, bulldozers, trucks and other machinery continuously 




The first business, the Pick Inn, opened which was a cafeteria operated by Glenn & 
Edna Hanson and Harvey Johnson. The cafe which could seat 96 customers was 
housed in a government barracks building which is currently the golf course shop.  
 
 
First Pickstown Business - Pick Inn at The Barracks 
 
After nearly 5 years, the Hansons moved back to Sioux Falls in late 1951 and 
transferred their equipment for use with a 150-160 seating cafeteria they were 




US mail officially postmarked Pickstown was started with Walter Linquist as the 
acting Postmaster. 
 
Facilities at this point included a barber shop, restaurant and post office. Also, a 
temporary observation point was being located on the northeast bank of the river 
near the axis of the dam. An average town population of about 300 persons was 
forecasted during the first year of operation. 
 
The Krage & Jenson Company of Sioux City, IA was awarded a contract April 26 
for construction of a water system and sewage disposal for a bid of $315,618 with 
completion scheduled for November 22. The contract consisted of installing about 
12 miles of various size water mains and sanitary sewer, 63 manholes, 37,710 linear 
feet of water lines, curb stops and fire hydrants, constructing a steel reinforced 
concrete storage reservoir, septic tank, subsurface and irrigation field. They initially 
had about 55 men in their operation and by September had 75 men on the job with 
the contract 41% complete. 
 
Also, invitations had been issued to contractors to bid on the work in the following 
areas: Water supply intake on September 25, 1947, power plant building on 
September 30, 1947 and diesel electric power units with bid date not yet defined. 
The town was built in 4 phases … Stages One, Two, Three and Four. 
 
 
Pickstown - Early Stage One 
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Pickstown Stage One Construction - September 11, 1947 
 
Stage One consisted of 25 duplex residences with garages, three to four 24 room 
dormitories, mess hall, post office, a portion of a soils laboratory, a restaurant 
building, warehouses, temporary fire station, electric power plant station, water 
pump house, government garage, water, sewer and electrical distribution systems to 
be completed by June 1, 1947.  
 
First Well Drilled in Pickstown 
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Pickstown Sewer Construction 
 
Stage Two covered sewer and water facilities, site grading, roads, buildings and the 
electrical distribution system for the buildings. 
While Stage Two basic construction elements were being built, Corps families who 
had already started to move into Pickstown faced somewhat primitive conditions for 
a while. 
 
Pickstown Road Construction 
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Stage Three covered the school, hospital, recreation center, theater and hotel 
buildings. As of the first of May, the town population reached 183 with 38 single 
persons and the rest members of families. Facilities included a barber shop, 
restaurant and post office.  
Stage Four covered construction of 25 duplexes and 75 single family cabins with 
one bedroom, a dormitory hotel with 33 garages, a church, a public garage, addition  
to a warehouse, another shopping center with two buildings, a locomotive house, rail 
equipment building and 25 permanent type houses. 
 
A temporary observation point was being located on the northeast bank of the river. 
By mid-May, Peter Kiewit & Sons of Sheridan, WY had 60 men working on the 
access road with 17% completed.  
 
Access Road & Railroad Line to Pickstown From Lake Andes 
 
Another 60 men were working on the access railroad spur line, for Condon-
Cunningham Construction Company of Omaha, to the dam site from the Chicago, 








Railroad Line from Lake Andes Passing Under Access Highway 
 
May 
Busboom & Rauh of Salina, KS was awarded a $2,433,230 contract in May to build  
the electrical system, small telephone exchange building, fire and police station, an 
addition to the soils laboratory and 33 duplex residences with garages to be 
completed by December 1, 1947 and 67 three and four-plex residences with garages, 
an administration building, a portion of the shopping center buildings, four trailer 
block utilities buildings and an electrical distributions system serving these buildings 
… all to be completed by May 30, 1948. Site grading and construction of streets for 
Stage Two by Ryan & Wiskham of Council Buffs, IA was scheduled for completion 
June-July, 1948. 
 
By mid-May, work on Stage One was nearly done and expected to be done by 
Memorial Day.  
 
June 
On June 16, 1947, the town celebrated completion of a machine shop and garage by 
having an afternoon of skating for youngsters and an evening dance. Machinery and 
equipment had been moved from Lake Andes to the new building. 
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July 
By mid-July more than 330 men were working under contracts for Stage Two of the 
town construction and on the access highway which included a three-span 186 ft 
bridge and a three-span 147 ft overpass for the railroad spur line with 45% 
completion and about 150 men on this portion of the project. The highway was 
scheduled to be finished by September 15 and the railroad spur by October 1. The 
William A. Smith Contracting Company of Kansas City, sub-contractor for laying 
38,700 lineal ft of track, was expected to begin in the near future  
 
Also, in July, under Stage Two construction were the soils laboratory, 34 duplex 
residences, a dormitory, warehouses and an additional restaurant. Construction of 




There were 400+ men at work on the Fort Randall project and additional men were 
needed by private contractors and government engineers pushing employment to 
over 500 by early September. Needed were forty carpenters at $1.40 per/hour and 
35 laborers at 85 cents/hour with time and a half for over 40 hours … the average 
earnings were $98.00 and $59.50, 4-10 months employment and reasonable rates for 
meals and lodging. 
W. A. Smith Company of Kansas City, the sub-contractor for laying 38,700 lineal 
feet of track, started in early August and had a work force of 65 men laying track 
from Lake Andes to Pickstown with about 5 miles of track finished making the track 
78% complete. By September 14, the Condon-Cunningham had dirt moving 
operations and culvert installations nearly completed on the access railroad and 14 
bents of the timber trestle on the bridge just north of Pickstown had been finished 
making trestle work 98% complete. Highway bridges and railroad the trestle were 
essentially complete with the whole job on the railroad over half done and 
completion scheduled for October 1.  
 
September 
George Evans reported construction activities were very satisfactory in spite of 
recent high temperatures and dry weather. There were 50 families living in 
Pickstown and the village was growing as fast as carpenters could put up dwellings. 
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In the Fall of 1947, a temporary elementary school was established in a duplex on 
James Ave for the children of the first families moving into Pickstown.  
Bushboom & Rauh’s work force had increased to 190 men working on Stage Two 
with good progress being made on trench excavations, placing of foundation 
concrete and foundation blocks for garages, residences, the Fire & Police Station 
and framing was in progress on six two-bedroom duplexes and three garages. By the 
end of October, 350 men were employed for Stage Two with the job 28% complete. 
Jensen & Krage with 75 men were laying water lines in the housing area, laying a 
sewer outfall line and manholes along the river and building forms for pouring 
concrete for the 500,000-gallon water storage reservoir high on the hill just northeast 
of the town with their contract 75% complete. Ryan & Wickham with 54 men on 
site grading, street construction and storm sewer installation ranged from 30 to 94% 
completion with various phases of their work. The buildings and electrical 
distribution system for Stage Two was scheduled for completion by May 30, 1948. 
Peter Kiewit had completed basic work on the access highway and asphalt was down 
on 4.5 miles of roadway with the overall job 73% complete. Labor remained a 
critical situation due to a shortage of both skilled and unskilled labor and the 
increased tempo of construction.  
 
October 
The Milwaukee Railroad was laying ties for a wye with 3,000 ft of interconnecting 
track to connect the spur to its main line in Lake Andes. By mid-October, Condon-
Cunningham had essentially completed the contract for the access railroad and two 
80-ton, 450 hp locomotives were obtained from surplus government stocks with one 
having been delivered. Also, plans were in progress to start delivery of material by 
rail.  
 
At the end of October, the Omaha Dredge & Dock Company with the contract for 
construction of the intake water supply which would furnish the town with its water 
had begun operations. Work at this time consisted of clearing and grubbing, drilling 
holes for blasting and excavation for the parking area and pump house.   
Contractors were interested in hiring both skilled and unskilled workers … heavy 
equipment operators were also needed. The Corps was in need of draftsmen, rodmen 
and chainmen for survey crews and for machinists in the government garage. 
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In one short year, the ancient rolling prairie was converted to a town which had the 
beginnings of being one of the most modern towns in South Dakota. A news report 
pegged the year end town population at near 1000 which was highly overstated based 
on George Evan’s May, 1948 report of 600. Basic Work on the dam was planned to 
begin in very late 1947 or early 1948. 
 
 










The above picture shows the first duplexes [white buildings] built at the far end of 
James Avenue. The lines depict the future location of several main streets in 
relationship to the early duplexes.  
 
The dotted line is the railroad spur line [no longer in existence] from Lake Andes 
coming in alongside the access road [now SD 18 & 281] from Lake Andes. The road 
headed east across the prairie is SD highway 46 to Wagner. An early dirt runway 







Chapter 4 1948 Pickstown Development 
January 
Good progress was made during the past fall and winter on town construction with 
much of the completion scheduled this year. Since the summer of 1947, the town 
has more than doubled in size and it presented an imposing appearance when 
approaching from the east. Stage Two, was nearing completion with a total of 212 
family units. Sixty-six of these or 33 buildings, all duplexes, were scheduled to be 
finished by January 20. Some of the duplexes had two and some three bedrooms. 
Ten families had moved in and more were scheduled to move in during the month. 
Sidewalks, curb and gutter extensions, street grading, storm sewer and sanitary 
sewer work was completed in the summer of 1947. Also, completed as part of Stage 
Two was the new Fire & Police station.  
 
The Sherry-Richardson Construction Company of Chicago was the low bidder for 
housing and the large Corps administrative facilities with a bid of $1,426,244. In 
January, the foundation was in place for the large market place building which would 
replace the temporary store. New bids were requested on January 20 for Stage Three, 
the first being rejected last fall as too high. Stage Three included the school, hospital, 
recreation center, theater, trailer block utilities, locker, mess hall, eight dormitories, 
hotel building, plus a collection station and tenant fuel storage. 
 
American Legion Post, No. 282 was organized. Also, in spite of 21 grade school 
students transferring from the Lake Andes public school to Pickstown, the Lake 
Andes school enlarged its grade school enrollment from 84 to 165 students and high 
school enrollment from 73 to 84 students in the current year. 
 
March 
A grocery store, beauty parlor, drugstore and central merchandise store were planned 
with bids to be opened in April. The new businesses were to be located in the two 
north shopping center buildings under construction and scheduled to be ready about 
July 18. There were 14 bidders to operate the drugstore with Ernest Trantina of 
Wagner being the eventual winner. Madge Dalton was the high bidder for operation 
of the beauty parlor. A mess hall, food store and barber shop were already being 
operated under concession agreements. Living quarters for 8 families of new 
concessionaires were available at government rates for duplex residences.  
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April 
The South Dakota State Employment Office in Huron issued a statement that 
workers thinking about going to Pickstown for employment should first check to see 
if their particular skill was needed since contractors have sufficient workers with the 
exception of carpenters.  
 
Of the many big projects in Pickstown, one of the most important was the Omaha 
Dredge & Dock Company’s construction operation in the Missouri River channel to 
drill wells which would ultimately supply water for the city. A huge dragline with a 
clamshell bucket was used to throw up a coffer dam to hold back water from a spot 
where wells were drilled downstream. Some wells were dug the prior winter and 
capped and later wells were dug to 40 feet below the river. The site was reached by 
traveling down a steep bluff just south of the town. 
 
May 
George Evans, Corps Area Engineer, stated “we are very proud that we don’t have 
any honky-tonks in Pickstown with a population of 600”. As far as the Corps knew 
there wasn’t a tough, hot spot in at least 20 miles of the town. General Lewis Pick 
did not allow even 3.2 percent beer to be sold at town concessions. With a payroll 
of close to 1,000 on the project, many workers lived in the surrounding towns. Some 
drove as far as Bonesteel 30 miles away and 80 to 100 workers lived in trailers in 
Lake Andes. One of the big reasons trailer blocks and homes were built in Pickstown 
was to provide normal family life for all. A large government garage was cleared for 
church services, social functions and dances.  
 
Government Garage Party 
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By May, there were about 175 families living in the homes and trailers of the neatly 




Finishing touches were being made to the administration building that would be the 
office for all the federal government employees during dam construction. At the 
present time there were about 200 such employees who were using a dormitory until 
the new building was ready. At the same time there were about 745 employed by 
contractors. The shopping center had an almost complete glass frontage. It would 
house a drugstore, general merchandise store, beauty parlor, barber shop, grocery 
store and post office. The new electrical generating building was nearly ready to be 
put into use and street and grading work were practically complete. The little 
remaining was some additional work on Stage Three. 
 
In late June, the Corps issued bid invitations for Stage Four to be opened July 16 for 
150 more family housing facilities with work beginning as soon as possible. It 
consisted of 25 duplexes and 75 single family cabins with one bedroom, a dormitory 
hotel with 33 garages, a church, public garage, addition to a warehouse, a shopping 
center addition on the south side of the town circle with two buildings, a diesel 
locomotive storage house, radio equipment building and 25 permanent type houses. 
Other projects included site grading and street construction, installation of sewer and 
water facilities, culverts, curbs, gutters and construction of an electrical distribution 
system. Contractors must begin work within 30 days after receiving a contract and 
have all work completed within 500 days. Eleven firms submitted bids on Stage Four 
and when bids were opened, the low bidder for 25 double cabins and 75 single 
bedroom cabins was Leach & Sokol, Fremont, NE with a bid of $412,000 and 
$436,150 on an alternate of 125 single cabins. Busboom & Rauh, Salina, KS was the 
low bidder on three items … a dormitory hotel with garages at $574,155, a 
warehouse, shopping center, church, public garage, radio building and diesel 
locomotive house at $528,759 and 25 houses at $525,913. Jensen & Krage, Sioux 
City, IA was the low bidder on water and sewer construction at $104,057 and 
$238,392 for street construction. A. L. Alley & Son, Faribault, MN was the low 
bidder on grading, street and sidewalk construction at $199,459. The Armature 
Electric Machine Company, Omaha, NE was the low bidder on electric distribution 
at $31,223.  
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Also, Lowell Crabb of Wagner and Mahon Christie of Rapid City announced they 
had purchased the store fixtures and merchandise of the L. Morris dry goods firm 
which was one of the pioneer stores in Rapid City. They had a government contract 
to operate a store in Pickstown and said they plan to sell the merchandise and move 
the store fixtures to Pickstown.    
 
Stage One which included 50 houses had been completed and with more being built, 
the planned total of well over 200 residences will be available. Four trailer blocks of  
25 units each had been constructed with eight more in process to provide a total of 
300 trailer spaces. Trailer blocks had a community bath facility, one for each block 
of 25 trailers. Stage Two which included 212 family units and garages, a shopping 
center, corps administration building, soils lab building, telephone exchange 
building, four trailer block utilities buildings, the fire & police station, a large 
warehouse and electrical, water and sewage distribution systems that go with the 
buildings were 85-90 percent complete. Stage Three which consisted of the hospital, 
school, recreation center, theater, five additional trailer block utility buildings, a 
workman’s mess hall with 300 capacity, six additional dormitories and completion 
of two others that were partially built in Stage Two was 22-25 percent complete.  
 
July 
O.J. Meyers of Omaha was awarded a contract on the concession to operate an 
observation tower, refreshment and souvenir business. Bids were scheduled to be 
opened in November for operating a community recreation building having a 
bowling alley, billiard parlor and snack bar. A theater was scheduled for completion 
in March 1949 and other businesses were to be established upon completion of an 
additional shopping center building.  
 
News reports in 1948 stated Lake Andes with a normal population of around 800 
had ballooned to 3,000 while another report in 1949 stated an estimated population 
of 2,400. However, the April 1940 Census was 785 and April 1950 Census was 1851. 
Thus, while reported population numbers were confusing … the important point is 
that the Lake Andes population grew rapidly due to dam construction and fluctuated 






On September 13, the new grade and high school building opened and was ready for 
students. The Pickstown School District had been established in the summer of 1947. 
The building structure was complete, however, there were no lockers or doors on the 
classrooms. Finishing touches within the classrooms and halls were completed 
during school hours. The gym was the last to be completed and was ready for use in 
late December.  
 
The building was one of the most modern and best equipped in the state. Some of its 
outstanding features were a home economics classroom, gym with a large stage at 
the west end, woodworking shop, well-equipped laboratory, complete darkroom and 
a visual education room. Pre-registration was held in one of the rooms of the soil 
laboratory building. The grade school was to be staffed by nine teachers and high 
school by five teachers. Students in selecting their high school subjects could choose 
among commercial, music, French, civics, art, science, English, mathematics, boy 
and girl’s physical education, sociology, Latin, library science and international 
relations. Student enrollment from 1948 to 1956 consisted of primarily of 
construction companies and Corps families. Enrollment during the period of 1956 
through 1968 consisted of power house operator families and Air Force families 
operating the radar station east of town. While bus service was not provided, some 
local students outside Pickstown did attend. After completion of the highway across 
the dam, more local area students were added.  
 
 
School at Opening September 1948 
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The Pickstown School was closed in 1968, and the school and the school district 
were consolidated with the Lake Andes Central School. The school building was 
demolished in 1977. 
 
The student body was constantly changing, so enrollment numbers are difficult to 
establish. Some students came to Pickstown in the early spring when construction 
started and left in the late fall when construction stopped for the winter. The total 
enrollment for grades 1-12 from 1948 through 1968 was 4,338 and includes the 
James Avenue School. This enrollment included 1,605 individual student names. 
The total high school enrollment for the 20 years the school was open was 980 
students for an average enrollment of 49. That enrollment includes 436 different 
students with only 181 students graduating from PHS, and only 30 of those that 
graduated attended grades one through twelve. Eighteen graduating students 
attended only grade twelve. The first graduating class of 1949 had three students and 
the final 1968 graduating class had ten students. The 1958 class was the smallest 
with only two students, and the 1961 class was the largest with 15 students. The 
school reached a peak total enrollment of 430 in the ‘53-54 year … and, a low of 
112 in ’56-57.  After the low point, enrollment grew back to 229 in ‘63-64 due to 
the Air Force radar station. By the final year in ’67-68, enrollment had dropped to 
182. The peak enrollment for just the high school was 70 in ’54-55, with a low of 23 
in ’56-57.  
 
While high school classes were relatively small, grade school classes were much 
larger reflecting the young age of the adult population. For example, in the fall of 
1953, the first grade had 72 students broken down into three classes with three 
teachers and one of the classes having to meet in the church for the entire year. There 
was no running water in the church upstairs, so students had to use restrooms in the 
downstairs area. The kindergarten that year had an enrollment of 56.  
 
High school enrollment was only 36 for the first year. With this limited enrollment 
and with many students who had never played football or basketball, the first-year 
athletic program was far less than successful. While the football field and locker 
room were usable, the football schedule began with very limited practice and the 
results were not good. Basketball practice was held in the Corps Test Lab building 
without the benefit of a basket, and the basketball season was off to a dismal start 
with games played at other schools. The number of boys available to play football 
and basketball was so limited that seventh and eighth grade boys were allowed to 
play with the high school team. The first team name was the “Warriors” with the  
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1948 football team and then was changed to “Engineers” for the basketball team and  
remained the same for the duration of the school’s existence. However, by the 1952-
53 school year the athletic teams were much stronger and were the Conference 
football and basketball champions. The 1952-53 basketball team had four players 
over 6’3” with the tallest being 6’6” and a couple near 6’. In early South Dakota 
Associated Press polls, the team was ranked 5th in the state and forecasted as a strong 
candidate to go to the state tournament at the end of the year. Unfortunately, the team 




1952-53 Conference Championship Team 
1st Row: Ed Bearg (’54), Bob Davenport (’55), Art Trautman (’53), 
Dick Jackson (’54) 2nd Row: Dick Fero (’54), Guy Rhoades (’55), 
Curly Vanderheiden (’53), Kim Patberg (’53), George Herrold (’55) 
Jim Fero (’53) 
 
Also, track was a bright spot for Pickstown sports. In 1953, the school placed 4th at 
the State track with Jim Fero winning the high jump, tie for 1st in the pole vault and  
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third in the high hurdles. In 1955, the school placed 2nd at the State meet with Guy 
Rhoades winning the high and low hurdles and fourth in the broad jump and high 
jump. A later great accomplishment was with both the 1966-67 basketball team 
[Mike Ackerman, Randy Broline, Bob Brown, Charles Brunken, Pat Hatwan, 
Dennis Nincehelser, Ronald Wentland,  Bob Vacek, Jerry Lihs, David Broline, 
Kenton Weber, Randy Anderson] and 1967-68 basketball team [Jim Gracik, Bob 
Brown, Lorin Olson, Randy Broline, Kenton Weber, Pat Hatwan, Charles Brunken, 
Tom Brunken, Mike Ackerman, Ron Wentland, Kelly Krause, Bill Reed]  who both 
won the District 28 tournament and went on to Region VII in Yankton where 




Enrollment history for the 20 years the school was open provides a picture of the 
ever-changing life in Pickstown. News articles stated that the enrollment in May of 
1950 at the close of school was 403 and when the school opened in September of 
1950 it had grown to 471 … an increase of 68. The 471 grew to 528 registered for 
school year of 1950-51. However, not all of these students were there at the same 
time.  
 
The records reveal some very interesting insights about the Pickstown school’s      
constantly changing student body such as: 
 
            ● 41% of the students attended one year or less.  
            ● 64% of the students attended for two years or less. 
            ● 77% attended for three years or less. 
 
November 
In early November, it was announced bids would be opened December 8 for the 
concession to operate seven 24 room dormitories and one mess hall. An additional 
dormitory was to be available about June 1, 1949. This was the first operation of 
dormitory and a mess hall by a concessionaire as previously the government and 
contractors provided housing and mess hall facilities for workers who did not bring 
families to Pickstown. In December, the Rocket Catering Company of Chicago was 
the winning bidder on a concession to operate the dormitories and a mess hall. 
However, it was pointed out that one dormitory placed in operation immediately 
would serve the needs of the construction town until additional workers arrive the 
spring of 1949. Already in operation under concessions were two restaurants, drug, 
food and general merchandise stores, self-service laundry, barber shop and a beauty  
parlor. There was indication that sufficient housing for the government employees 
and for key contractors’ married personnel would be available and there would be 
trailer sites with utility buildings and a dormitory hotel for contractors’ personnel 
who were not married. It was possible some additional housing may have to be made 
available.  
 
Bids were scheduled to be opened on the 29th, for a community recreation center 
which would include a bowling alley, billiard parlor and snack bar. The theater was 
scheduled for completion in March of 1949 and other businesses were planned to be 






A severe blizzard passed over southeastern South Dakota and parts of Nebraska, 
Wyoming and Colorado dumping 11 inches of snow, 50 mile per hour winds and 
drifts 15 feet high blocked transportation lines and isolated towns and ranches 
throughout the region. Before the population could fully recover another storm hit 
an even wider area on January 2, 1949. The National Guard responded with snow 
plows, bulldozers and M-29 cargo carriers known as Weasels [essentially enclosed 
jeeps with tank treads] to rescue people and provide emergency supplies. 
 
On January 11, 1949 the Air Force launched the short-lived Operation Hay Lift to 
airdrop supplies to snowed-in families and bales of hay to starving livestock. Both 
the State’s highway department and National Guard were soon overwhelmed when 
on January 25, 1949 a third blizzard descended on Nebraska, Wyoming and the 
Dakotas coving the area with 3 feet of snow and huge drifts.  
 
Once President Truman declared the region a major disaster on January 29, Major 
General Pick and the Division office officially acted with an emergency response 
called Operation Snowbound. In March of 1950, another huge blizzard hit the area 
with winds of 100 Miles/hour in Yankton, SD. 
 
Heavy snow storms were not and continue to not be an unusual occurrence in South 
Dakota … however, these particular storms were quite severe and far beyond the 





                                




During 1948, most of the town’s major buildings and facilities were completed. An 
overview of several follows: 
 
PICKSTOWN SHOPPING CENTER 
 
Pickstown Looking North On The Town Circle - Shopping Center Two North 
Buildings on Right, Pic Movie Theater Upper Right, Recreation Center Upper Left 
and Not Shown Are: South Buildings with Drugstore on Right, School on Left, 
Hospital on Lower Right and Church on Lower Left. 
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The shopping center on the circle in the center of town was the main hub of activity. 
It contained most everything that was necessary for normal family living and was 
within walking disance for everyone living in the town. What could not be found in   
the town was usually available a short 7 miles to Lake Andes or 10 miles to Wagner. 
 
 
Pickstown Shopping Center Viewed from In Front of The School Building, One of 
Two North Buildings on Left, South Building on Right & Corps of Engineers 
Administration Building in Center 
 
It was rare to find the town circle area without a lot of residents during normal 
daylight hours. Due to the town’s size and convenience to everything in one location, 
residents got to know each other quickly. The town’s population where everyone 
was new as having come from many locations across the county were unusually 
friendly and anxious to get acquainted. No matter the level of job or home location  
in a wide variety of housing, there was no sign of anyone not being treated on an 
equal basis. It was an amazing environment in which to live at a time when most 




Shopping Center Two North Buildings July 1948 - Supermarket in Left Building 
 
In the middle of the town was the Shopping Center consisting of two large buildings 
on the north side and one on the south side. The two north buildings [still standing] 
in above picture were completed in the fall of 1948 and the south building was 
completed in September, 1949 on the town’s Circle Drive. Directly in back of the 
north buildings is the Randall Motor Company and Chevrolet dealership building 
which is still standing and was operated by Dwight Herrold. Directly in back of the 
south building was the Kwik Service Laundry building operated by Russell Hawks. 
The south and laundry buildings have been torn down as have the Corps 
administration, school, hospital, theater, recreational center and hotel buildings. The 
north buildings opened on September 11, 1948. Businesses in these two buildings 
were a super market operated by William Anderson & Russ “Scotty” Scott, general 
store operated by Mahlon Christe & Lowell Crabb, drugstore operated by Ernie 
Trantina, café operated by Mr. & Mrs. E. M. Bryant, barber shop operated by Ike  
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Pigsley and beauty shop operated by Madge Dalton. The supermarket was in a 
separate building shown on left while the other businesses including a post office 
were in the front half of the building shown on the right. With the exception of the 
supermarket, the other businesses moved to the south building when it opened in the 
4th quarter of 1949. The Shopping Center also included the Pantry Bakery operated 
by Oscar Meyer in the north building which opened in 1950. Oscar Meyer also 
operated the Observation Point Souvenir Shop overlooking the dam.  
 
In the back half of the north building on the right, original Corps drawings showed 
a large restaurant & kitchen with swinging doors to the Randall Café customer area 
on the south side which had tables and booths that angled around into the space 
currently used by the Museum. A set of washroom facilities were at the far east end 
for the kitchen staff and another set for restaurant customers. Doors to the café were 
on the south side of the building.  
 
The Randall Café changed to the Pick Inn operated by Glenn & Edna Hanson around 
1949-1950. Prior to moving, the Pick Inn was the first business to open in April 1947 
with seating for 96 customers, operated by Glenn & Edna Hanson and Harvey 
Johnson and located in the building which currently houses the golf course shop. 
 
Another food service company, the Rocket Catering Corp of Chicago with Joe Grace 
as manager, was the high bidder in December, 1948 on a concession to operate the 
dormitories and a mess hall. The concession covered seven 24 room dormitories to 
house 48 men each and one mess hall. 
 
The supermarket was large with most everything available including a modern meat 
counter where specialty items could be purchased. Prices were quite reasonable …  
hamburger was about three lbs. for $1.00. The general store which closed after a few 
years had a wide variety of clothing items. In November 1955, the grocery store 
moved to the building next door [currently known as the Rainbow Room building] 
and was operated by Joe Shiels and Dave Bennett of Pickstown and Chalmers Hinds 






Announcement for the Shopping Center’s Two North Buildings Grand 


















Francis Canfield at North Building, South Side Drugstore (Its First Site) Entrance  
With Café Sign and Corps Administration Building in The Background 
 
Across the street to the left [North] was the Pic Movie Theater. The theatre was first 
operated by Joe Floyd, Eddie Ruben and John Murphy of the Pic Theater Company 
with Palmer Johnson as manager and later managed by William Wuest, then by P. 
Johnson, then Dale & Iva King and then Al Harvey with Dick Harvey as the 
projectionist and the Recreation Center operated by Krell & Herrold and later by a 
group of dam contractors appointed by the Corps Area Engineer, George Evans, with 
Clifford Cox [Donovan-Lovering & Boyle] as manager. It was the center of social 
activity on many winter nights with a lunch counter, social room, pool tables and 
eight bowling lanes which were always busy with league competition and 
recreational bowlers. A number of young residents earned a tough dollar setting pins 
for a dime a line. Across the street from the Shopping Center to the right [South] 
was the hospital building and an interdenominational church which still exists. 





CORPS OF ENGINEERS ADMINISTRATION BUILDING 
 
 
The Administration building was ready by mid-July, 1948 and was very well done.  
The main entrance had artistic doors with glass panels and a spacious lobby having 
perfectly matched hardwood panels in a natural finish and a reception desk. Through 
a door at the rear of the lobby was a hallway running north and south. Off the north 
hall to the left was the administrative division and to the right a large conference 
room and supply room. In the west end of the north wing the personnel division was 
located and in the east end of that wing was the engineering division which was 
made up of the geology branch, survey branch, and the computing and drafting 
branches. Along the south hall (to the right) was located town management and real 
estate divisions and on the left was a conference room and vault for protection of 
records. In the west end of the south wing was a waiting room, offices of the assistant 
area engineer and area engineer. In the east end of the south wing were the offices 
of the chief of construction, chief of operations, and the construction division which 
housed the office engineers branch, resident engineer on townsite construction and 
the planning engineer.   
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PICKSTOWN FIRE AND POLICE STATION WAS ADDED TO THE 
NATIONAL HISTORICAL REGISTER IN 2020 
 
The Fire Dept consisted of a Chief [Harry Woodruff was a joint Fire & Police Chief 
in the beginning and followed by Dave Giddings as Fire Chief] and four full time 
firefighters augmented by sixteen volunteer firefighters. The fire Department had 
two pumpers. The Police Dept consisted of a Chief [Hank Stephens] and four full 
time police officers. Chief Stephens arrived in April 1948 after serving as Chief of 
Police for Mitchell, SD. He lived next to the Fire & Police Station 
 
The station is a simple two-story, side-gable structure with six window bays.  It has 
a four-bay garage wing with two bays under the main roof and two extend north 
beneath a one-story flat roof.  The roof of the garage wing extends across all four 
bays and over the entrance that is located in the third bay of the main volume.  The 
station has a raised concrete block foundation with a projecting sill. The station 
includes a basement with furnace room, a utilitarian garage with concrete floors and 
braced steel supports, a first-floor hall leading to offices and jail. On the second floor 
are rooms that were the fire-fighters’ locker rooms and a kitchen. Although the 
garage doors and five office windows have been replaced, the Pickstown Fire and 
Police Station retains a high degree of integrity of location, setting, design, materials, 




Outside Front Entrance on a Typical School Day 
 
 








The original wooden school letters above the school’s front door are now in the 
Pickstown & Fort Randall Museum and mounted above the entrance to the school 
room area exhibits. 
 
Construction of the “T” shaped new school building with a capacity of 625 began 
April 3, 1948 by Sherry-Richards Contractors of Chicago at a cost of $419,338.31 
and continued even as the school opened on September 13. 
 
Student enrollment from 1948 to 1956 consisted of construction and Corps families 
with only one construction company with a few employees left in 1956 to finish up 
some road work. Enrollment during the period of 1958 to 1968 when the last class 
graduated consisted of power house operator families, Air Force families from the 
radar station and some local families. While bus service was not provided, local 
students from outside Pickstown attended school.  
 




The school building was sold to a banker from Bristol, NE and torn down in 1977. 
A Spencer, NE bar has a bar made from School gym flooring and has the school’s 
Superintendent’s office door. 
 
 
Bar In Spencer, NE With School Gym Flooring Bar 
 
 
Bar in Spencer, NE 
Superintendent’s School Office Door 
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PICKSTOWN’S UTILITIES  
 
 
Power Plant on The North Side of Highway 18 And on the West Side 




Diesel Electric Power Generators in Power Plant  
(4-22) 
 
Fuel Storage Tanks Located South of The Train Shed 
 
 
Pump House for Water Tank - On Road to River South of Town 
(4-23) 
 
Water Tank Located - On East Side of Town - October 1947 
 
 
Telephone Exchange - On Lewis Ave Between James Ave & Chapel Street 
(4-24) 
TRAIN SHED 
Diesel Locomotive Train Shed - Fritz Trautman Leaning Against Shed  
 
The Fort Randall Dam was the first dam completed under the Pick-Sloan Plan by the 
Omaha District. In order to build the dam and the 107-mile-long reservoir it would 
impound, the Corps first had to provide access to the site for men, machines and 
materials. Lake Andes, SD, located 7-8 miles northeast of the dam site, was the 
nearest town with rail and highway connections. The Corps built a railroad spur line 
to the dam site from the Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific tracks at Lake 
Andes with completion October 1, 1947. During the six years the railroad spur was 
used, it carried 38,425 railcars to the dam. The Corps also built an access road from 
Lake Andes to the site with completion September 15, 1947 and invested more than 
$1.4 million in the railroad spur and access road. 
 
Railroad service to the town was another unique service that many small towns in 
South Dakota did not have available. While it was intended to transport materials 
for dam construction, it occasionally brought passengers to Pickstown for special 
































General Pick (Center) Arriving at Pickstown by Train - July 22, 1948 Open House  
Colonel Prentiss (No Cap), Omaha District Chief Engineer, Behind Gen. Pick, 
George Evans (White Hat), Fort Randall Area Engineer, on Far Right with Lora 
Evans Facing Him and Sue Brown, Young Daughter of Charles Brown, Project 











Chapter 5 1949 Pickstown Development 
 
January 




Much of the town construction had been completed. The town was neatly laid out 
according to Corps plans unlike many of South Dakota’s older communities which 
just grew like topsy. The town fundamentally had all that towns of a similar size had 
… plus, many other amenities that other communities lacked. There was no mayor 
or city council as policies were set by George Evans, Corps Area Engineer, through 
weekly conferences with Town Manager, Tom Halloran, and heads of the various 
construction companies to iron out any problems.  
 
Modern Homes’ plant in Sioux Falls, SD delivered the first of a 50-house contract 
of “factory built” houses to Pickstown with the order to be completed by the end of 
July. Housing to be available by mid-summer was 25 permanent houses, 265 duplex 
units [209 occupied], 125 cabins [3 occupied] and spaces for 225 mobile homes [110 
occupied] and dormitory space for about 500 single workers [300 occupied]. By 
September 11 dormitories and the hotel were expected to be ready. Additional 
temporary housing was planned as the construction neared peak levels. The 
community at that point was a “dry town” as hard liquor and beer were not yet 
allowed. That changed few years later.  
 
Approximately 200 students were enrolled in the new school and were nearing 
completion of the first year of operation. Approximately 500-600 students were 
forecasted to be enrolled when dam construction was at its peak. 
 
The Civil Service Administration advertised examinations for the positions of Police 
Chief at $3,351.00 and policemen at $2,799.24 per year. While Chief Hank Stephens 
currently held the position of Chief at the time … it is believed the advertisement 
was necessary due to a change in rating of the position. Chief Stephens continued to 
hold the job until he retired in 1956 and returned to Mitchell, SD where he had been 
Police Chief prior to moving to Pickstown in 1948. 
(5-1) 
May 
It was announced that Quincy Wright, superintendent of the Lemmon, SD public 
school for the past five years, was appointed Pickstown superintendent replacing 
John Killeen. Prior to that, he was superintendent at Viborg for 7 years and Gregory 
for 11 years. Expected fall enrollment was 300 in the grades and 75 in HS.   
 
June 
It was estimated that each week between 1,500 and 2,000 tourists from all over the 
US would come to view the dam construction.  
 
July 
Bids for operating a shoe repair concession were scheduled to be opened August 23 
and bids for a public garage and service station concession were scheduled to be 
opened August 9. The public garage building was scheduled for completion by 
November 1 and while the high bidder was Alfred Blasehke of Yankton, SD ... the 
award went to Krell & Herrold of Lake Andes. Also, bids for operation of the 
dormitory hotel were scheduled to be opened August 17 with operation to start 
immediately when the building was finished. Bids were to be opened September 25 
for operation of general merchandise store. 
 
August 
Pickstown’s first wedding was held in the church between Vernon Johnson and 
Susanna Nicholas with Rev. Robert Grimm officiating.  
 
September 
The Corps announced Pickstown would have a credit union bank with bids to be 
opened October 17 and to be located on the north side of the shopping center’s south 
building. When the south building eventually closed, the credit union moved to the 
north end of the current museum location. The post office which had been housed in 
the shopping center’s north building moved to a new location in the far east end of 




In the winter of 1949, a public skating rink about 200 feet long and 75 feet wide 
was banked and flooded on the school grounds in back of the school.  
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Hospital Staff - Cira 1955 
First Row: Barbara Kinyon (partial picture), Betty Probart, Dr Flynn [MD], Pearl 
Olson, Mary Fitzhugh, Bernice “Nobe” Gillam 
Second Row: Unknown, Unknown (barely visible), Ruth Moncrief, Unknown, 
Unknown, Bridget Flynn, Pauline Casey (Dr Casey’s wife & nurse), Ruth Keener, 
Dr Casey [Dentist]. Picture was taken by nurse Louise Trotter. 
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The Pickstown Hospital was a “T” shaped building that opened in March 1949 with 
Dr Eugene Flynn as the Medical Director and his wife Bridget as the head nurse. In 
addition to Dr Flynn there was another MD, Dr A. B. Scales, and a dentist Dr Noel 
Patberg. In July, 1955, beside taking care of over 600 families at the dam site, Dr’s 
Flynn and Scales opened an office in Lake Andes located upstairs in the bank 
building and spent several days per week there. 
 
 The hospital was completely equipped with 30 beds … consisting of a 10-bed ward, 
4 bed ward, 4 private single rooms and 6 double rooms, pharmacy and laboratory. 
An X-ray room and technician were available at any time of the day and two 
operating rooms were ready for emergency or disaster at the dam. The hospital was 
a model for any city. In the hospital obstetrics room, more than 125 babies were born 
in 1949 with 400+ overall, during the life of the hospital and 700+ operations were 
performed. The first baby born in Pickstown was Linda Specht in February 1949 just 
before the hospital was available. At the time, Dr Flynn had a well-equipped office 
and living quarters in both units of a duplex on Maple Court.  
 
The first surgical operation was performed March 17, 1949 on Sam Mead of Lake 
Andes who underwent an emergency appendectomy. Registered nurses, Mrs. 
Eugene Flynn and Mrs. Thomas Halloran initially took care of emergencies until the 
hospital was fully staffed with a full complement of nurses.  
 
The hospital closed in February 1956 and in late 1961 the St Mary’s School in 
Springfield, SD was the high bidder for the facility and moved two sections with 
plans to move the rest of the building when weather conditions permitted. In all, 
there were about five sections of the hospital to be moved. The building was placed 
on the site of the old original St Mary’s buildings and remodeled into a structure for 












The Pic Theater provided weekly entrainment for both adults and children from it’s  
opening on April 22, 1949 until closure November 1955 after six years in operation.  
 
The theatre was first operated by Joe Floyd, Eddie Ruben and John Murphy of the 
Pic Theater Company with Palmer Johnson as manager and later managed by 
William Wuest, then by P. Johnson, then Dale & Iva King and then Al Harvey with 
Dick Harvey as the projectionist.  
 
The movie theater seated 610. The first opening was “Man from Colorado” starring 
Glenn Ford and William Holden to be followed by the new comedy “You Gotta Stay 
Happy”. The theater was open every evening and for Saturday and Sunday matinees.  




















Recreation Center Front Entrance  
 
The Recreation Center was built just south of the Fire & Police Station on the main 
road leading into town. It included a large bowling alley, restaurant and a room full 
of pool tables. Its busiest years were between 1950-1956. It opened in June 1949, 
but was first used for the 1949 high school prom prior to opening. The first 
concessionaire, Krell & Herrold gave up the Recreation Center in 1952. At that time,  
George Evan, Area Engineer, asked the contractor Donovan, Lovering, and Boyle 
(DLB) if they would assume responsibility for the Center. DLB personnel discussed 
the proposal with Western Contracting Co. and a couple of others, and formed an 
agreement to organize a South Dakota Corporation made up of the four companies, 
equally represented. The new Corporation was called Pickstown Recreation, Inc. 
They did this so that no one of the Companies would bear any significant loss, should 
there be any. They agreed to divide equally whatever profit was made. 
 
Clifford Cox, Jr, Office Manager and Paymaster for DLB assumed additional duties 
as manager of the Recreation Center. Ed Finnegan, who also had a restaurant in Lake 
Andes, became the manager of the restaurant. He also had a small lunch room in the 
Superintendent’s office on “the island” at the dam site where the construction was 
proceeding, so that workers could eat there. Clifford Cox managed the bowling alley 
himself, and said that for several years it was the largest bowling alley in South 
Dakota with 8 lanes.  
(5-7) 
 
Recreation Center Bowling Alley 
 
The teen-age pin-setters were paid ten cents a line. At one time, Jim Fero, the leader 
of a group of pinsetters petitioned for a raise of five cents a line. One night all the 
pin setters, including Art Trautman, Francis Canfield and others, staged a walk-out, 
following Jim’s lead. They all left by the back door in the middle of a league. 
Clifford Cox said he was annoyed by that, but sympathetic to the boys because it 
really was hard work. George Evans, however, decided they couldn’t afford to pay 
the teens more because the Recreation Center only charged twenty-five cents to 
bowl. On an average evening they brought in between $25.00 and $50.00 in the 
bowling alley, including concessions … candy bars, ice cream etc. The Recreation 
Center also had twelve pool tables. 
 
The Recreation Center was always more or less a break-even operation. No one lost 
anything, but the four construction companies never divided profits, because there 
weren’t any. They also obtained a liquor license for the bowling alley, so they could 
serve beer, but that caused an uproar and within a few days the Recreation Center 
moved that part into another building. That was always the busiest and the most 
profitable part of the whole operation! 
In mid-December 1956, the Dam was complete and only one contractor was left to 
finish a bit of road. Most people moved out and the Recreation Center closed down. 
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Above current picture shows the ceiling has been lowered since original 
construction. It now covers the large ceiling cross beams and four high windows on 
each side of the nave as can be seen from the outside picture. The original lights 




Robert E. Grimm assumed the pastorate of the Church and gave his first sermon on 
July 3, 1949. Rev Grimm, a 3-year WWII Navy veteran, graduated from Denison 
University, Granville, OH & the Colgate-Rochester Divinity school, Rochester, NY.  
 
 
Rev. Robert Grimm 
 
The church Chapel was under construction at the time with a completion date of 
August. While the church was under construction, class rooms in the school building 
were used for services and Sunday school. Prior to holding services in the school, 
residents met in the government garage for worship services with pastors of other 
towns serving the pulpit. The Pickstown Chapel opened in the fall of 1949 and was 
dedicated on November 6, 1949 with 325 attending.  Dr. S. D. Huff, pastor of the 
Glendale Community Baptist Church of Sioux City, IA was the principal speaker 
and George Evans, Corps Area Engineer for the Fort Randall project, made the 
formal presentation of the Chapel with Rev. Robert Grimm, church pastor, 
accepting. Edgar Wright, moderator for the community church requested recognition 
as a church and Dr. Arthur Schade, Executive Secretary of the South Dakota Council 
of Churches accepted the recognition.  
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The church seats 330-350 and was designed to serve Protestant, Catholic or Jewish 
faiths with a unique revolving three sided alter. Average church attendance in the 
early days was 100 residents. Roman Catholics met at 7:30 AM with Rev. Lawrence 
J. Janus of Lake Andes as the Priest, Lutherans at 9:30 AM with Dr. Edwin Gunberg 
of Augustana College, Sioux Falls serving as Pastor and Rev. Robert Grimm 
preaching at 11:00 AM for the town community group which included 23 Protestant 
denominations. Episcopalians worshiped at St. Peters in Lake Andes with Rev. S. L. 
Clapp as Priest. Sunday school and vacations bible school were held for all 
denominations with the school building used for these.  
 
Rev. Grimm left in July, 1954 and was replaced by Rev. Henry Larson. 
 
 
Rev. Henry Larson 
 
 
Rev. Larson from Maine resigned his pastorate there effective July 1 and arrived in 
Pickstown the first of August with his formal installation as church pastor the first 
of October. He assumed a pastorate at the First Baptist Church in Brookings, SD 
effective February 1, 1956  
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SHOPPING CENTER SOUTH BUILDING 
 
 
Shopping Center South Building - North Side & West End  
 
The south building opened in September, 1949 and housed the drugstore which was 
the first to occupy it from its original location in the north building … it covered the 
entire west front and next was the post office moving to its permanent location across 
the entire east end. Original Corps drawings show on the building’s north side going 
east … a beauty shop, bank/credit union, shoe shop and post office. On the south 
side of the building going east, the Corps laid out a large barber shop, express office 
and back side of the post office. All the businesses in the south building were not 
implemented as defined by the original Corps drawings. Original business 
implementation is believed to have been going east from the drugstore on the north 
side … a beauty shop moved from the north building and operated by Madge Dalton 
and later by Luella Delaney, barber shop moved from the north building operated by 
Ike Pigsley & later by Orval Eivens & associate Richard Dick, credit union, Tip Top 
Shoe Shop operated by J. E. Misner and post office moved from the north building  
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with Sylvester “Jiggs” Krokaugger as Postmaster. The post office was designed to 
have 500 postal boxes with 200 boxes moved from the temporary north building 
location. 
 
In October 1949 an estimated $2,000 worth of plate glass windows were broken by 
a strong wind between 9:15 and 10:00 AM. Twenty-two windows, 11 each in the 
drugstore and the dry goods store fell out as the wind whipped around corners of the 
buildings.  Trucks placed to break the wind saved several window panes. Goods on 
the shelves and counters and venetian blinds were damaged and blown out as the 
wind swept through the buildings. Suction also slightly damaged the school building 
on the northwest corner and the roofs on the hospital, theatre and some garages were 




Greta Benson (’53) & Frances “Stevie” Stephens (’53) In Front of Missing South 
Side Drugstore Windows - October 1949 
 
Date the south shopping center buildings were torn down is undefined … but, they 
were still standing in June 1970. 
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SOUTH BUILDING DRUGSTORE 
 
Jim Herrold (’56) & Don Barker (’54) At Drugstore South Entrance 
Young Gerry Flarerty on Far Right 
 
The drugstore, everyone’s home away from home, was the first to move from the 
north buildings to the south building. With a large soda fountain, it was the major 
hangout for the young crowd. In the evenings and during the weekends, school kids 
would be constantly coming and going from the drugstore. Many high school girls 
worked behind the soda fountain counter.  Art Trautman and Jim Fero, the only boys 
to work in the drug store through 1953, assisted the girls when times were busy and 
also took care of washing windows, sweeping the floor, stocking shelves, taking out 







Pickstown Drugstore with Soda Jerk Art Trautman (’53)  
 
 
Betty Jo Gillam (’52)  
 
 
Sandy Roper (’55) With Marc 
Rhoades (’57) & Tom Brokaw (’58) 




Ernie Trantina managed the drugstore and his father, Otto Trantina, was the school 
janitor. Ernie was always friendly with the many kids hanging around the drugstore. 
When it closed, he moved to Sioux Falls, SD to operate a drugstore which he had 
opened in 1954 with his partner, Glen James, from Wagner. 
 
 
Shopping Center South Building South Side During 1949 Construction  
Just Past the Drugstore - Kwik Service Laundry Building Is on The Far Right  
                                                                                                          
On the south side of the south building going east from the drugstore, the original 
business implementation is believed to be the DLB [Donovan, Lovering & Boyle] 
offices [prime contractor for the dam’s powerhouse], undefined in the space 
designated by the Corps for the express office and the back side of the post office.  
 
Original Corps floor plan drawings of the Shopping Center buildings can be seen in 
the Working Drawings of Public Buildings exhibit at the Pickstown Museum along 
with those of other key buildings. Many of the early first businesses had a short life 
and over the years there were a series of business changes with both the north and 
south buildings which are far too numerous to define. 
 
By the 1970’s, the Corps of Engineers Administration had moved from its original 
Administration building into the Shopping Center north building that faces west as  
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did the credit union from its south building location.  The Museum’s first phase is in 
the space originally defined for part of the restaurant and in 2021 the Museum 
expanded into the Corps originally defined space for the restaurant kitchen and the 
fourth post office location which moved to the north building when the south 
building closed. 
 
HOTEL GENERAL PICK 
 








The hotel was built by Busboom & Rauh, Salina, KS at a cost of $436,150 and 
opened October, 1949. It had a spacious dining room, coffee shop, two large lounges 
and 125 rooms consisting of single rooms and suites, Western Union office and row 
of garages on the back [east] side. When the hotel opened the staff was about 20 with 
75-80 forecasted. The hotel was first operated by A. H. Jenkins of Omaha, a long-
standing hotel man who was the successful bidder for the hotel concession. His 
assistant manager was Fred F. Phillips of Omaha. Later the hotel was operated by 
Mr. & Mrs. James Rigdon when the hotel closed January 1956. During the 1962-68 
operation period of the Air Force Rader Station east of town, the hotel was used as 
Air Force personnel barracks. In April, 1970 the building was purchased by Fred 
Assam, moved from Pickstown and remodeled into a large home located on the east 






Aerial View of Pickstown - Circa Mid 1969 or Mid 1970 
 
 
Original Buildings Still Standing at Time of Picture: School, Shopping Center Two 
North* & Two South Buildings, Recreation Center, Church*, Hotel, Fire & Police 
Station*, Corps Administration, Government Garage, Public Garage*, Diesel 
Generator.  Not Shown … Building Currently Used for Golf Course Shop*.  
 
* These buildings still remain standing at the time of publishing this manuscript.  
   The current golf course building was originally the mess hall for the barracks.  
   The golf course now occupies the area where the cabins were located and up    
   through the original Maple Court area to about the Theater parking lot.  
 
Buildings Removed by Mid 1970: Hospital, Pic Theater, Several Duplex Units, 
Cabins, Barracks, Trailer Park Service Facilities, Soil Test Lab and Gas Station. 
An April 22, 1970 newspaper article stated the hotel was jacked up, divided into 
parts and ready for moving.  
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Chapter 6 Pickstown 1950 Through 1956  
Plus 1961 - 1968 & 1985/1986 
  
The building of Pickstown was essentially complete by the end of 1949, thus items 
of interest from news articles and museum records will be recorded in Chapter Six 
for the years 1950 through 1956 … plus, 1961 - 1968 [Air Force Radar Station] and 
1985/1986 [Corps of Engineers transfer of Pickstown to local residents].  
1950 
Herrold & Krell were awarded the concession contract to operate a garage to be 
known as the Randall Motor Company. Dwight Herrold who assumed management 
had operated a garage in Plankinton, SD. Also, while the Hotel General Pick had 
been open for business, the first banquet was held the evening of January 30 for 175 
guests including members of the Lake Andes and Pickstown Lions Club and their 
wives.  
February 
Dennis Moran, Indian Scout, who was one of the few remaining links with Dakota’s 
pioneer past, died in the Fort Randall Hospital due to old age of about 92. 
 
April 
It was announced that a laundry and dry-cleaning establishment was installed in 
Pickstown’s south shopping center section to be known as the Kwik Service Laundry 
with Russel Hawks as concession operator and Howard Schoof as manager.    
 
May 
A news report stated a school census of persons between the ages of 6 and 21 was 
taken at Pickstown showing 371 compared to 236 in the prior year. 
 
June 
It was announced that Howard Kortmeyer of Burke and a Huron College football 
star signed a contract to coach at Pickstown. He replaced Allen Laird who moved to 





It was announced that $137,000 from the Fort Randall water and reservoir dam funds 
provided by the Corps was designated for Lake Andes who will use the funds for 
construction of a new school. The funds were made available since some of the 
workers on the dam lived in Lake Andes. Also, O. J. Meyers manager of the 
observation point concession opened a bakery named “The Pantry” in the town’s 
shopping center with Mrs. Clayton Cutts as manager. 
 
Receipts of the post office reached its peak in business during 1950 with a total of 
$343,881.87 in money orders and $11,195.00 in postage stamps. Business in 1947 
totaled $17,418.19 in money orders and $824.26 in postage stamps. Mail was taken 
in and out by truck from Lake Andes which was the nearest railway station. The lack 




Some of the school’s teachers went on strike because the Board of Education refused 
to pay Betsy Crowder, school secretary, for the rest of the school year even though 
she had been asked by the Board to resign on grounds of “lack of cooperation”. Her 
husband, Troy Crowder, who taught history, government and journalism left his 
position as well. Most of the school’s 20 teachers had appeared before the Board and 
presented three demands: 1] that a more definitive reason be given for Mrs. 
Crowder’s dismissal 2] that Supt. Wright apologize for alleged “abusive language” 
and 3] that she either be retained or given her full contract pay to the end of the 
school year. Supt. Wright did apologize as requested … but, she was not given the 
extended pay.    
  
February 
It was announced that R. L. Scott, manager of the Pickstown Super Market moved 
to Pierre where he purchased a store in partnership with William Palmer who 
formerly worked in the Pickstown grocery store. In late February, a credit union 
chartered by the Federal government was organized with the purpose to promote 
thrift among its members by regular systematic savings and provide convenient 
credit at economical interest rates. 
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The highway between Lake Andes and Pickstown was the scene of two accidents. A 
hit and run driver killed 21-year-old Wilber Wolf, an Indian youth, from Greenwood 
four miles north of Pickstown. The second accident resulted in deep cuts and body 
bruises to Tom Hagen, a Pickstown employee, who lost control of is car on the long 
hill outside town. 
 
March 
A news report titled “Yipes” covered a Bleached Butch Hair Club which bit the 
Pickstown track boys. Tom Hahn, the ringleader, with Tom Murphy, Duane Bruestle 
and Ralph Odom falling to the fad and others planning for a haircut and bleach. 
 
April 
Senator Mundt reported the office of education had approved participation by the 
Corps of Engineers in school construction at Lake Andes. The plan was for the 
Engineers to put up $137,000 toward a project to cost more than $1 million. Lake 
Andes was eligible for federal school assistance because school attendance was 
boosted due to the Fort Randall Dam project. The $137,000 is what the government 
estimated it would have to pay out for temporary facilities to educate children of 
workers on the project. 
 
June 
Lake Andes planned to observe its 36th annual Fish Days with a parade, horse show 
and a baseball game between Wagner and Lake Andes to be followed by a free 
pavement dance. Vaudeville acts were held in the afternoon and evening. The event 
also included a tour of Fort Randall sponsored by the Chamber of Commerce.   
While not related to building Pickstown, a very interesting story on Custer’s Battle 
of the Little Big Horn was in the June 17 Rapid City and Sioux City Journals on the 
battle’s 75th anniversary which is worthy of partially recording due to its unique 
historical content. Henry Kingman, a child of 10, was in the Indian village camped 
along the west of the Little Big Horn and provided details on the battle. He watched 
the battle from beginning to end only to learn when it was over his father was one of 




for the general with yellow curls, George Custer, who Crazy Horse said they would 
surely get this time. He found out later that General Custer had his hair cut before 
he left Fort Abraham Lincoln. He watched the soldiers come across the prairie while 
the Indian warriors anxiously waited for them to cross the graduated knoll which 
made such a perfect stage for mowing down the 276 soldiers. He remembers the 
Indians were armed with a variety of guns, bows, arrows, axes, tomahawks and 
knives. Finally, when the last soldier and most of the horses lay stretched out on the 
ground, scattered over a large area, he recalls how the warriors tested the cavalrymen 
to see if they were surely dead. If they had any doubt, they took off the soldier’s 
boots and tickled their feet. If there was any reaction, they bludgeoned them death.        
 
July 
The Charles Mix school census reported 1950 numbers with two towns showing an 
increase: Dante 37 to 34, Geddes 142 to 151, Lake Andes 457 to 405, Platte 234 to 
244, Pickstown 369 to 355, Ravinia 186 to 185 and Wagner 371 to 342. 
 
August 
It was announced that William Naas, from Fort Worth, TX, had assumed   




Harry Woodruff, Pickstown fire chief retired after 34 years of US civil service. 
David Giddings, assistant fire chief, replaced him. 
 
December 
A group of Pickstown youth were recognized for interest in the wide variety of rocks 
to be found along the Missouri River and uncovered by excavations near the  











On New Year’s Eve, the Pickstown Recreation Association sponsored a dance at the 
Corps garage building. Funds from the dance were to be used for civic activities.  
1952 
January 
It was announced that Pastor R. E. Larson of the University of South Dakota would 
take over the pastorate of the St. Paul Lutheran services in Pickstown beginning Jan 
6th. He planned to retain his residence in Vermillion. 
 




It was announced that Milton Edney, bookkeeper at the Anderson Clothing Store in 
Pickstown, had purchased the Corner Grocery in Lake Andes. Carl Anderson, 
manager of Anderson’s Store, enlisted in the Army and Jack Davis of Igloo took 
over management. William Anderson of Chadron, NE was the concessioner.      
 
(6-5) 
The McCarthy Improvement Company, having completed their Fort Randall 
contract gave a farewell party at the Recreation Center. Honored at the event were 
Don Heuer and Don McIntosh who were leaving for active duty in the US Marines.   
March 
Eugene Lehman took over management of the Fort Randall Recreation Center on 
March 3.  
 
Mrs. Maynard Justice, who came to Pickstown from Chamberlain, opened a beauty 
parlor. Also, Raymond Hanson of Centerville, SD moved to Pickstown to be 
associated with Orval Eivens in the Pickstown Barber Shop. 
Mr and Mrs. John Gillam announced the marriage of their daughter Betty Jo to Cpl. 
Robert D. Blankenfeld stationed at the Air Force base Colville, WA. Mrs. 
Blankenfeld will join her husband after graduation from the Pickstown high school 
in May. 
Vernon Grosshuesch, superintendent of the Bonesteel public school system for six 
years accepted a similar position at Pickstown for the coming1952-53 school year.  
Mark Smith, a Fort Randall Dam employee, composed a song “Wang, Wang, Blues” 
and it was first introduced to the public on March 19 when Tom Halloran, town 
manager, and his musicians provided their annual entertainment for the town. Smith 
also composed the “Pickstown Polka” which was printed in sheet music two years 
prior.  
 
The March 19 event was the highly politically incorrect minstrel show 
“Tumbleweed” presented by the men of Pickstown to 700 people in the school 
auditorium with Dr.  Noel Patberg serving as Captain. A cast of 125 black face men, 
with women and children providing specialties, performed a show of vocal and 
instrumental music in pantomime, dance and dramatization directed by Tom 
Halloran and with the Four-Fifths adding to the hilarity of the entertainment. The 
production was sponsored by the Pickstown Pioneers with the Pickstown 









Orval Eivans, who operated the barber shop in Pickstown, closed his shop and retired 




School custodian, Bill Kosta, had an accident when a ladder turned over while he 
was placing light bulbs in the high ceiling of the gymnasium. He was taken to the 
hospital where he regained consciousness while stitches were being made in his 
facial cuts … there were no broken bones.   
 
Dr A. B. Scales, who worked with Dr Flynn at the Fort Randall Hospital the past 
four years, enlisted in the Army Medical Corps with plans to leave Pickstown 
February 5, 1953 for Fort Benjamin Harrison with the rank of Lieutenant Colonel, 
the rank he held while a member of the Officers Reserve Corps. 
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The Pickstown post office, a second-class office, showed a decrease in business with 
postage sold during 1952 amounting to $8,980 and money orders $123,401.80 as 
compared to 1951 sales of postage $11,191.75 and money orders $343,881.87. 
Pickstown was served by a mail messenger from Lake Andes as there is no railway 
service to Pickstown except for dam project freight. Postmaster Krokauger stated 
business depended on the number of men employed and he expected it to drop back 
to a third-class post office as the population decreases.  
An unusually low scoring basketball game occurred in January at Armour as they 
attempted to clamp a “deep freeze” on Pickstown’s stronger team who won the game 
29 to 10. 
February 
The Fort Randall Credit Union declared a 4.8% dividend for 1952. The credit union 
was organized in February, 1952 with seven members and had grown to a 
membership of 140 with $14,000 in assets. 
 
Also, in February, the 10-year-old son of Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Stutz died at the 
Fort Randall Hospital of Leukemia. He had been previously flown in a private plane 
to the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, MN for a checkup following a virus pneumonia 
infection. Mrs. Bridget Flynn, RN and his mother accompanied him on the flight. 
July 
Approximately 10,000 people took advantage of a new parking area that recently 
opened on the top edge of the Fort Randall Dam over the fourth of July holiday. A 
check meter located at this this new parking area showed 2,308 cars registered and 
a meter at the ever-popular main observation showed 2,405 cars. 
 
Dr N. F. Patberg who served as the dentist the past four years left to join a dental 
clinic in Muncie, IN. Dr Patberg served in the Army Dental Corps for four years 
before coming to Pickstown. Dr Donald Pearson of Parker and a recent graduate of  
Creighton University took over his practice which was housed in the Pickstown 
Hospital.  
 
A July 18th article stated the Natural Resources Commission would like to see 
Pickstown retain its claim of “The best little town by a dam site”. Due to concern 
the Corps of Engineers would declare the town surplus and dispose of it, in a  
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resolution passed in Pierre, the commission urged that the town be kept intact for 
private commercial purpose. The commission turned down a suggestion that the state 
ask the federal government for title to the town if it was to be destroyed. Also, it is 
interesting to note that at the same time, a report was given by Dr Andrew Karstens 
from the School of Mines regarding manganese since the state has some of the 
largest manganese ore deposits in the world along the Missouri River near 
Chamberlain.   
The body of Don Jorgenson, 27, who drowned in the Fort Randall Reservoir, was 
located after constant searching by boats and airplanes. He and Harold Squires were 
riding in a boat that upset and threw them out. Squires was able to remove his clothes 
and swim to the shoreline. Jorgenson was one of 16 men to come to Pickstown about 
a month prior from Fort Peck, MT to be a permanent Corps employee at the 
powerhouse. 
Rev. Robert Grimm ended his fourth year as the first pastor of the Pickstown 
Community Church and started his fifth year. He said it was rather hard to minister 
to people that are here one day and gone the next. Also, the governing board which 
was composed of representatives of each denomination made for an interesting 
difference of opinion. The church had an open membership and to be a member, it 
was not necessary to transfer membership from your pervious church. 
August 
Two men were arrested at Pierre in conjunction with an $11,000 payroll burglary at 
Pickstown from the Pittsburg Des Moines Steel Company. 
 
September 
Several adjustments were made at the Pickstown school to anticipate enrollment not 
anticipated by the faculty. The enrollment was 482 with all but 70 in grade school 
compared to 1950 and 1951, with 494 students and 528 students respectively. Desks 
from Lake Andes were borrowed so all rooms could be utilized. A new teacher, Mrs. 
Robert Roper, was hired so the 5th grade 50 pupil class could be divided. 
 
On the 17th, Bettye Roper suffered a broken leg above the ankle when a car driven 
by Larry Richards where she was a passenger overturned when it went out of control 
as it struck loose gravel on the pumphouse road south of Pickstown. 
(6-9) 
The latest statistics from the Corps administration listed the population of Pickstown 
at 2,600. All housing was filled and though personnel was changing continually, 
each dwelling was re-occupied immediately. Even the trailer areas were well filled. 
In the fall of 1953, seven girls representing the first group of children born at 
Pickstown entered kindergarten. The children were delivered by Dr. Flynn at home 
as there was no hospital six years ago. The group included Linda Specht [first to be 
born], Judy Caton, May Ann Mueller, Diane Kay Nelson, Lynette Vore, Gwen 
Louise Walker and Pamela Marie Sanman. 
Of the eleven 1953 high school graduating class, nine or 82% were attending college. 
Beth Gillam and Greta Benson at the University of SD, Harlen Weber and Carl Gram 
at Southern State Teachers, Francis Stephens at a school in Omaha, Sally Green at 
Bradley University in Illinois, Kim Patberg in Boulder Colorado, Jim Fero at Iowa 
State College and Art Trautman at South Dakota State College. Jim Fero, a former 
Pickstown track star, captured four firsts … in the high jump with a record height of 
6’ 2.5”, pole vault, high hurdles and broad jump in the Freshman Decathlon and set 
a record for the event. 
October 
Wayne Bush of Omaha, NE was named the manager of the Pickstown Grocery Store 
which opened October 1st with William Cooperman of Ashland, NE as the 
concessionaire. 
 
The Pickstown Beer Tavern was robbed of $350 when a back door was left open and 
provided entry. [Note: Initially no alcohol was sold in Pickstown, however, a beer 
tavern was allowed to open sometime in the 1951-1952 time period [do not have 
information on the actual date] in what is now the golf course club house. 
 
November 
Twelve-year-old Tommy Brokaw suffered a fractured bone in his foot while playing 
basketball. The hospital placed a foot to knee cast on his leg. To again emphasize 
the enormous wide spread community spirit, Curly Vanderheiden a 1953 PHS 
graduate without being asked, picked Tommy up on mornings with his motorcycle 





Curly Vanderheiden on His Motorcycle 
 
In December, 12-year-old Douglas Gustafson was hospitalized while hunting when 




Postal receipts for stamps and money orders in 1953 far exceeded the totals for 1952. 
Total receipts in 1953 were $241,590.62 vs $132,382.71 in 1952. The peak year was 
1950 with $355,073.62. The post office was serviced by mail passenger from Lake 
Andes twice daily. 
 
Pickstown was one of the locations in South Dakota being considered for a new Air 
Force Academy. Governor Sigurd Anderson stated, in a letter to Senator Francis 
Case, that he favored pushing Pickstown. Other locations mentioned in his letter 
were Rapid City, Sioux Falls, Aberdeen, Waterloo, Huron, Mitchell, Yankton and 
Pierre. He felt Pickstown would be the best location because of a tremendous number 
of good government buildings in a well-planned community with attractive streets, 
immediate access to the Fort Randall reservoir, three great areas of level land close 
to Pickstown which would be useable for air strips and the variety of flying 
conditions that would be desirable in training academy students in both summer and 
winter weather. He further added that South Dakota ranked favorable with other 
areas of the country as to the number of good flying days each year and that 
Pickstown was centrally located to the entire United States. The House Armed  
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Services Committee had approved $175 million for such an Academy to be on par 
with West Point for the Army and Annapolis for the Navy. 
 
March 
Jim Fero, a 1953 graduate of Pickstown high school, received a principal 
appointment to the West Point Academy and was scheduled to take his entrance 




Johnson-Winston donated the building located at the dam site formerly used as a 
general and employment office to the Boy Scout camp Krizan located on the 
Missouri River nine miles south of Geddes. The Sioux Council of Boy Scouts 
contracted for moving the building. 
 
May 
Rev. Henry Larson resigned his pastorate in Maine and accepted the pastorate of the 
Pickstown Community Church replacing Rev. Robert Grimm, pastor of the church 
since July 1949, who moved to Huron, SD to serve as Executive Secretary of the 
South Dakota Council of Churches. 
 
The new Air Force academy site board decided to only visit the Lakeport site west 
of Yankton, SD as it was made their chief consideration. Other sites that were pushed 
hardest with the site board were the old of Fort Sisseton location, Air Base at Rapid 
City and Pickstown. Senator Case, at the time, said Pickstown may ultimately be 
used as the location of an atomic energy plant where there is a $6 million housing 
and community that would fit in with power from Fort Randall as an integral part of 
an atomic energy plant.   
 
June 
Herb Blomenkamp & Company of Oglala, ND contracted to improve 25 Pickstown 
duplexes to be used for permanent housing by employees who will remain on the 
project site when the dam is completed. Duplexes near the Fire and Police Station 
and on Chapel Street were selected for permanent housing. 
 
Ernie Trantina and Glen James of Wagner, operators of the Pickstown drugstore, 
contracted for a new type of semi self-service drugstore at the new Sioux Falls, SD 




The Corps requested permission from Congress to put Pickstown up for sale. When 
approval is received, the Corps planned to act in accordance with Governor 
Anderson’s wishes to first seek an industrial or charitable buyer. If that fails, 
Pickstown would have to be sold in whole or piecemeal to the highest bidder. 
 
August  
Nineteen-year-old David Livingston, a 1954 Pickstown high school graduate, was 
killed when the car he was driving six miles east of Deadwood, SD on the Boulder 
Canyon Road made a right-hand turn and slid out of control into the left-hand bank, 
rolling over several times. Passengers in the car, Dick Harvey and Don Smithback 
also of Pickstown, were hospitalized with shoulder and facial injuries. The three 
youths had arrived a few days earlier with Mr. and Mrs. Albert Harvey for a vacation 
in the Hills and were staying at a family members’ cabin in Spearfish.  
 
September 
Pickstown’s school reported an enrollment of 485, an increase of 20% over 1953.  
 
October 
John Carlson, representing a Lutheran Missionary group, proposed converting 
Pickstown into an Indian rehabilitation center, leadership school and trade center. 
He pointed out that no place is there a clearing house for Indian culture, craft, and 
arts and Pickstown could serve as a capital for Indian culture. 
 
Earl Wolford, age 40, the Corps resident engineer for the spillway, died of leukemia 
at Mayo Clinic’s St Mary’s Hospital.   
 
A break-in at Harold’s Super Market in Pickstown resulted in $4,000 being stolen. 
Entrance was believed to have been through a back window. 
 
1955 
While Pickstown did not actually transfer ownership from the Federal government 
until 1986, there was a lot of discussion in 1955 by state officials on what to do with 
the town as it was felt the Corps would soon dismantle it. 
(6-13) 
January 
A meeting was held at the Fort Pierre courthouse on January 20 to discuss the 
expectation that Pickstown would soon be deserted and to consider it for a National  
Indian Cultural Center. Committees were appointed to study the matter by the Senate 
Chamber. Purpose of the session was to get input from Indian representatives who 
spoke out very strongly in favor of the proposal. Later, Rep. E. Y. Berry stated that 
the SD Legislature must decide at the current session on whether to make Pickstown 
a vocational training school for Indian training. He pointed out that the state was 
currently negotiating financial settlements with Indians on the reservation which was 
affected by the Missouri River Dams and that several million dollars would be made 
available for rehabilitation, education and training of a large number of Indians in 
trades and mechanical skills. Under the Cheyenne River Settlement, that tribe would 
probably have $1.5 to $2 million to finance schooling and training of young people.   
  
Also, the SD Legislature discussed the possibility of using homes from Pickstown 
for employee housing at the state’s charitable and penal institutions. 
February 
Governor Joe Foss planned to ask the SD Legislature to give him authority to 
negotiate for procurement of Pickstown. He stated that if the state doesn’t act in the 
current legislative session, it may be too late to acquire the property. The governor’s 
announcement came shortly after Rep. E. Y. Berry had urged the state to make 
Pickstown a vocational training school for Indians. After a meeting with Philip Yoes, 
Chief of Management and Disposal, the governor stated the Corps was expected to 
soon declare the town surplus and it would eventually be sold on a piecemeal basis 
except for about 75 - 85 family homes connected with operation and maintenance at 
the dam. On February 10, a bill providing for the acquisition of Pickstown by the 
state was introduced by the State Development Committee that included $25,000 for  
a “Pickstown Development Board” and hiring of a board secretary at $5,000/year. 
Spread over 700 acres, available facilities included 412 family housing units, 
dormitories to accommodate 800, hotel for 150, school, shopping center, drugstore, 
hospital, chapel, theater, two filing stations and facilities for 300 trailers. Also, about 
100 acres of land had been made available as picnic grounds and a recreational area.  
 
April 
Dr Frank James, recently released from two years of active Army duty, joined Dr 




Officials of the Milwaukee Railroad visited Pickstown to look it over for a possible 
industrial site. After a meeting in Sioux Falls, with Governor Foss, the party went to 
Pickstown where city officials and Chambers of Commerce from Pickstown, 
Wagner, Lake Andes, Platte and Armour arranged a banquet at the Pickstown hotel 
for about 70 people. George Evans, Area Engineer, and his staff provided a tour of 
the town, dam and power plant.  
 
In late May, Robert Fero, age 48, in charge of the Corps Office Engineering Branch 
since early 1947, died suddenly from a heart ailment.  
Presently about 500 men were employed on the dam project and when finished only 
about 125 people will be retained for operation and maintenance. 
July 
Dr Dennis Casey, a graduate of Creighton University/Omaha opened an office at the 
Fort Randall Hospital in the dental quarters. Miss Sue Brown served as receptionist 
and assistant to Dr Casey.  
 
The Kaiser Aluminum Company notified the Milwaukee Railroad that because of 
the uncertainly of firm power, it will not be possible for Kaiser to give any further 
consideration to purchasing Pickstown. All Missouri River Basin power in the 
eastern division from government power plants built and under construction had 
been committed to customers and there would be no additional power for sale until 
the Oahe plant comes into production. 
 
September 
The school opened with 208 students. Peak enrollment was 1950 with 540 students. 
 
The Fort Randall Chapel was the scene of marriage for Miss Frances Stephens and 
Arthur Trautman with Rev. Henry Larson officiating. Miss Anne Cover, a 1954 
Pickstown School graduate, sang I Love You Truly and The Lords Prayer. Mr. and 
Mrs. Trautman, better known as “Babe” & “Stevie” were 1953 Pickstown school 
graduates and planned to leave for South Dakota State College for Art’s sophomore 




The Federal government decided to turn over 90 buildings to the Department of 
Health, Education and Welfare for sale to health and education institutions. The 
buildings included 51 one-family dwellings available for transfer to eligible 
institutions. Prices ranged from $17.50 to $25.00 and the buildings had to be 
removed by March 1, 1956. Inquiries were already received from Southern State 
Teachers College and St Mary’s School for Indian Girls in Springfield, SD. In 
addition to the family units were dormitories and a large mess hall complete with 
kitchen equipment. On October 26, the Federal government planned to dispose of 
the 90 buildings.  
 
The SD High School Athletic Association announced the Gregory and Pine Ridge 
(Oglalla Community) high schools were moved to Class “A”. Wessington Springs, 
Deadwood and Scotland dropped from Class “A” to “B”, Gregory replaced Scotland 
in Section 6, Pine Ridge replaced Sturgis in Section 7, Sturgis moved to Section 8, 
Deadwood moved to District 32, Wessington Springs moved to District 21, Scotland 
moved to District 26 replacing Delmont, Delmont moved to District 27 replacing 
Pickstown, Pickstown moved to District 28 replacing Gregory and there was no 
replacement for Pine Ridge in District 31.   
The Indian Health Service requested the 51 single-family and two-family units 
available at Pickstown. Another 20 buildings were planned to be disposed of at an 
October 26 Pickstown meeting. 
November 
Governor Joe Foss was informed on November 4 that it would take Congressional  
action for Pickstown to be kept intact and turned over to the state. Furthermore, it 
was announced that there is no way the Corps could turn the townsite over to private  
industry as that too, would require congressional action. The Corps stated it cost 
$14,000/month for maintenance of structures no longer needed. The facilities for 
which the Corps was retaining for permanent staff only cost $80,000/year. The only 
facilities that were currently operating were the observation building, hospital 
restaurant and food store.  
 
The Pic Theater closed after six years of operation. 
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The Pickstown super market moved from its original location in the most north 
shopping center building to the next-door building [currently known as the Rainbow 
Room building] with Joe Shiels and Dave Bennett of Pickstown and Chalmers Hinds 
of Woonsocket as co-partners. 
December  
Fourteen South Dakota Schools including four colleges obtained 53 surplus 
Pickstown buildings for prices ranging from $17.50 to $25.00. South Dakota State 
College obtained 20 cabins for use as temporary student housing, Southern State 
Teachers College obtained 10 cabins and a utility building, South Dakota University 
got two dormitory buildings to provide housing for 96 men, Wessington Springs 
Junior College received two cabins and a dormitory building,  Other schools getting 
buildings were: Naper school District/two units, Burke public schools/dormitory 
building, Brunswick Public School/one unit, Corsica Christian School/utility 
building, Dakota Christian High School New Holland/dormitory building, 
Springfield St Mary’s School for Indian Girls of Calvary Cathedral/one cabin & 
dormitory building to provide housing for 50 girls, St Otto’s School Webster/two 
cabins, Parkston public school/dormitory building, Monroe public school/two 
cabins, Sunshine Bible Academy, Miller/two cabins and a utility building and 
Bonesteel independent school/dormitory and two utility buildings. 
Rev. Henry Larson accepted a call to the First Baptist Church in Brookings, SD 
effective February 1, 1956. He had served the Pickstown Community Church since 
August, 1954. A successor was not named. 
1956 
January 
The Hotel General Pick closed its doors and the furnishings, owned by Mr. and Mrs. 
James Rigdon, operators, were sold. The Fort Randall Bowling Alley and Café and 
the Pic Theater previously went out of business. 
 
Senator Mundt reported that the Corps and Bureau of Indian Affairs told him that 
the Global Gospel Fellowship and Cheyenne River Sioux Indian Tribe had talked 
with agencies about obtaining Pickstown. He further said the Corps wanted to retain  
about 50 houses and an administration building after completion of Fort Randall and 
they would be agreeable to disposing of the rest of the property. The proposal to  
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convert Pickstown into a training center for rehabilitation of Indians and prepare 
families for off reservation vocation gained momentum at a meeting on January 18 
at Pierre. Indian leaders of eight Sioux Nation reservations were asked to get 
resolutions from their tribes so the necessary Congressional Action could be 
requested. The proposal was for taking Indian family units and establish them at 
Pickstown for training if field aptitude tests indicate they are qualified. A future 
meeting was planned as soon as sentiment from tribes could be obtained. 
 
It was reported that deposits of uranium were found on the Ed Thompson farm, four 
miles southwest of Avon. First indication of the uranium presence occurred while 
workmen were digging for rocks for use at the Fort Randall Dam. Early tests 
indicated rich uranium content. Such a find, if it exists in paying quantities, was 
expected to be a boon to the community. 
 
February 
The Fort Randall Hospital & Clinic suspended operations on February 4. Dr and 
Mrs. Flynn left for a month’s vacation in Texas and Mexico and then would move 
to Pierre, SD where he planned to erect a ranch type home and maintain his business 
office at the same location. During the time the hospital was in operation, from 
March 1949 until the present time, over 400 babies were delivered and 700+ 
operations were performed.  
 
March 
The possibility of converting Pickstown into a model Indian town was discussed on 
March 21 by South Dakota members of Congress and Federal agencies. 
 
Engagement of Deanna Salisbury [‘56] to Joseph Russo [‘55] was announced. 
 
May 
Edward Vath, a Fort Randall construction engineer, sued the government for 
$50,750 injury damages for a fall on an icy sidewalk outside the recreation center on 
February 3. He suffered a broken hip, said the injury prevented him from following 
his profession and maintained the government was responsible for keeping snow and 





It was announced a radar station would be built at Pickstown with construction 
contracts to be awarded in November 1957. When complete, the facility was 
expected to have a personnel strength of 16 officers, 169 airmen and 17 civilians. 
There was no cost estimate given, but earlier plans were for a radar station in the 
Lake Andes area costing $2 million while the Pickstown station was expected to cost 
less because of existing facilities. The decision to establish the radar station put an 
end for the present time to dispose of surplus property in Pickstown. The disposal 
stopped until the Corps could make a study to determine what facilities could be 
used by the Air Force. 
 
The 10 single family cabins secured from Pickstown and moved to Southern State 
Teachers College on the northeast corner of the campus were fully occupied by 
married veteran student families. The college calculates the units cost the state about 
$350 each including moving from Pickstown, installing sewer and water, electric 
wiring and painting. The college also moved a laundry unit which was completed as 
a central laundry for the college. Total cost was about $4.500 - $5,000 versus a value 
estimate of $40,000. 
 
August 
A news article reported that Pickstown had the best sewer and water main system in 




It was reported that a Hungarian medical school with an enrollment of about 300 
students had become a “refuge” and was looking for a home. The town site which 
was called the most modern in the state had most of the facilities the college would 
need. However, if South Dakota was interested, it would have to move fast as 
Pipestone, MN had offered facilities of a vacated Indian school. 
 
South Dakota State College received 12 more one-bedroom cabins from Pickstown 
to be used for student housing. The buildings could not be connected to water and 
sewer until spring and would be ready for occupancy in the summer. Twenty similar 
units obtained in 1955 were being occupied by married students. 
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The Sioux Falls Argus Leader and 
Sioux City Journal printed articles and 
pictures of 16 University of South 
Dakota coeds who would compete for 
Miss Vanity Fair of 1957, the Coyote 
Year Book queen. Selection was made 
by Sammie Kaye, famous orchestra 
leader with the winner’s identity to be 
kept secret until the Coyote was 
published in May 1957. Sandra Roper, 
a 1955 Pickstown high school 
graduate, was named the winner. Pat 
Miller, one of the final three Vanity 
Fair contestants, was later named 1957 
Miss South Dakota. 
    
 
                Sandra Roper 
 
1961 - 1968  
Air Force Radar Station 
Enlisted personnel with an Air Force radar squadron rotated through Pickstown 





   Air Force Radar Station Z-134 (Also                                Air Force Base Sign 
             known as SM-134) 
 
The 695th AC&W Squadron began operations in 1961 with an AN/FPS-20A and a 
pair of AN/FPS-6 radars. The AN/FPS-20A was upgraded to an AN/FPS-66 a couple  
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of years later. The 695th Radar Squadron (SAGE) was deactivated on 9/8/1968.  
 
Between May 1959 and April 1961, the US Government acquired a total of 24.43 
acres of land for the Pickstown Air Force Station (AFS) Z-134. This acquisition 
involved two separate fee purchase segments consisting of 18.35 acres for Segment 
1, an Aircraft and Warning (AC&W) site, and 6.08 acres for Segment 2, a Ground 
to Air Transmitter Receiver (GATR) facility. Improvements constructed at the site 
included an AC&W operational building, three radar towers, sewage treatment 
disposal, electrical emergency power plant, sentry house, diesel and oil storage 
tanks, fencing and other pavement constructions.  
 
The Air Force advised that their mission at Pickstown Air Station Z-134 would end 
on 1 July 1968.  
 
Air Force personnel lived in Pickstown and their children attended the Pickstown 
School. This addition to the town was a welcome change at a time when population 
had significantly decreased.  
 
 
Picture of Some Air Force Radar Station Personnel 
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Several Air Force members married girls from Pickstown and the surrounding area. 
 
Pickstown and Area Girls Marrying Air Force Personnel 
Janet Aarhus (Lake Andes) & Don Davies 
Karen Buus (Wagner) & Jim Crick 
Judy Carda (Lake Andes) & Ron Dilts 
Carolyn Corey (Wagner) & Bob Johnson 
Connie Cudaback (Pickstown “63”) & Jay Reynolds 
Kay Evers (Wagner) & George Stumpf 
Jeanne Hartley (Wagner) & Dick Morrison 
Judi Harvey (Pickstown “60”) & George Dyson 
Janice Honomichl (Lake Andes) & Tom Beale 
Linda Holderby (Lake Andes) & Frank Seres 
Kay Jacoby (Pickstown “61”) & Dave Metoyer (civilian rep. working at the site)  
Judy Janda (Lake Andes) & Tom Harvey 
Karen Ketelsen (Pickstown “62”) & Joe Neuman 
Mary Ann Kocer (Wagner) & Kenny Loxtercamp 
Rhonda Krokaugger (Pickstown “70”) & Glen Broski 
Carolyn Meyers (Geddes) & Sam Piconni 
Kenton Weber (Pickstown) & Betty Morehouse (Pickstown & daughter of Sgt 
Morehouse) 
Bonnie Pavel (Lake Andes) & Jim Simmerman 
Mary Jane Pesika (Lake Andes) & Charlie Ives  
Sherry Petrick (Lake Andes) & Jack Miller 
Gloria Porter (Lake Andes) & Terry Lee 
Karen Sejnoha (Lake Andes) & Vern Hoag 
Pam Shelley (Pickstown “63”) & Jack Soulek 
Carol Summey (Ravinia) & Gene Trotter 
Sherry Slaba (Lake Andes) & Sebastian "Satch" Serrano 
 
The entire site was reported as excess to the General Services Administration (GSA)  
in February 1969. GSA transferred 20.29 acres to the Bureau of Indian Affairs 
(BIA), Department of Interior on January 10, 1977 to be held in trust for the benefit 




The site is currently used by the Yankton Sioux Tribe to house a casino and hotel on 
Segment 1 [former AC&W site), and for pheasant farming activities on Segment 2 
(former GATR facility).   
 
The remaining 4.14 acres were conveyed to Northwestern Bell Telephone Company 
by quitclaim deed dated September 1969. 
 
















1985 - 1986  
Corps of Engineers Transfer of Pickstown to Local Residents  
While there was significant discussion in 1955 on what to do with the town, as the 
Fort Randall Dam was nearing completion, due to general belief that the Federal 
government would dismantle it if a reasonable purpose was not found … it wasn’t 
until 1986, 30 years after the project’s 1956 completion, that the town’s future was 
finally settled. 
On March 8, 1985, Pickstown was put up for sale and in August 1985, SD Senator 
James Abdnor intervened for town residents and sponsored a bill to transfer 
Pickstown to local control. On August 16, 1985 the bill was signed into law by 
President Reagan. On October 2, 1985, sixty-one town residents of the town’s 
registered voters, with about 50% employed at the Fort Randall Dam, moved to 
incorporate in order to be a legal body [vote 61-0] and be considered a serious buyer 
for the town site. Only one day before the town vote, the Corps of Engineers and the 
residents finally settled their differences on some things needed by the residents to 
form their own town which included improvements to the towns’ electrical system, 
dump site, water system and fire equipment. 
 
Property transfer couldn’t take place until after platting was done and ownership of 
the buildings and homes was transferred to the town for sale to residents which was 
done April 10, 1986 on a “no cost basis” since the town would have no income from  
taxes for at least 20 months following property transfer.  
 
On May 5, 1986, the first board of trustees was sworn in. The town was officially 
incorporated by South Dakota Governor Janklow’s proclamation dated July 28, 1986 
and on August 10, 1986, a dedication ceremony was held with the Corps of 
Engineers delivering a deed to the town and its residents.  The dedication ceremony 
consisted of a flag raising ceremony with participation by the Fort Randall Castle 
American Legion Post 282, the children of Pickstown and the 147th Army Band, 
South Dakota National Guard from Mitchell, SD. Colonel Steven West, Omaha 
District Engineer and Pickstown President Bruce Specketer signed the documents. 
Remarks were made by Colonel West, US Senator James Abdnor, Mayor Alan 










The Yankton Sioux Tribe wanted the town and claimed it should go to them since 
the land on which it is located belonged to them under an 1858 treaty. However, they 
were unsuccessful due to Senator Abdnor’s intervention in August. Streets in 
Pickstown were named after South Dakota creeks, rivers, trees and Indian tribes with 
the exception of Lewis and Clark Street which was named after the early explorers 
of the Missouri valley. The streets of Maple Ct, Elm Ct, Cottonwood Ct, Cedar Ct, 
Cedar St, Birch Ct, Crow Creek Ave, Rosebud Dr and Brule Ave no longer exist. 
South Clark Drive was renamed Abdnor Drive after SD Sen. Abdnor. 
 



































Building Fort Randall Dam 
Chapter 7 Summary Overview of Building the Dam 
A chronological description of building the Fort Randall Dam is detailed in the 
following Chapters by year. However, a brief summary overview of the project is 
provided as follows: 
Preparing for First Pick-Sloan Project 
 
Fort Randall Dam was the first dam completed under the Pick-Sloan Plan by the 
Omaha District. In order to build the dam and the 107-mile-long reservoir it would 
impound, the Corps first had to first provide access to the site for men, machines and 
materials. Lake Andes, S.D., located 7-8 miles from the dam site, was the nearest 
town with rail and highway connections. Contractors built a road and a railroad to 
the dam site from the Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific tracks at Lake 
Andes. Like Fort Peck and Garrison Dams, Fort Randall Dam required a new town 
to house the people who would build and maintain it. From 1946 to 1949, the Corps 
Omaha District built Pickstown, SD, on a bluff east of the river at a cost of $9.9 
million. 
 
The Corps of Engineers Fort Randall Dam timeline for an initial completion date of 
around 1953 was overly optimistic in early year forecasts and was impacted multiple 
times during 1946 to 1949 and later due to Congressional delays in appropriating the 
necessary funds for various pending segments of construction work. These delays 
probably extended the completion date by 1-2 years and contributed along with 
unrealistic completion estimates to extending the full completion to early 1956. 
Also, the Corps 1946 estimated construction cost was significantly below the final 
cost … possibly in part due to a strategy of keeping the cost low in the early stages 
to not alarm anyone more than necessary and enhance the necessary congressional 
funding approvals. A March 29, 1952 news article highlighted that the House 
Appropriations Committee had become highly irritated at the “utter lack of firm cost 
estimates” on some Missouri River projects of the Corps of Engineers.  
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Laying the Foundation 
The District decided to locate the dam’s tunnels and outlet works on the northeast 
side of embankment. At this location, the tunnels could be drilled through solid 
chalk, which required less overburden to be removed. To dredge a significant 
amount of material, the contractor, Western Contracting Company used a portable 
dredge, the Western Chief, which was designed and built for the project in just 11 
months. The Western Chief was the most powerful suction dredge of that day. The 
Western Chief was used to pump a 200,000-cubic-yard stockpile of select chalk into 
a temporary dam [weir] to close the Missouri’s natural channel and divert its water 
through an approach channel. This was the first use of a hydraulic placement method 
of closure in such a large project. The weir was completed and river closed in July 
1952 after the Missouri’s spring crest, which included an April flood, had passed. 
 
The approach channel directed the river water to the tunnels in the intake towers 
where the tunnel outlets and tailrace carried the water back to the river channel. The 
sizable reservoir which began to be formed in late 1952 normally holds about 1.5 
million acre-feet of water at all times and capable of impounding more than 6-
million-acre feet in periods of heavy rains and run off. At flood stage levels, the 
water was expected to be 160 feet on the intake towers or 20 feet below the top. 
 
From May 1949, through the end of 1951, contractors worked on the 12 tunnels for 
the intake structure. Innovative thinking redirected the work from a line-drilling and 
blasting approach to one that incorporated a “jumbo saw” that was fashioned after a 
large coal saw. The jumbo saw saved the contractor money and time since it reduced 
the normal six-inch margin of overbreak in half and the contractor didn’t have to 
blast an unneeded three or four inches of diameter. The District saved money 
because it didn’t have to later pay a contractor for three or four more inches of extra 
concrete down the length of the 12 tunnels. In a separate contract, work began on 
the intake structure. The local batching plant mixed over 193,000 cubic yards of 
concrete, enough to lay 74 miles of two-lane highway. The chief of construction, 
Charles Brown, on Omaha District’s Fort Randall staff made absolutely sure that the 
quality of the concrete was very carefully controlled. District personnel tested the 
ingredients that went into the concrete before it was mixed and closely monitored 
the temperature of the aggregate, again testing it when it was ready to be poured. By 
July 1952, the intake structure was ready to receive the Missouri. 
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 The last piece of the Fort Randall Dam project was the powerhouse and its 
generating equipment, with first power flowing on March 15, 1954. President 
Dwight D. Eisenhower spoke over the radio from the White House to 300 people 
gathered in the Fort Randall powerhouse and then tapped a Western Union key to 
signal Governor Sigurd Anderson to start the generators. Anderson spun the giant 
turbine and the dam’s first generator began producing electricity. By June 30, 1956, 
the Omaha District Engineer reported that the Fort Randall Project was 99 percent 
complete at a total cost of nearly $200 million, significantly above original cost 
estimates. Minimum depth of water for production of power and other purposes 
requires that at least 1,400,000 acre-feet of water be stored in the reservoir at all 
times. Within the preceding 12 months, the dam’s generators had produced more 
than 1 billion kilowatt-hours of electricity. By the early 1970s, the dam was 
producing over 2 billion kilowatt-hours of electric power annually. 
 
 
Completed Dam & Town 
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Chapter 8 The Pick - Sloan Plan & Dam Contractors 
 
William G. Sloan and Major General Lewis A. Pick 
Architects of The Pick-Sloan Plan   
 
The dam was built as part of the 4-billion-dollar Pick-Sloan Plan for the Missouri 
Basin which comprises one-sixth of the land area of the United States and is the 
longest river in the US. The waters arising in the basin do not run immediately into 
the sea, but pass through the Missouri Valley for 2,500 miles and then empty into 
the Mississippi River at St Louis. The Missouri River named the "Big Muddy" 
flooded annually with major floods occurring in 1844, 1881, 1903, 1915, 1926, 1934 
and three floods in 1943 being unusually severe. Much of Omaha was under water,  
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including its airport which was vital to the war effort. Public and congressional 
attention on the Missouri River basin caused Congress to respond a year later in 1944 
by passing the Flood Control Act, which included the Pick-Sloan Plan. Prior to this, 
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers proposed in 1932 to build a major dam at Fort 
Peck, Montana. This dam would store water that could be released to supplement 
flows in the river below Sioux City and keep barges afloat. Less than four months 
after Congress in 1933 passed the National Industrial Recovery Act (NIRA), 
President Roosevelt authorized construction of the huge Fort Peck dam which the 
Corps completed in 1939. In November 1949, news reports stated the last great flood 
in 1947 took 26 lives and caused $110,000,000 of damage in Nebraska,  
Iowa, Kansas, Missouri and the Dakotas. 
 
The Pick Plan was a direct response to the severe floods of 1943. That year the House 
Committee on Flood Control authorized the Corps of Engineers to produce a plan 
for flood control and other purposes in the Missouri River basin. In charge of 
preparing these plans was Colonel Lewis A. Pick, then Engineer in charge at the 
Corps' Omaha, NE office. Pick reviewed previous Corps flood-control plans and his 
agency produced a report in ninety days and submitted to the Chief of Engineers in 
Washington. It was a twelve and one-half page plan which was extremely brief as 
Corps Engineers' reports go … it was terse and concise to the point of bareness. 
Secretary of War Henry L. Stimson submitted the Corps plan to the House 
Committee on Flood Control on March 2, 1944. The plan's major provisions called 
for five dams on the Missouri River below Fort Peck, new and previously authorized 
but unbuilt reservoirs on tributaries, and 1,500 miles of levees on both sides of the 
river from Sioux City, IA to the confluence with the Mississippi River where no 
federal levees had been built before. Essentially a flood control and navigation plan, 
Colonel Pick allowed for some hydroelectric power production at major dams. He 
barely mentioned irrigation. Cost for the total package was estimated at $490 
million. Pick maintained that his plan would provide for all uses of the river's water 
including irrigation, navigation, power, domestic and sanitary purposes, wildlife, 
and recreation.  
 
Meanwhile, the Bureau of Reclamation had been conducting an extensive multi-year 




1945. Caught completely off guard by the Pick Plan, the Bureau ordered a speedy 
completion of its plan under the direction of William G. Sloan, then an Assistant 
Director in the Billings Montana office. The Sloan Plan document was far more 
detailed and specific than the Pick plan. In his 211-page report, Sloan emphasized 
irrigation and reclamation as well as hydroelectric power generation. He called for 
some seventeen power plants, ninety reservoirs-nearly four times as many as Pick's-
and the irrigation of nearly 5 million acres of the Great Plains. Its price tag was more 
than twice the cost of Pick's plan. The Sloan Plan startled Congress and the public 
when its cost at $1.26 billion became known. The upper basin states of Montana, 
Wyoming and North Dakota favored the Sloan Plan, while the lower basin states, 
including South Dakota, advocated the Pick Plan … however, South Dakota later 
switched sides. Expediency and a request from the President, for the two agencies 
to develop a unified plan, produced the eventual compromise. Similarities between 
the two plans enabled General R. C. Crawford (Col. Pick having been assigned to 
Burma), William Sloan and another representative from each agency to meet in 
Omaha in October, 1944, to discuss the plans and to issue a "joint engineering 
report" which would be known as the Pick-Sloan Plan. Congress ratified the short 
two-page Omaha agreement in the Flood Control Act of 1944. President Roosevelt 
signed the plan in late 1944, about five months before his death. The five mainstem 
dams in the plan were Garrison in North Dakota and Oahe, Big Bend, Fort Randall 
and Gavins Point in South Dakota.  
 
Congress also settled the jurisdiction of the two agencies: The Corps would build 
and operate all the mainstem dams, including the one at Gavin’s Point which the 
Bureau had so strenuously opposed and the Bureau would allocate the water 
dedicated to irrigation. There were losers with the plan … the American Indians, 
whose reservations bordered the river, were the biggest losers. The reservoirs 
flooded their best agricultural and grazing lands and displaced hundreds of families. 
The four large dams in South Dakota were expected to flood over a half-million 
acres of land with Oahe covering 324,000 acres, Fort Randall 115,830 acres, Big 
Bend 23,000 acres and Gavins Point 30,000 acres. In April 1947 it was announced 
that a thorough reconnaissance of ancient Indian town sites in the Missouri River 
basin would be conducted during the summer to follow up a preliminary 




Service and Smithsonian Institute to recover archeological and paleontological 
remains from areas that would be inundated by the Missouri River basin reservoirs. 
Approximately 300 ancient village sites had been reported along the Missouri River 
in the Dakotas and among them were some of the best preserved and most impressive  
Indian town sites in the US. The sites contained much of the development of the 
Arikara, Mandan and other upper Missouri cultures. Reconnaissance included 
topographic mapping, test pitting and sample collecting at sites showing such 
features as house pits and defensive works. Excavation of key sites would follow 
and include a compressive excavation of the Fort Randall and Oahe reservoir sites. 
Recovered specimens were to be placed in the national museum, recreational area 
exhibits and state and local museums.  
 
Although agriculture would continue to be the main industry of South Dakota, the 
four mainstem dams would bring a new era of expansion and prosperity to the state 
with great opportunities to be taken and a dwindling South Dakota population 
expected to turnaround with a forecasted potential increase of 75,000 more residents.  
 
The large reservoir lakes created by the dams provided enormous growth for wildlife 
and recreational activities along with saving huge amounts of cost associated with 
flooding across the entire Missouri River Basin beyond South Dakota that forever 
changed South Dakota and other states bordering the Missouri River.  However, 
there was a point to dampen the state’s enthusiasm …  during an August, 1948 
interview by the Rapid City Journal with Bart Stokes, Fort Randall Assistant Area 
Engineer, he stated that due to silting in the reservoirs, the Fort Randall dam and 
other main stem dams will only have a life of between 200 and 500 years. Life of 
the Fort Randall Dam will be highly dependent on the ability of the Oahe Dam to 
slow silting. As will be later explained in the Building the Fort Randall Dam section 
of this document, all four of the mainstem dams work in a coordinated system to 









Fort Randall Dam Construction Companies 
 
Main Contractors 
Allis Chalmers Mfg. Co, Milwaukee, WI: Turbines & Main Control Switch Board  
 
Donavan, Lovering & Boyle [DLB], Chicago, IL: Powerhouse Substructure & 
Scroll Case 
 
Johnson Construction Co & Winston Bros Co, Minneapolis, MN: Powerhouse 
Sub Structure, Intake Towers, Spillway & Ogee Weir Below Flood Tunnels 
 
McCarthy Improvement Co, Davenport, IA: Powerhouse Substructure, 
Downstream Discharge Section, Regulating Gate Structure & Distilling Basin  
 
Peter Kiewit & Sons Construction Company, Omaha, NE: Preliminary 
Earthwork Prior to Stage I and Stage V Earthwork  
 
Pittsburgh Des Moines Steel Co, Des Moines, IA: Penstocks & Surge Tanks 
 
Silas Mason, Shreveport, LA: Intake Tunnel Drilling 
 
Western Contracting Co, Sioux City, Iowa: River Closure & Stage I, II, III & IV 
Earthwork Work [All except Stage V] 
 
Westinghouse Electric, Omaha, NE: Generators 
 
Other Contractors  
Al Harris Plumbing Co, St Paul, MN: Powerhouse Plumbing [DLB Sub] 
 
Bassett Drilling Co, Dell Rapids, IA: Relief Wells 
 
Bryce Block Construction Co, Dell Rapids, SD: Protective Floating Booms 
 
Newberry Electric Co, Los Angeles, CA: Powerhouse electrical [DLB Sub] 
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Chapter 9 1946 Dam Development 
 
Old Fort Randall  
Fort Randall was a principal military post, the direct result of the Sioux Expedition 
into Nebraska Territory in 1855 after the “Grattan Massacre” of 1854. The first to 
be permanently established outpost, by the United States on the Upper Missouri in 
what was the Dakota Territory on June 26, 1856, was intended to be a supply depot 
on the Missouri River, serve as a barrier between Indians and white settlers and as a 
station on the major waterway leading across the northern plains.  
 
 
Old Military Map of Fort Randall Location 
 
The Fort was named for Col. Daniel W. Randall, one-time deputy paymaster of the 
Army. It was garrisoned by the military for 36 years and abandoned in 1892, three 
years after South Dakota gained statehood. It originally contained about 40 log 
structures and out buildings. A plan of the Fort drawn in sometime during the Civil 
war showed 64 log quarters. Between 1871-72, all of the log structures, with the 
exception of the post hospital and commanding officer’s quarters, were torn down 
and replaced with wood frame buildings, many of which had stone foundations.  
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After the Fort was abandoned in 1892, an inventory of all the standing structures 
was conducted in order to determine their value prior to disposing of them at public 
auction. This inventory described 58 structures  
 
In April 1946, an interesting news article was written about the old Chapel called 
Christ Church that was erected at old Fort Randall by the soldiers in 1875 with the 
ruins still standing. A carpenter by the name of George Bush, a discharged soldier, 
had been given the job of building the church. His grandson, George Bush II was a 
member of a construction crew working on the Fort Randall Dam. The church had 
worshippers of all faiths, an Odd Fellows lodge adjoined the east side of the church 
and the post library was on the extreme east end of the building.  
 
Famous Teton Dakota Sioux Indian Chief Sitting Bull and his family were held in 
custody at the Fort for 20 months from about October 1881 until May 1883.  
  
 
Sitting Bull (Tatanka Iyotake) 
Medicine Man 
                                  
   
1882: Sitting Bull with Wife & Three 
Children next To Officer’s Wife (Her 
Child 2nd From Left). Captain                                                                               







Gwyneth King Roe whose father, John King, along with three other men who 
founded Chamberlain, SD relates a story in the November 21, 1947 issue of the 
Mitchell Daily Republic on a trip by the General Terry riverboat from Chamberlain 
to Fort Randall when she was 16 years old and meeting Sioux Medicine Man Sitting 
Bull. Once every week to 10 days, one of three luxurious large steamboats would 
dock at Chamberlain. The boats traveled between Bismarck, ND and Yankton, SD 
… only in those days the two states were one big territory. While the trip was only 
160 miles each way, it took 2 weeks with four days to get to Fort Randall for a three 
day stay. She describes the Fort as having a smooth parade field, attractive officer’s 
homes, neat and fresh-looking barracks, headquarters with comfortable furniture, a 
ballroom with a shining floor and everywhere clean-cut, spic and span soldiers in 
uniform. The Army captain at the time was Captain Quimby. The second day, they 
visited the nearby Indian camp where they met Sitting Bull, his mother and two 
wives. She describes Sitting Bull as heavy, powerful, black hair parted in the middle 
with two loose braids, erect with his chest girth proportionately matching his waist, 
face was strong and heavily lined yet kind and benevolent with firm hands that were 
soft and smooth. The soldiers had taught him the words “you bet your boots” and he 
would often use this phase. Sitting Bull’s remains were disinterred on April 8, 1953 
from his concrete covered grave at Fort Yates, ND and reburied near his home on 
the Grand River in South Dakota. Sitting Bull was buried at Fort Yates on December 
17, 1890 after he was killed by Indian police at his home near the Grand River as a 
result of the messiah craze which swept the plains tribes that year. The removal 
highlighted a month of haggling between the two states over the old Indian’s 
remains. 
 
The old chalk walls of the church still stand at the foot of the Fort Randall Dam. 
Twice a tornado ripped portions of the roof from its mooring. The beautiful walnut 
furniture which had been built in the east and paid for by subscriptions from the 
soldiers and local civilians had been removed and sold or appropriated. The bell was 
taken to Springfield and was since been returned for public display. At that time all 
the church furniture would also have been moved to Springfield, except there were 
protests that the furnishings were not government property since, when the Fort was 
abandoned between 1892 and 1895, the building was sold. A woman in Fairfax 
bought the walnut pews and had furniture made from them. The stone which bore 
the name Christ Church above the door and a piece of the alter bearing an  
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inscription was presented to the state historical society for safe keeping. An 
interesting piece of history in connection with the closing of Fort Randall in 1892 
was that a band of Indians, including entire families, came from the Brule reservation 
and took up their abode in the buildings vacated by the officers. Houses and wagons  
were parked on the old parade grounds. Help was requested from Washington DC 
to dislodge the Indian families and a little later policemen from the Brule reservation 
came to the Fort and escorted the families back to the reservation. In 1951, the Corps 
and National Park Service prepared plans to prevent further deterioration of the old 
church chapel built in 1875 in order to save it as an historical landmark.  
 
A July 1951, newspaper article reported that Mrs. Kathryn Smith of Lake Andes 
presented an old flag to the state historical society. The origin of the huge 13x30 foot 
flag traces back to 1858. Flags with 32 stars were made between the time Missouri 
was admitted to the Union on May 11, 1858 and the time Oregon was admitted on  
February 2, 1859. The flag is made of fairly heavy wool bunting and the stars are 
dyed into the field of blue. Each stripe in the flag is 19 inches wide and the stars 
from point-to-point measure 9 inches. There is probably only one larger flag in the 
state and that is the flag used at the time of the original unveiling of the Rushmore 
Memorial. She received the flag from an Indian named Little Bird who got the flag 
from  James McLaughin, an Indian Agent, who served at Fort Randall at various 
times from 1858 to 1892. 
 
Initial Work on Fort Randall Dam 
US Army Corps of Engineers leadership for constructing the dam was headed up by 
General Lewis Pick, George Evans, Project Area Engineer and Charles Brown, Chief  
of Construction. For the first few years, C. B. Stokes served as the Assistant Area 
Engineer and when he left, Charles Brown assumed this position in addition to 
continuing as Chief of Construction. These Fort Randall leaders were expert in the 
building of dams as they had years of experience with similar construction projects.  
 
John Gillam, head of the Survey Branch, was the first Corps employee on the job 
when he moved, with his family, from Nebraska City, south of Omaha, to Fairfax, 
SD in 1945. Their home served as the first Corps of Engineers field office. The 
Wheeler bridge served as the most convenient travel route from west side of the river 
to the east side. 
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After most of the survey work was done, on the west side of the Missouri River, in 
the summer of 1946, a Corps office was set up on the east side of the river in the 
basement of a hotel in Lake Andes. John then moved his family to Dante, SD into a 
rented home with no plumbing. Later another Corps office was also set up in 
Wagner. Eventually, these two offices were closed and the Corps headquarters was 
set up in Pickstown when a temporary facility became available prior to moving into 
the new Corps administration building in mid-1948. 
 
The Fort Randall area project reported to the Omaha District where the Missouri 
River Division was also located.   
Early Corps of Engineers Organization Chart
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General Pick - George Evans - Charles Brown 
 
Overall, 115,830 acres of farmland, timber and pastures needed to be acquired by 
the Federal government to accommodate 107,000 acres of reservoir water. This 
consisted of 24,000 acres of farmland, 11,000 acres of meadows, 52,000 acres of 
pasture, 8,000 acres of timberland and the remaining 20,830 acres coming from 
islands and bars in the river. The lands to be purchased were laid out in segments 
with the Fort Randall and Pickstown sites making up one segment. In all, there were 
about 25 segments between the dam and Fort Thompson … plus an additional 20 
segments.  
 
First work included surveyors along with six drilling rigs having four men … a 
driller, two helpers and inspector assigned to each rig. Samples of the sub surface 
soil were taken at intervals of one foot and up to 300 feet down with some cores 
taken up to 36 inches in diameter. 
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March 
Senator Chan Gurney predicted congressional approval of $4.7 million in 
appropriation for two flood control projects in South Dakota. The senate had voted 
to appropriate $700,000 to complete plans for Oahe dam and $4 million for pre-
construction work at Fort Randall. The house had previously voted only $100,000 
for Oahe and $1 million for Fort Randall. The conflicting figures went before a 
conference committee to be reconciled. Oahe was expected to eventually make 




In early May, General Pick announced a schedule outlining the work to be done in  
the Missouri Basin during the year … $4 million at Garrison Dam in North Dakota, 
$3.5 million at Fort Randall Dam and $700,00 for planning at Oahe Dam. At 
Garrison, contracts had been let for an access highway and railroad and at Fort 
Randall bids were received for a construction bridge and bids were advertised for 
initial construction of a city to house construction workers. Contracts were to be let 
for an access road, access railroad, construction bridge and construction of a townsite 
with temporary living quarters, mess facilities, warehouse and engineers’ laboratory 
by summer. Early news articles pegged the dam project at only $75 million ... a far 
miss from the ultimate cost of nearly $200 million. 
 
It was announced in May that George O. Evans had been assigned as area engineer 
to supervise construction of the Fort Randall Dam project. He had been with the 
Corps since 1927 and was chief of the Omaha office’s engineering division during 




On July 30, 1946 the Corps held a Groundbreaking celebration marking the 
beginning of the largest construction job ever undertaken in South Dakota. 
Preliminary ceremonies started at 1:00 PM on a boiling hot, sweaty harvest sunny 
day with everyone gritting their teeth in fine powered dust. The main ceremony of 
ground-breaking was held at 2:30 PM. The site for the ceremony was almost exactly 
opposite the ruins of the old Fort Randall early-day military outpost. Brigadier 
General Lewis A. Pick culminated the celebration by setting off a dynamite blast 
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sharply at 4:30 PM on a high bluff overlooking the Missouri River that left a gaping 
hole to which would anchor the northeast end of the huge earthen dam. It was also 




The crowd that came to witness this special and epochal moment in South Dakota 
history was estimated at over 6,000. 
 





Brigadier General Pick (Center) with Indian Dancers at Open House 
 
At that time, the townsite where the town was to be built had not yet been named 
and was referred to as the Fort Randall Dam Site City. The ceremony was held on 
land belonging to Frank Hazuka who gave permission to the Corps of Engineers for 
the event. A large caravan of cars left Yankton at 9:30 AM and traversed what was 
once a main artery of commerce … the old Yankton-Fort Randall stagecoach trail. 
A lunch stop was made in Lake Andes on the lakeshore. The Yankton Chamber of 
Commerce hosted a dinner the evening before for visiting officials. The caravan 
entering the site was estimated at 1,300 cars. 
A quarter mile from the dam site, the first of two parts of the celebration began where 
the town was to be erected. Music was furnished by the Yankton Hayshakers, a 
hillbilly outfit consisting of five Yankton businessmen. Also, adding some color to 
the event was one of SD’s few remaining Indian scouts and the last of this territory, 
Dennis Moran. He was a former Indian scout living in Lake Andes, was turning 87, 
rode his bay saddle horse seven miles from Lake Andes and greeted hundreds of old 
friends in the crowd. Dennis and Edward Yellow Bird, an 83-year-old Sioux Indian,  
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from Yankton recalled the days when they had been scouts with the army at Fort 
Randall. Dennis was the son-in-law of Indian Agent, James McLaughlin, who was 
associated with history of old Fort Randall. McLaughlin later became Inspector for 
the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Department of Interior and was located in Washington, 
DC. When the government abandoned the old Fort, most of the buildings were 
moved to other military posts or sold along with the furnishings to local settlers. 
Some items passed into the hands of James McLaughlin and from him to Dennis 
Moran. Sioux Indians from the Greenwood Reservation entertained the big crowd 
with various dances. Also, the Winner Saddle Club of 34 men performed drills on 
fine horses and a group of five planes from the Wagner airport flew in formation 
over the town and dam sites. Historian Will Robinson distributed replicas of the Fort 
Randall Independent dated December 20, 1865. 
 
After the program at the town site, the crowd went by foot to the dam site on a small 
path through a cornfield where four of the principal’s arrived in a stagecoach pulled 
by a team of Belgian horses and driven along the old Fort Randall stagecoach trail. 
Seated in the stagecoach were General Pick, NE Gov Griswold, SD Gov. Sharpe and 
Lt. Colonel Freeman. Senator Francis Case chose to ride a horse from the townsite 
to the dam instead of riding the stagecoach. An interesting sidelight of the 
groundbreaking event was the attendance of 87-year-old Mary Woodburn from 
Sioux City, IA. She was born July 22, 1885 in the old Fort Randall hospital when it 
was an outpost established to control the Indians. Her father was stationed there as 
a sergeant in the 15th infantry and the soldiers were in formation on the parade 
grounds for the morning flag raising at the moment she was born. The old US flag 
bearing 45 stars, which flew over the old Fort at the time it was abandoned in 1892, 
had been given to her by Dennis Moran who inherited it from James McLaughlin. 
She brought the tattered and weather-beaten flag to the groundbreaking ceremony 
and gave it to Dennis Moran who attempted in vain to have it displayed somewhere 
in the ceremonies. 
 
General Pick, Missouri River Division Engineer, designated South Dakota Governor 
Q. M. Sharpe to name the Federal City which would be created at the dam and home 
to a planned 3,500 to 4,000 people. Rev. Louis J. Delahoyde from St Paul’s Indian 
Mission at Marty Mission gave the invocation. General Pick who had recent dental 
surgery was disobeying his doctor’s order by attending. In his main address, he cited  
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that the dam will serve as a permanent marker for old historic Fort Randall built in  
1856 to protect early settlers and make important contributions in the Missouri River  
development program. He further added … just as the old Fort was a symbol of 
security and progress to the pioneers, the building of this great reservoir will make 
a new era of agricultural and industrial growth and expansion in the Missouri Basin. 
Further, that it would provide for the entire basin-wide development … flood 
control, navigation, irrigation to nearly 5 million acres, vast power generation, better 
sanitary conditions for the valley and bring an additional population of 7 million into 
the Missouri valley which comprises one sixth the area of the United States. It was 
pointed out that $200 million worth of destruction has been wrought by the Missouri 
River over the past decade and it had taken 234 lives along with untold million 
dollars of topsoil from Iowa, North and South Dakota. 
 
Physical features of the dam were geographically described by Lt. Colonel Delbert 
B. Freeman, Omaha District Engineer, with smoke pots and flags to identify various 
dam feature locations including the three major components 1) earthen embankment, 
2) outlet works and 3) spillway. A plane carrying a Life Magazine photographer 
swung down over the dam site to get a picture of the ground-breaking explosion 
from the air and an airplane piloted by Simon Melrose, Wagner flight instructor, 
flew at 170 feet above the river to give an idea of the gigantic proportions of the 
structure to be built. The dam will be nearly 2 miles across and its crest elevation 
will be about 170 feet above the river bed. The dam would be crossed by two 
highways numbered SD 281 and US 18. Many million cubic yards of earth was 
planned to be moved in construction of the dam with the reservoir created extending 
107 river miles upstream and having 540 miles of shoreline. The Garrison Dam 75 
miles northwest of Bismarck, ND, would be the largest of the Missouri basin projects 
and create a lake 178 miles long with 1,340 miles of shoreline which would exceed 
the huge Fort Peck, MT reservoir by 5,358,000 million-acre feet. He noted that just 
as old Fort Randall contributed to the development of this territory, the new Fort 
Randall project will serve to open up a new and expanding era of development not 
only for the local vicinity, but for South Dakota, the Missouri River Basin and the 
nation as a whole. The enormity of the project was stressed by Rep. Francis Case 
who said it would be twice the size in dollars as the cost of the Black Hills ordnance 
depot at Igloo, previously the largest single construction project in South Dakota. 
Governors M. Q. Sharpe of South Dakota and Dwight Griswold of Nebraska jointly 
were chairmen of the occasion and, introduced more than a dozen notables  
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who were seated on the speaker’s platform including William G. Sloan, Bureau of 
Reclamation, and the co-author with General Pick of the Pick-Sloan Plan for control 
of the Missouri River. Airplanes over head dropped reprints of the Fort Randall 










An interesting and little-known aspect is that it also contained a sketch of the 
proposed dam which showed the intake structure, powerhouse and outlet works on 
the southwest side of the earthen embankment and the spillway on the northeast side 
where it is now located. 
 
By late 1946 or 1947 when construction began, the intake towers, powerhouse and 
outlet works had been moved to the embankment’s northeast side and adjacent to 
the spillway.  The Corps obviously had this alternate plan on the drawing board and 
ready or nearly ready to go. The logic for changing is that the Niobrara chalk rock 
formations on the northeast side were generally very tight, highly suitable for 
foundation use and it provided a much more stable condition for the tunnels which 
were to be drilled from the powerhouse to the intake towers. Also, the southwest 
side had a chalk island and ravine filled with clay. 
November 
Construction shutdown instructions were issued due to funding delays. 
 
December 
By early December, drilling and survey work had been suspended until further funds 
were allotted.  Many of the work force remained in Pickstown and in nearby towns. 
Some major vehicles that had been taken to Omaha when shutdown orders came 
November 23 were returned to the town site. It was announced the highway and 




Chapter 10 1947 Dam Development 
Geography provided most of the good sites for power dams along the Missouri River 
in South Dakota. The Pick-Sloan Plan called for 320,000 kw from 8 generators at 
Fort Randall, 350,000 kw at Oahe from 7 generators [later upgraded to 786,000 kw], 
120,000 kw at Big Bend from 8 generators [later revised to 493,300 kw] and 20,000 
kw at Gavins Point from 3 generators [later revised to 132,300 kw]. All of this added 
up to an original of 810,000 kw to a final of 1,731,000 kw … more power than South 
Dakota could use for a very long time. In 1947, the entire state was only 112 kw. In 
addition, the northern part of the state could hook into Garrison Dam in North Dakota 
where 320 kw would be generated from 5 generators [later revised to 583,300 kw]. 
The Pick-Sloan Plan was a magnificent Missouri valley wide enterprise and when 
successful would bring vast riches to the entire valley. The four mainstem dams in 
South Dakota were planned to have a storage capacity of about 26 million-acre feet. 
 
Looking Northeast Across Dam Site - 3/20/1947 
Fort Chapel in Foreground Was on South Side of River Original Channel 
 Pickstown Was to Be Located in Upper Left Background 
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May 
Bids were requested for an experimental test bore tunnel at the dam site to show 
what problems could be expected in large scale tunneling for the structure with bids 
to be opened in July. The work was to include the open cut excavation of about 
40,000 cubic yards of overburden and chalk materials, the excavation of a 33-foot 
diameter experimental tunnel about 100 feet long in chalk material and the 
excavation of an exploratory drift tunnel about 200 feet long. By the end of October, 
crews had progressed 150 feet on the exploratory drift tunnel.  
 
June 
Rep. Francis Case, in a news article, reported he had initiated talks with Lt. General 
Raymond Wheeler, Chief of the army engineers, on the possible substitution of a 
low 40-foot-high concrete dam rather than 160-foot-high earthen structure of Fort 
Randall. Very strong objection from many sources was voiced to the Case 
suggestion for several reasons including an indefinite delay in the whole program. 
In reply to protests, Case stated his main purpose was to get work started as soon as 
possible on the Oahe Dam. He also claimed a concrete dam would deliver power 
earlier as it would be completed faster. Rep. Case also requested a report from the 
Corps on the feasibility of installing navigation locks at the Fort Randall Dam during 
its initial construction phase. General Pick, in July, testified that a low concrete dam 
would materially reduce both the flood control and navigation benefits of the dam 
and it would be possible and practical to go around Fort Randall, in either of two 
ways. One with locks on the left or right bank or with some type of marine railroad.   
General Wheeler reported preliminary investigations showed the original plan was 
still the right course to follow. On August 29, after the study on the advisability of 
constructing a lower concrete dam, the Corps announced work would proceed on the 
originally proposed high earthen dam. It was found that changing to a lower dam 
would result in serious losses in flood control, navigation and power benefits as well 
as smaller increases in irrigation costs which in aggregate far outweighed the savings 
which would result from the lower dam. The report was prepared by Brigadier 
General Lewis Pick. There had also been arguments in congress that the dam could 
not serve both purposes of flood control and power generation simultaneously. One 
third of Randall’s storage capacity was planned for flood control and a larger amount 
for important navigation levels downstream, development of hydroelectric power, 




Pushing for actual construction to start before winter, the Corps asked for bids on 
preparation of the foundation of the east bank of the Missouri River. This work 
started construction of Fort Randall proper and was intended to prepare the left (east) 
channel area of the then river for substantial excavation amounting to about 8 million 
yards. An island divided the stream where the foundation preparation work was to 
take place and the flow would be framed off east of the island. On September 4, bids 
were opened for the first contract on the dam with the low bidder being Peter Kiewit 
& Son’s Company of Omaha at $159,550. On September 14, they planned to start 
construction. Other bidders were Western Contracting Corp, Sioux City, IA at 
$209,250; Otto B. Ashback & Sons, St Paul, MN at $177,250 and Foggs & 
Holzworth & Company, Miles City, MT at $195,950. Western Contracting would 
go on to win later contracts for Stage I, II, III & IV covering most of the major earth 
work. They were not awarded the last Stage V contract. By the end of October, 20% 
of the foundation preparation work on the left bank chute was complete with a force 
of 56 men operating equipment on two 10-hour shifts. 
 
October 
Jere Maher, the first fatality on the project, was killed after falling from a rising lift 
at the bottom of a 70-foot hole. He and a companion had apparently suffered a gas 
reaction and signaled to be brought up. While the small cage was being raised, Maher 
fell out. His companion was unconscious when reaching the surface, but was 
revived. Also, Kenneth Ames was fatally injured when run over by a truck at the 
edge of the Lake Andes where the railroad spur leaves for Pickstown. 
 
Actual work on the huge dam would not begin until 1948. Acres of trees in the basin 
to be impounded by the dam had to removed and also several Indian cemeteries, 
schools, etc.  
 
November 
A Sioux City Journal article in November 1948 reported an interesting story about 
Capt. Paul Boyton, a famous swimmer/navigator who at 35 years of age floated 
3,000 miles down most of the Missouri River encased in a rubber suit he had 




was used to propel the human watercraft and a little copper boat three feet in length, 
14 inches wide and 10 inches deep was fastened to the suit with a chain and 
contained food, cigars, matches, patches & cement, revolver, barometer, compass, 
hatchet, fishing tackle, watch, cooking utensils and a signal rocket.  He started in 
early September 1881 from Glendive on the Yellowstone River. At Bismarck, he 
was entertained lavishly where he signed autograph books and at Fort Randall he 
was received with military honors. He encountered many harrowing situations on 
the trip which ended on November 20 in St Louis 
 
December 
It was reported that preliminary construction work to divert the Missouri waters 
would soon start. The contract for two phases of the of the huge diversion project 
were to be ready for signature by the end of the month and work would start soon 
after that. The three parts of the diversion included the intake towers, twelve tunnels,  
regulating gate and terminal structures, powerhouse structure, tailrace floor slab and 
stilling basin. McCarthy Improvement Company of Davenport, IA was the low 
bidder at $10,977,836 for construction of the regulating gate and terminal structures, 
powerhouse substructure, tailrace floor slab and stilling basin to be completed by 
July 1, 1951. Silas Mason of Shreveport, LA won the contract for building the 
tunnels with a bid of $8,585,808. Tunnels were designed to be 875 feetlong/33 feet 
diameter.  
 
It was reported that the Corps had spent $3.7 million on Fort Randall in the fiscal 
year ending June 30, 1947 and planned to spend $9 million in the current fiscal year. 
Congress was to be asked to appropriate $22 million in 1949, $35 million in 1950, 
$35 million in 1951, $30 million in 1952 and $17 million in 1953 to complete Fort 
Randall. History showed these estimates were off in both money and time as the dam 







Chapter 11 1948 Dam Development 
January 
The first locomotive chugged down the new railroad spur line from Lake Andes into 
Pickstown hauling a large power shovel. The new hard surfaced highway was put 
into use in the fall of 1947. 
 
The Stage One earthwork contract, to start in early 1948, was awarded to the Western 
Contracting Corp of Sioux City, IA in December 1947 on their bid of $4,405,800 
and was to be completed in 500 days. With this first contract, Western will move 
more than 11 million cubic yards of earth, gravel and chalk rock from the tunnel 
intake and outlet and move it onto the base of the dam which was already in place. 
When finished, the northeast end of the dam where it ties onto the hill will be at its 
full height tapering down as it extends out southeastward to the present bank of the 
river channel and for the first time it will be possible to get an idea of the huge size 
of the structure.  
 
February 
The House Appropriations Committee recommended $66,45,000 for Missouri Basin 
flood control in the Dakotas, Nebraska and Iowa. The total was $12,642,400 below 
President Truman’s budget request. $1,200,000 was allocated to Oahe Dam for 
access roads and land acquisition, Garrison Dam was slashed from $30,400,000 to 
$25,000,000 and Fort Randall Dam from $20,000,000 to $16,000,000. In March, 
Major General Lewis Pick said the House approved cuts in the 1948-49 flood control 
budget requests would delay Missouri Basin projects by at least a year and the 
projects most seriously affected would be Garrison and Fort Randall Dams and the 
Harlan County dam in Nebraska. The Corps asked that these projects be restored to 
budget status and failure to do so would hold up land acquisition, relocation of 
railroads and highways and actual construction at both Garrison and Randall dams. 
In June, a final compromised bill resulted in $2 million for Oahe, $18 million for 
Fort Randall and $26,000,000 for Garrison for 1949 projects.  
 
Western was advertising that work would soon begin and progress for 6 years. The 
company’s current seasonal requirements were for operators of 120 Euclid trucks, 
60 bulldozers and scrapers, 20 tournapulls, 15 patrols, 10 electric shovels and 40 
heavy duty mechanics and welders. 
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April 
The State Game, Fish and Parks Commission and National Wildlife Service 
recommended to the Corps that water from the Missouri River be diverted into Lake 
Andes after completion of the Fort Randall Dam. 
 
Already, visitors were coming daily by the hundreds to see the work. 
 
As of April, dam construction was moving ahead rapidly … every 20-hour working 
day, 50,000 cubic yards of earth was being ripped up by huge shovels. Western was 
working two 10-hour shifts 6 days per week with night work going on under big 
flood lights. By June they had 300 men working on the job. Load by load the 
embankment of the dam was starting to climb along the northeastern bank. The fill 
was expected to be 20 feet at the river’s edge by year end. After the hills where the 
outlet works is to go have been gobbled up by large shovels, dirt for the embankment  
would be hauled from what is to be the spillway section to bring the dam 
embankment to its final 160-foot height. It will take 30 million yards of earth for the 
entire embankment … but, to build the whole dam, twice that much had to be moved. 
Sheep footed rollers with heavy prongs moved six passes over embankment ground 
firmly tramping the earth which was wetted by water tankers carrying 3-4,000 
gallons hauled from the river. The embankment then had consistency close of that 
of rock with test coring regularly made. As soon as it rained, hauling work came to 
a quick stop since the chalk turns to the consistency of grease. When the rain stopped, 
it was necessary for scrapers to remove an inch or so of this chalk grease off the 
roadway. The large trucks traveled on one-way roads with use of stop and go lights 
since they moved very fast and accidents could be fatal due to their size and speed. 
 
The Fort Randall Dam was made of earth rather than of concrete because the 
Missouri River has a sand base and earthen fill is more satisfactory and less costly 
than would be to dig deep enough to find a solid footing for concrete. Of the 1,000 
employees on the project payroll about 200 were government employees and 745 by 
contractors. It was incorrectly forecasted that there may be 5,000 workers at the 
peak. Only about 200-300 were needed for excavating operations. One of their main 
jobs was to prepare the tunnel portals and build the dam to an altitude of 1,365 feet 
which will make it 130 feet above the 1,235-foot level at the bottom of the river. The 
eventual top level at the top of the dam would be 1,365 feet above sea level.  
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From the upstream tow to the downstream toe, the dam will be 1,000 feet across, 
while at the center line at the top where the highway is to be located, the dam will 
be 60 feet wide. The dam will stretch over 10,000 feet in length. Bedrock Niobrara 
chalk excavated during construction was used to make a thick blanket up to 70 feet 
in thickness to protect the upstream slope of the dam from wave action and a chalk 
berm, or ledge on the downstream side gave the dam added stability to prevent slides. 
Starting from the bottom of the dam, the first layers laid down were impervious 
blankets, rolled to make them watertight so that water in the reservoir would not seep 
down through the river sand and wash out the dam. On this blanket the main portion 
of the earth dam and the upstream and downstream chalk blankets were built.  The 
main portion of the dam was made up of carefully selected dirt which was spread in 
8-inch-thick layers and then knit, kneaded and rolled with the heavy sheep foot 








Construction of the tunnels was scheduled for 1949 and the next big earth moving 
contract would prepare for this by cutting an 840-foot-wide chasm that will 
constitute the tunnels intake and outlet above and below the powerhouse installation. 
This gorge had four definite strata … on the top was black dirt, then a stratum of 
gravel in which were many large boulders, then a layer of shale and then the thick 
stratum of chalk rock. All were used in building the dam. 
 
June 
It was announced that the contract was to be let in the fall for construction of tunnels 




Fort Randall Open House 
On July 22, 1948, an Open House was held in Pickstown with nearly 10,000 persons 
from Nebraska, South Dakota, Iowa and as far away as Missouri coming by bus, 
auto, horse and train to attend. Over 1,000 cars participated in a motor caravan along 
the Missouri River from Sioux City. The main trunk of the caravan was joined at 
Yankton by Nebraska cars and a group from Sioux Falls, Mitchell, Huron and the 
up-state areas joined the caravan at the junction of SD 41 & SD 50 west of Wagner. 
Other towns joined in route. Omaha sent a delegation of 157 on a special train which 
also carried General Pick. At Pickstown where wheat and corn fields stood for the 
1946 groundbreaking, visitors found a modern town with about 1,000 residents. 
Welcome was the weather with cool temperatures and skies cloudy versus the 
extreme heat for the 1946 groundbreaking. General Pick arrived with Omaha 
business leaders aboard a special train in the morning. It was the first passenger train 
to use the new line into Pickstown. The speakers stand flag raised by SD Senator 
Gurney had flown over the US Capital the prior April when the record-breaking 
Missouri River appropriations bill was passed. Major General Lewis A. Pick, 
Missouri River Division Engineer, was the keynote speaker with SD Senator Chan 
Gurney, SD Rep. Karl Mundt, SD Rep. E. Y. Berry, SD Governor George 
Michelson, Neb. Governor Val Peterson, and Neb. Senator Hugh Butler attending.  
Oscar Boyer, President of the Sioux City Chamber of Commerce was the Master-of-
Ceremonies.  The event was sponsored by the Corps of Engineers and 75 
communities of South Dakota, Nebraska and Iowa. There were an estimated 3,000 
cars on the site stretching more than half a mile from the speakers stand. The Platte  
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high school and Yankton community band played for guests who were there to see 
the boom town and hear about the Fort Randall Dam. 
 
During General Pick’s remarks, he announced that construction on the Oahe Dam 
above Pierre, a mammoth project over 2 times the size of Fort Randall, was 
scheduled to begin in September and that the Corps planned to complete all 
scheduled development under the Pick-Sloan program within six years if there is no 
war and Congress continued to appropriate the required funds. This timeline forecast 
turned out to be a couple years shorter than the actual completion date.  He said there 
were many more projects in South Dakota along the Missouri River and its 
tributaries that were part of the overall program with a total amount of exceeding $1 
billion. An August 1948 news article pointed out that in six years, the Federal 
government will spend more money than all the SD state legislatures had 
appropriated since South Dakota attained statehood.  
 
Mary Woodburn of Sioux City, the last surviving white child, born at Old Fort 
Randall attended the ceremony. As previously mentioned, she attended the 1946 
ground breaking ceremony and she once again brought the flag that flew at the old 
Fort when it closed. 
Open House Map 
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Open House Speakers Stand 
 
Everett Winter [Manager Missouri River Division] - Colonel Prentiss Omaha 
District Engineer] - George Evans [Fort Randall Area Engineer]   
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In July, LeRoy Raymond of Marty Mission was electrocuted when the boom of a 
truck touched a power line. Clyde Hanks of Lake Andes was badly burned in the 
incident. Joe Christianson, driver of the truck, was not injured.   
 
August 
A shovel riding worker was killed at the dam project. John Crawford of 
Independence, MO was riding on the side of large shovel when loose dirt, called 
conglomerate, fell from an embankment crushing him between the shovel and dirt 
slide.  
 
Bid invitations were released for an outlet works spur for an access railway. It 
required 78,000 cubic yards of excavation, 644 lineal feet of culverts and laying and 
ballasting about one mile of track. 
Newspapers stated that plans called for the river closure to be completed during the 
summer of 1951. This was off by one year and the full project to be completed in the 
summer of 1953 was off by nearly 3 years due to funding and other delays. 
 
November 
Contracts totaling $1,459,410 for furnishing 861,000 tons of aggregates for 
construction of the outlet works were awarded to Hallet Construction Company, 
Crosby MN for 282,000 tons of fine aggregate at $423,000 and to Tobin Quarries, 
Kansas City, MO for 579,000 tons of coarse aggregate at $1,459,410.  
 
The Stage One contract was 93 percent complete and Western was awarded the Stage 
Two contract for additional major earthwork with a bid of $4,198,060 covering 
excavation of approximately 8,500,000 cubic yards of earth and 4,500,000 cubic 
yards of embankment fill from the tunnel intake and outlet and move it onto the base 
of the dam which was already in place. Other bids were received from Peter Kiewit 
& Sons, Omaha, NE at $4,858,950 and Mitry Bros. Construction Company, Los 







The high rolling hills where the Fort Randall Dam was built presented a huge task, 
almost beyond imagination, to remove earth to flatten the area. The large amount of 














Western used large Euclid trucks, called “Ukes” weighing 104,000 lbs. empty, 
costing $70,000 and capable of carrying 44 cubic yards heaped up in the big 
hydraulic box.  






At the time, there were only 22 such trucks in the world having two 300 hp engines 
running simultaneously …Western had 20 of them. The first truck arrived May 1948. 
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Dismantled Uke Arriving by Rail 
It took two flat rail cars to haul in one truck. Driving one was not as difficult as one 
might think … there is no clutch, so it’s just shifted into gear and the hydraulic 
steering wheel turned easily. Men who had driven nothing larger than a pickup were 
trained in just a few days. Each truck was brought in for a grease job, requiring 6 
men 30 minutes to cover 76 grease fittings and overall check up at the end of each 
10-hour shift … and, every fourth week an extra check was made to tighten bolts 
and replace anything broken. One tire cost $1,400. The Uke servicing garage is 
shown below.  
 
In addition to these large trucks, Western had the largest shovels of their type in the 
world at that time. The Marion & Bucyrus Erie electric shovels could take up to  
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an 11 cubic yard bite and fill the large trucks in four bites while large draglines had 
buckets that could take a 14 cubic yard bite. Western had nearly a million dollars’ 
worth of machinery on the project. Each of their four big power shovels cost about 






At 7:15 AM on November 8, the ten millionth cubic yard of earth was loaded and 
hauled … a world’s record for earth moving in one working season. The ten 
millionth yard was taken from an excavation 196 feet below the top of a hill that had   
been sliced and some 12 feet below the level of the river. This excavation was for 
the power outlet tunnels into which water would flow to be dug in the hill and the 
digging was to go about 15 deeper. Western kept track of the amount of earth hauled 
by having an employee at every shovel as a “counter” who would record each truck’s 
identity when it was loaded. A great summer job for high school students who were 
old enough to work at the dam.   
 
A total of 60 million cubic yards would be needed to be moved which is twice the 
30 million yards needed for the entire embankment at completion. The contract for 
remaining 50 million cubic yards was to be let the next fall or winter with work to 
begin in the spring. When finished, the northeast end of the dam where it ties onto 
the hill will be at its full height, tapering down as it extends out southeastward to the 
present bank of the river channel. Subsequent contracts will see an even larger chasm 
cut through the hill for the spillway and this earth will be used to extend the earthen 
dam bank. Whether all the earth for the bank will be taken from this side or from the 
hills on the other side was not yet determined, but it was thought that probably it  
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may be less expensive and faster to build a temporary bridge across the stream and 




Example of Western’s Special Earth Moving Equipment 
 
Western’s General Superintendent was Don Jackson who controlled the work of all 
Western’s earthmoving crews. 
 
Don Jackson and Drill & Blasting Foreman Thomas Taylor 
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December  
Bids were opened for contracts on the dam’s intake structure, tunnels, powerhouse 
foundation and stilling basin. The Corps wanted to further study the bids … thus, 
low bidders were not announced for the work which the Corps had estimated at 
$27,515,217.46. There were 212 contractors present for the meeting in what was 
described as the largest bid opening ever held in Omaha. Some of the bids were fairly 
close to Corps estimates. Silas Mason, Shreveport, LA bid $8,585,808 for 
construction of the 12 tunnels and won the contract versus a government estimate of 
$7,374,393.87. The McCarthy Improvement Company, Davenport, IA with a bid 
$10,977,836 won the contract for construction of the regulating gates, terminal 
structure powerhouse substructure, tailrace floor slab and stilling basin versus a 
government estimate of $9,471,980.03. Randall Construction of Sioux City, a 
combine, submitted a $36,333,301 bid for the entire job based on an “all or none 
basis”. The combine was made up of Western Contracting of Sioux City, Peter 
Kiewit, of Omaha, Wunderlich Contracting of Denver, Morison-Knudson of Boise, 
Brown & Root of Houston and United Contracting of Sioux City. Also, a bid of 
$36,699,935 was made by a combine headed by Hunkin & Conky Construction of 
Cleveland. Only one bid was received for the intake structure and that of 
$21,556,342 was from Steenberg & Associates, St Paul. It was too far above the 
government estimate to be acceptable and the work was to be re-advertised with bids 
scheduled to be opened February 2, 1949. The work includes 67,000 cubic yards of 
excavation and placements of 191,000 cubic yards of concrete plus extensive 
structural work. 
 
In late December 1948, it was announced that the Tobin Quarries, Kansas City 
purchased the Fred Michael quarry south of Alexandria, South Dakota and would 
supply 600,000 tons of crushed rock by 1951 with deliveries starting in May 1949. 
By the end of 1948, the northeast or left bank end of the gigantic earthen fill would 
be in place and extending out southeast into a wide chasm which the stream had cut 
for itself down through the ages. The past year was one of tremendous change in the 
landscape as men had gouged away the hills and moved them out onto the broad 
bottom. The lay visitor was able to visualize quite clearly what the Corps engineers 
had in mind. Already, from the observation house on the hill overlooking the dam 
site, it was possible to see the outline on the broad bottom land, the base upon which 
the northeast end of the dam will rise … 1,600 feet wide, looking much  
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like a smooth parade ground or baseball field. This work was the first sizeable earth 
moving contract on the project started last summer and it was now practically 
completed by Peter Kiewit and sons. More than 250,000 cubic yards of earth had 
been torn from a hill to form the base, rolled and compacted, for the northeast end 
of the dam. Removal of timber and underbrush was preliminary to this earth work. 
Above the upstream toe of the dam could be seen the “blanket” of heavy gravel, 
extending for several hundred feet, and below the downstream toe is a similar 
blanket called the “berm”, this being of compacted chalk rock gouged from the hill. 
These blankets serve to protect the base of the huge earthen dam.  
 
Upstream Impervious [Bottom of Picture] & Downstream Chalk [Top of Picture] 
Blankets at River Closure Section 
 
The dam consists of an imperious center section, imperious upstream blanket, 
upstream top chalk blanket and downstream chalk berm or shelf. The main portion 
of the dam rests on valley sands and gravel which permit some movement of water 
beneath the dam. The upstream imperious blanket reduces the amount of water 
passing beneath the dam and pressure wells at the toe of the rolled earth embankment 
relieve excess water pressure that may develop beneath the downstream chalk berm. 
The rolled earth center section of the dam is 1,600 ft wide, upstream blankets 1,300 
ft wide & downstream chalk blanket 1,600 ft wide 
 
Excavating done so far, lying to the west of Pickstown, constituted the beginning of 
the tunnel intake into which the river would eventually be diverted. There would be 
twelve tunnels 32 feet in outside diameter and 70 feet apart to be driven through the 
hill. Eight of the tunnels will be for power generating purposes and the other four 
for regulating flow of the water. 
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Chapter 12 1949 Dam Development 
January 
The State Game, Fish & Parks Department expected to obtain at least 20,000 cedar 
posts from logging operations at Turgeon Island in the Missouri River west of Platte 
which was owned by the Dept. In addition to the cedar, the island contained some 
800,000 ft of cottonwood timber which was offered for sale.  
 
February 
When intake tower bids were opened in early February … a joint venture of the Al 
Johnson Construction Company and the Winston Brothers Company, both of the 
Minneapolis/St Paul area, was awarded the contract to build the nearly 840 feet long, 
180 feet high and 110 feet wide intake structure and concrete approach apron under 
an $11,839,517 million contract to be completed by December 1, 1951. Their local 
batching plant mixed over 193,000 cubic yards of concrete … enough to lay 74 miles 
of two-lane highway.  By July 1952 the intake structure was ready in time for the 
river closure.      
                                                                              
 
Intake Tower Construction 
The structure contains twelve towers, one for each of the 12 tunnels, constructed of 
reinforced concrete and joined at the top. Each tower has a service and emergency 
gate making up a total of 24 gates made by Gate City Steel Works under a $70,000 
contract.   
(12-1) 
The gates made of heavy steel plate backed up by heavy three-foot trusswork bracing 
weighed 20 tons and if laid flat would hold a four-room house. A trash gate was 
installed in the front edge to keep floating debris out of the tunnel and an additional 
slot was provided so that an emergency gate could be dropped in during maintenance 
or servicing of the main gate.  
 
 
Intake Tower Gate 
 
Everything in the intake towers was provided for … for example there are rooms 
and a kitchen in case of severe weather so crews could stay there. On top of the 
intake towers, a large gantry crane was installed on rails for lifting up intake gates 
for inspection, maintenance or replacement. This phase of the dam had to be 
completed before the river could be closed.  
At the time, from 12,000 to 15,000 persons overall were forecasted to be employed 
with 2,600-2,800 expected by the summer of 1949. By April, the dam extended to 
about a third of its final length when finished and this portion was within 30 feet of 
its ultimate height. Also, the railroad spur line had been extended down to the actual 
dam site. On the tracks were carloads of structural steel ribs to be used in lining the 




The Silas Mason Company of Shreveport, LA had the $8,585,000 contract for 
drilling the twelve 870-hundred-foot-long tunnels through the Niobrara chalk rock 
on the left embankment. They began May 28, 1949 with drilling of eight 33-foot 
diameter power generation tunnels along with four flood control tunnels. Tunnel 
number two was the first to be started with number four alternately started … two 
were bored at a time. Next, would come tunnels one and three, and so on. This 
approach permitted continuous operation … while drilling and blasting was going 
on in one tunnel, a huge “mucker’ was pulling out debris from the other tunnel. 
 
In addition to the painstaking process of blasting and scooping, Silas Mason made 
history with the introduction of a giant circular shale saw adapted from a coal saw. 
It was more efficient and cut drilling time by half. The saw was recognized as a new  
innovation as never before in the history of tunnel drilling had this been done 
successfully. It was not Silas Mason’s first attempt at this method, as it had precedent 
at the Fort Peck Dam in Montana where it proved unsuccessful as the saw was 
mounted on a rotating arm which didn’t work well. The saw at Fort Randall was 
based on a saw cut method and they applied for a patent on it. The “jumbo saw” had 
a battery of 5-inch drills, 10 inches apart arranged in a circle the size of the tunnel. 
Other holes were drilled in the center. Then just enough dynamite powder was placed 
in the circumference holes to blast loose the rock in the center. It required about 225 
lbs. of dynamite for each eight-foot bite into the Niobrara chalk with progress of 
close to 50 feet per day. It called for expert workmanship as too much of a charge 
would damage the solid rock outside the area to be removed. The “jumbo saw” was 





As soon as a section of the bore was completed and cleared of debris, steel ring 
beams 33 feet in diameter were installed and served two purposes … to support the 
chalk rock overhang and prevent cave-ins and to strengthen the 2.5-foot-thick 
concrete walls that were to line the tunnels which brought the diameter down to 28 
feet. At the entrance of the tunnel these ring beams were spaced only two feet apart, 
but farther into the tunnel they were four feet apart. Commercial Shearing & 
Stamping, Youngstown, Ohio furnished the steel ring beams on a $423,000 contract. 
All tunnels were bored from the downstream side. The process seems slow, but it 
was estimated two tunnels were completed in about 60 days. The tunnels had to be 
bored very straight as they had to emerge on the upstream side at the exact spot 
designated in the specifications. This tunnel drilling phase had until February1, 1951 
to be completed. 
 
 








Concrete Lined Tunnels 
 
March  
Allis Chalmers, Milwaukee, WI was the lower bidder at $2,500,600 on a contract to 
furnish four 57,500 horsepower hydraulic turbines for the powerplant. Other bidders 
were the Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadelphia, PA and Newport News 
Shipbuilding & Drydock Company, Newport News, VA. Four additional turbines 
were to be built under another contract. The giant shovels and earth moving 
equipment of Western won the Stage II contract for 8 million cubic yards of dirt fill 
for the dam under a $4,198,060 contract. Last December, the company completed 
Stage I of earth moving fill into the main embankment and upstream & downstream 
berms.  
  
Contractors had started final work on four jobs which would cost nearly $35,000,000 
million and brought swarms of workers to the dam site community driving the 
population from about, 1,100 to 3,000 before year end. Preliminary work also had 
begun on the power generating facilities. With winter nearly over, Western’s Stage 
II earthwork began fulfilling its $4,198,060 contract with limited moving of dirt 
involving hauling of eight million cubic yards of earth by March 1, 1950. Most was 
planned to go into the main dam fill, with the remainder going into the upstream and 
downstream berms protective earth blankets on each side of the main fill.  
(12-6) 
During Stage I, which was completed last December five months ahead of schedule, 
11 million cubic yards of excavation was completed. Of this, 8 million cubic yards 
went into the main embankment and the other 3 million cubic yards, primarily chalk 
rock, went into the upstream and downstream berms. To date all the earthwork was 
done on the east side of the river, and the present operation continued on that side. 
Work on the west side of the river was to begin during Stage III which was scheduled 
to start in 1950 and carry through 1951.  
 
The Stage III contract was set up on a two-year basis so that the contractor on this 
phase of dirt moving will be the one to make the closure of the dam as soon as the 
river was ready to be diverted through the outlet works. When the dam is completed, 
nearly 60 million cubic yards of earth would be moved. Thirty million cubic yards 
would go into the main fill and the other roughly 30 million cubic yards coming from 
excavating for structures such as the outlet works, powerhouse and spillway with 
much of this dirt going into the berms. In addition to construction of the main fill, 
the excavation and dirt moved in Stage I opened up the upstream and downstream 
portals of the outlet works, through which the water would pass to produce power 
and flood control. This made it possible to begin actual work on the outlet structure.  
 
In addition to the early March earthwork, initial operations on three major contracts 
for the dam’s outlet works that were awarded to the Silas Mason Construction 
Company at $8,585,808 for the tunnels, the McCarthy Improvement Company at 
$10,977,836 to erect the powerhouse sub-structure, tailrace and stilling basin and the 
Johnson-Winston Minnesota combine at $11,839,517 for the intake towers. Work 
was scheduled to soon begin with the three contractors setting up offices, moving in 
king-size machinery and submitting plans for their plant layouts. Also, three supply 
contracts were awarded to the Commercial Shearing and Stamping Company, 
Chicago, IL for $803,563 to supply 5,000 tons of steel to be used in the tunnel 
bracing, Tobin Quarries, Kansas City, KS for $1,036,410 to supply 579 tons of 
aggregate and Hallet Construction Company, Hawarden, IA for $423,000 to furnish  
282,000 tons of fine aggregate [sand]. This was only a portion of the material that 
would go into completion of the dam … generally materials for the project would 





Jerome Locke, a retired Army colonel, said in a Sioux Falls speech, the Pick-Sloan 
Plan would not pass the scrutiny of another Congress. He was serving as an engineer 
for the regional MVA [Missouri Valley Association] committee and declared the 
Army engineering report overlooked the fact that irrigation will use water, and that  
the irrigable land is far in excess of the water supply. He further recommended that 
navigation be restricted to the portion of the river where the water is not usable for 
irrigation and that a canal be dug from Yankton downstream instead of the Pick 
portion of the plan of a flowing channel. He quoted the Hoover report as saying the 
Pick-Sloan Plan is nothing short of a calamity, that the Pick-Sloan Plan could be 
taken over by the MVA and that the Sloan portion of the plan would not be wasted.  
Additionally, he said the reservoirs in the Dakotas planned by the Pick-Sloan Plan 
are too large and he would cut down the size Oahe and Fort Randall. General Pick 
countered in April by saying creation of a MVA would not expedite flood control in 
the Missouri basin and with whoever would do the planning and building, the dams 
would still have to be built in the areas where they are now planned with most in 
South Dakota. Building below Yankton, SD would flood cites like Sioux City and 
Omaha. Also, midwestern farmers argued against a dam at Gavin’s Point. General 
Pick defended the dam by stating the main purpose was to regulate the flow of water 
released from the larger Fort Randall dam and without this regulatory dam, the swift 
flow created by periodic lowering of pool levels at Fort Randall would severally 
damage the Missouri’s channel for many miles south.    
 
April 
Brigadier General S. D. Sturgis was named to replace General Lewis Pick as 
Missouri River Division Engineer. On March 1, General Pick had been named the 
Chief of Army Engineers by President Truman. General Sturgis is the grandson of 
General Sturgis for whom Sturgis, SD is named and who succeeded General George 
Custer in command of the Seventh Cavalry after the Battle of the Little Big Horn. 
 
Reclamation Bureau officials set April 1, 1949 as the date for getting at the task of 
deciding Fort Randall Dam and Garrison Dam power distribution lines. 
 
In late April, the US Indian Bureau prepared to complete the end of a disinterment 
and reburial program which called for removal by the War Department of several 
hundred Indian graves from an area that would be under water upon completion of 
the Fort Randall Dam.  
 
(12-8) 
Johnson-Winston was shaping the chalk embankment on the intake tower side where 
the concrete intake tunnels would come through. It gave the embankment a saw-












Early Base for Tunnels on Intake Tower side April 1949 
 
June 
Also, work was in progress on the McCarthy Improvement contract for construction 
of the power house foundation and rest of the outlet works.   
Meanwhile, Western which had moved 11 million cubic yards of earth last year was 
well along on this year’s $4,198,000 contract with about 32% completed by moving 
approximately nine million more cubic yards. As of mid-June, about 15 million 
cubic yards or one fourth of that necessary for the embankment had been completed. 
The first of June, shipments of crushed rock started from the Alexandria, SD quarry 
to meet a need of 600,000 tons. At the peak of operations, 40 car loads of crushed 
rock a day rolled over the specially-constructed spur line of the Milwaukee Railroad 




The Corps purchased a new 1,000 hp diesel engine for the access railway to replace 
two smaller 450 hp engines. Since work started on the project, the largest shipment 
carried in one day was 92 carloads. During July, 530 carloads of material was hauled 
from August 1 to 18.  Deliveries included steel, gravel, cement and other materials. 
Much of the material was used by Johnson-Winston who had started construction of 
the intake towers. 
 
Herbert Booker, a 21 years old mechanic’s helper from Hastings, NE was killed 
almost instantly in a “fall out” from tunnel operations when a 3 cubic yard of chalk 
rock slipped off the face of the tunnel and crushed him. The crew had just finished 
making a cut on the tunnel’s face when the accident occurred.  
 
October 
Stage II of earth moving phase was complete. Bids for the next earth moving 
contract, Stage III, were not planned to be requested until funds were made available. 
It appeared reduced appropriations from Congress were likely to defer completion 
of the Fort Randall Dam from 1953 to 1954. 
  
September 
The first of 12 tunnels was holed through, removing a total of 24,000 cubic yards of 
dirt and chalk rock from the 33 foot diameter, 870 foot tunnel which was started 
May 28, 1949. Concrete work will take another four to six weeks. Silas Mason was 
advertising for tunnel laborers [muckers] for 48-hour weeks at $1.15 per hour with 
work carrying through the winter and barracks accommodations available. 
 
December  
A large stream-operated gantry crane was added in late 1949 by the Johnson-
Winston Company for use in constructing the intake towers. The crane was mounted 
on a large steel traverse girder and was converted to electrical power … it could lift 
up to 18 tons depending on the angle of the boom. Two more cranes were scheduled 
to be brought in. The cranes were able to move forward and backwards on the gantry 
to pour concrete for the 1,000 ft long structure.  There were four tunnels open at both 
ends with concrete work in progress in two of them and a fifth tunnel about ready to 
break through on the upstream side. 
(12-11) 
Chapter 13 1950 Dam Development 
January 
On the 25th, a House Committee was told the proposed Missouri River dam at Gavins 
Point must be completed simultaneously with the Fort Randall Dam for sound 
engineering and economic reasons. Congress last year had appropriated $150,000 
for planning work. Gavins Point was intended to perform an essential function of 
regulating water released from Fort Randall 70 miles upstream. The smaller Gavins 
Point Dam was forecasted to have an estimated cost of $42,725,000. 
 
The Corps reported they were out of phase on the Fort Randall Dam project … 
meaning the appropriations of 1949 and 1950 were of such amounts that there was 
not enough to keep all the features of the job going ahead on schedule. An amount 
of $37.5 million was needed in the next fiscal year to get the work on a logical 
schedule. 
February 
In February, an advance of $8.5 million for construction work in the Spring was 
made by the Senate Appropriations Sub-committee. 
Falling rock in one of the tunnels while a heading was being driven resulted in the 
death of a miner. Edmund Niehaus was killed when falling rock fractured his skull. 
This was the third fatal accident occurring in the tunnel work. 
 
March 
The Corps issued a progress report that the Fort Randall Dam was nearly 25% 
complete. Also, a contract was let for planting 90,000 trees on the Fort Randall 
project to provide shade for public use of recreational facilities and habitat for 
wildlife. Also, in March a conference was held in Marty Mission concerning the use  
of Indian workers at the dam. One of the contractors told the conference that 100 
Indians could be put to work if that number showed up. The lack of individual 
transportation and poor roads hampered getting them to the job site. 
 




the low bidder being Western Contracting who had previously been awarded 
contracts for Stages I and II. Western’s bid of $7,208,896 was one of six entered for 
Stage III. Since they already had equipment on site, work was able to immediately 
start.  The two-year project involves closure of the dam leaving only completion of 
the intake towers, outlet works, powerhouse and construction of the spillway major 
remaining units of work. The Stage III contract called for approximately 15 million 
yards of excavation and included diversion of the river through the 12 tunnels which 
were under construction. It also specified that the dam closure was to be made by 
July 15, 1952 and the total excavation by March 1, 1953. This year for the first time, 
there will be excavation on the opposite side of the river near old Fort Randall. 
Specific elements of work to be completed in Stage III were: completion of the 
intake channel, excavation of the outlet channel, excavation for a portion of the 
spillway structure and placing fill on the left bank to the full 160 feet height of the 
dam, excavation and fill on the right bank (across the river) and diversion of the river 
through the tunnels and raising the closure section of the dam. A total of 23 million 
cubic yards of earth had been moved through mid-May with better than half that 
amount more to move in Stage III. Stage IV would include finishing the closure and 
completing the fill on the right bank. 
 
Between 1500 -1,800 people had been employed on the project in the past and this 
was expected to jump to around 3,500 in the summer.  
May 
Eight tunnels were driven all the way through, two more were better than halfway 
through and two were yet to be started. Concrete work on two of the tunnels was 
complete, two others nearly completed and the pouring of concrete for three more 
was in progress.   
 
June 
Henry D. Miller was killed working for Western when a large dump truck loaded 
with about 14 yards of dirt he was driving, proceeded down the grade from an 
excavation site to where the dam was being filled and went out of control, 






It was reported that the Bureau of Reclamation’s program to make wide spread use 
of electrical energy at federal plants for use by REA’s, municipalities and public 
utilities was significantly advanced during the past few days with the awarding of 
48 contracts totaling more than $12 million. All but three of the contracts on 
transmission lines and substations were awarded for projects of the Missouri River 
Basin power system in the Dakota’s. The largest award was made to the Hallett 
Construction Company and Continental Company … both of Crosby, MN. The 
contract totaled $5,388,192.50 and called for construction of a 302-mile-long, 230 
kilovolt line from Bismarck, ND to the Fort Randall Dam which was under 
construction. Contracts of $4,178,114.24 and $1,694,562.64 were awarded to the 
American Bridge Company of Denver, CO and Bethlehem Steel Company of 
Bethlehem, PA for supplying steel towers to support the conductor lines on the 302-
mile-long line. Thirty-eight contracts with a total value of $974,899.44 were 
awarded during the past few days for furnishing electrical equipment for 12 
substations to be built along a 520-mile transmissions line loop which was currently 
being built in eastern South Dakota. The transmission line was to extend north from 
Fort Randall to Armour, Mt Vernon, Woonsocket, Huron, Groton then east to 
Summit, south to Watertown, Brookings Flandreau, Sioux Falls, and Beresford, then 
west to Tyndall and returning to Fort Randall where connection could be made at 
both the Fort Randall Dam and the Gavins Point Dam. The 12 power substations 
were to be built near the cities in the loop.   
 
August 
Eli Keranen, a miner, was killed when falling chalk rock in tunnel 11 pinned him 
and three others under the load of rock. The other workers received serious injuries.  
 
On August 25, the Corps planned to open bids on grouting of a semi liquid coating 
of sand and cement to the intake tunnels walls. By August, the intake structure had  
reached about 80 ft in height across all 12 tunnels … making it about 40% complete. 
All but two of the tunnels had been gouged out of the chalk cliff and smoothed off 
and more than half of them were lined with concrete making the tunnels project 
about 77% complete. On the downstream side, the stilling basin and retaining walls 
had come along fast and were nearly completed. The McCarthy contract which also 
covered the powerhouse foundation was just beginning with pouring of the base … 
thus, the overall all contract was about 48% complete. 
(13-3) 
September 
South Dakota Employment office in Pickstown reported there was a total of 339 job 
openings during August compared to 255 during July and a greater demand for 
workers was expected in the next 45 to 60 days. Most contractors had reached the 
peak on their payroll. 
 
October 
Components for Western’s dredge were arriving by rail for on-site assembly.  
 
 
Transporting 110 Ton Ladder for The Dredge Being Built in The River Channel 
 
Also, the intake towers were within 15 feet of their final height with the total finish 
date scheduled for December, 1951.Work on the tunnels and intake towers continued 
through the winter. Turnover was high due to the Korean war. 
 
November 
In mid-November, there were more than 1,900 workers employed by five 
contractors. About half the workers and their families live in Pickstown. After 3-4 
years of construction, the huge earthen dam reached its full height of 160 feet and  
(13-4) 
the intake towers at 160 feet were nearing their final height of 180 feet. Overall 
construction on the project covering about 480 acres was progressing on schedule. 
 
December 
The Cyclops Iron Works of San Francisco, CA was the low bidder at $287,682 to 
supply cranes for the powerhouse and transformer un-tanking house. Five other 
firms also bid.  
 
Silas Mason reported their contract on 12 tunnels had been completed. Beginning 
the $8 million project in February, 1949, a crew of 750 men were employed during 
the peak of its work. A few men were still at the dam dismantling and getting the 
plant moved while most other workers for the company had left for Amarillo, TX 
and Burlington, IA where the company was engaged in war defense work. 
 
Also, over the December holidays, work was curtailed and visitors were able to have 






















 Chapter 14 1951 Dam Development  
January 
The Corps announced bidding on Stage I construction of the spillway with bids to 
be opened March 23. The contract required 1,870 tons of reinforcing steel, 720 tons 
of structural steel and 200,000 cubic yards of concrete in addition to other materials. 
The combine of Al Johnson Construction Company & Winston Brothers of 
Minneapolis, MN were low bidders for the spillway at $7,952,362 with bids also 
received from C. F. Lytle and Western Construction, both of Sioux City, IA. The 
concrete work was to be completed by December, 1953 and the balance of work by 
May 1954. Johnson-Winston was also working on the intake tower structure and 
would work on both as materials were available.    
 
March  
George Evans, Area Engineer, reported the entire project was 40% complete with 
the intake structure 72% complete and tunnels 100% complete. He also commented 
that while silt presents a problem for Missouri River dams, the Fort Randall 
installation should last 200 to 500 years. In March, the Corps planned to open bids 
about May 10 on four 40,000 kw alternating current generators and open bids about 
June 14 on the powerhouse structure which was designed to be 675 feet long, 80 feet 
wide and 150 feet high. Plans at the time called for completion by December 1, 1954 
which turned out to be earlier than what happened. Also, the Corps announced plans, 
as an experiment in water conservation, to seal five artesian wells in the reservoir 
area of Fort Randall. If successful, 35 more wells in the areas would be plugged. The 
purpose was to keep the water underground so that it will be available in other 
artesian wells far away from the Missouri River reservoir area. Also, the Federal 
government was given permission to remove the bodies from eight cemeteries in 
Charles Mix County so those tracts of land might be used for dam construction.    
 
May 
The Local Corps of Engineers received orders to speed up building of the dam and 
advancing the completion date by five months which would bring production of the 
first generator by November 1953 rather than April 1954 as had been contemplated. 
The order was driven by priority on water projects that provided power in response 




The Corps reported there had been an increase in cost of the Fort Randall project by 
$24 million over the estimates of the prior year bringing the project cost to 
$189,200,000. 
 
Maurice Anderson, a laborer for Johnson-Winston, was killed when working with a 
carpenter crew stripping forms from intake tower No. 5. An intake structure timber 
beam lifted by a crane fouled on obstruction overhead, causing the lower end to 
swing around and knock a board loose from the scaffold on which Anderson was 
standing, whereby he lost his balance and fell through a hole in the scaffold. Fellow 
workers presented his widow, an expectant mother with one child, with $2,000. 
 
Several firms joined to build the complete spillway, its Tainter gates and stilling 
basin. Excavation for these works, began in 1951 and was relatively simple as the 
foundation chalk could be easily cut in successive banks. The 1,000-foot-wide 
spillway required a total of 500,000 cubic yards of concrete. The flow of water over 
the spillway was controlled by 21 Tainter gates which are curved to make raising 
easier, each 40 by 29 feet in size and separated by 20 piers. Downstream from the 
spillway gates is a large blanket of reinforced concrete, ranging in thickness from 18 
inches to five feet with 15-foot sidewalls, to act as a chute for the water. An 
excavation of 30 million cubic yards of earth was required for the chute. The 
spillway chute ends in a stilling basin, the overflow of which goes directly into the 
river below the dam. After excavations for the chute and stilling basin were 
completed, to prevent problems with hydrostatic pressure from the Codell aquifer, 
35 relief wells were drilled to reduce the uplift capacity of the aquifer, thus giving 
the spillway structure more stability. 
 
The spillway acts as a safety valve for the dam to prevent unusually high flood flows 
from overflowing the dam. The spillway gates are raised or lowered at one foot 
intervals and a built-in de-icing system permits the gates to be operated during 
extreme freezing weather. Located within the west abutment of the spillway is a 
control building which houses the electrical controls  and mechanical equipment for 






Early Spillway Excavation, Intake Towers Lower Left & Pickstown In Background  
 
 
What A Hole They Dug - Spillway Apron Area Excavation 
(14-3) 
 
Huge Excavation Hole for Spillway Outlet. Start of Spillway Gates in Background 
with Flood Tunnels & Intake Towers Shown on Upper Left 
 
July 
The spillway was started in early 1951 with removal of enormous amounts of earth 
from a huge hillside and completed in 1954. When finished, enough concrete was 
used to build a four-lane highway from Sioux Falls to Rapid City. Work commenced 
July 25 on the spillway and gate structure when the first concrete was poured. The 
spillway contract called for the weir sections, gate piers, 21 control gates and the 
highway bridge across the structure that would be more than 1,000 feet long.  The 
spillway’s capability of releasing 633,000 cubic feet of water per second is nearly 
200,000 more than the peak flow of the Missouri during the 1952 flood. 
 
On July 25, about 100 people attended a gathering staged in celebration of the first 
pouring of concrete for the spillway. A total of 204,000 cubic yards of concrete 





Early Spillway Construction - Intake 
Towers Upper Center 
 
 June 1953 Spillway Construction on 
Right - Intake Tower & Powerhouse 
Foundation on Left 
 
 





    Upstream Spillway Construction 
 





The contract for the powerhouse superstructure was let in July with plans to be 
completed by 1956 with installation of the 59-foot diameter eighth generator. 
Construction of the powerhouse and its generating equipment was around a $35 
million job overall. About 80,000 cubic yards of concrete was forecasted to build 
the powerhouse. Four firms provided this work … Donovon-Lovering-Boyle, a 
coalition of Donovan Construction of St Paul, MN, Lovering Construction of St 
Paul, MN and M. J. Boyle Company of Chicago, was the low bidder for the 
powerhouse superstructure at $12,955,566 which also included building steel 
structures, a switchyard, busses, power/control tunnel from the powerhouse to the 
switchyard, transformer transfer tracks and an un-tanking house to remove 
transformers from oil in which they are submerged during operation. Westinghouse 
Corporation was the low bidder at $3,970,361 for installing the four remaining 
generators. Other contracts awarded were $590,908 to Allis Chalmers for furnishing 
miscellaneous electrical equipment for operation of the powerhouse system and 
$272,322 to Woodward Governor of Rockford, IL for eight turbine governors to 
control speed of the turbines and generators. The powerhouse contract called for 
completion by April 1956 and the generator contract by March of the same year. The 
powerhouse structure was to be 710 feet long, 100 feet wide, and 150 feet high from 
the base and contained five floors with the main generator level extending from the 
ground level to the top of the building. It was made in an unusual way. The exterior 
walls were made of precast concrete set-in place outside of a steel framework and 
acted as the outside form when the concrete walls were poured, thereby making the 
outer surface of the building when portions of the building were added. The pit dug 




Powerhouse Exterior Nearly Complete - Flood Tunnels Are Flowing  
 
Starting from the bottom level of the powerhouse and working upward, there is a 
panorama of equipment, controls and machinery. On the bottom floor is very little 
other than inspection passageways, sump pumps, foundations for the generators and 
turbines and the connection from the bottom of the turbine to the stilling basin and 
tailrace outlet of water used to turn the turbine water wheel. After water from the 
power tunnel penstock passes through the scroll case to the wicker gates and turns 
the turbine water wheel, it dumps down into the stilling basin through the draft tube 
outlets shown in the following picture. 
 
 
Construction of Draft Tubes with Tunnels in Background 
(14-8) 
  











On the first real floor, one floor up, are passageways running the full length of the 
building to provide access, through heavy steel doors to the bottom of the turbines 
and tubes. On the next floor up are the scroll cases which connect to the tunnel 
penstock, turbines and draft tubes. Also, on this level is the incinerator, heat 
exchanger equipment, plumbing and heating pipes governors for the turbines and 
other control machinery. 
 
 













Francis Runner Hydraulic Turbine 




On the main floor is the top portion of the generators and exciter units. This room is 
very high and near the ceiling are gigantic cranes used to raise and lower generators, 













Generator Rotor to Be Connected to 












The first floor below the main level contains the bottom part of the generators, 
machine shop, entrance to the tunnels that carry 2+ inch diameter copper cables, in 
8-inch-high pressure oil filled tubes to dissipate the heat, to the switchyard, more 
control panels and other items of equipment. 
 
At the southwest end of the building are two levels, the first to house the control 
room and public reception room and the floor above for offices and storage rooms. 
The control room originally had 213 separate switches and 122 meters from which 
the operator can check the status of any piece of equipment in the powerhouse, 
switchyard or intake towers. Instruments keep constant and permanent records of the 
voltage, temperatures and output of the various units.  On either side of the main 











Powerhouse Operators: Ed Vacek & Dave Decker Sitting 
Mel Livingston, Powerhouse Supervisor 
Bob Roper [Plaid Jacket], Assistant Powerhouse Superintendent 
 
 
The first Fort Randall Dam powerhouse operators were trained at the Fort Peck, MT 




Fort Peck Powerhouse Operator Training Class 
(14-13) 
Allis Chalmers installed the eight turbines, Westinghouse Electric built the eight 
40,000 kilowatt generators that the turbines would drive, and Pittsburgh-Des Moines 
Steel erected the eight penstocks and surge tanks.  
 
The final aspect of control for the powerhouse outlet water are the primary and 
secondary stilling basins and tail race from the powerhouse which provides means 
for dissipating the force of the water as it rushes from the draft tubes. From the 
primary stilling basin, the water flows over a ridge or weir section to the secondary 
stilling basin and then to the tail race where it gradually flows into the main river 
channel about a half mile downstream. Retaining walls of the stilling basin are 50 
feet high off the river bed and 40 feet thick at the base  
 
 
Spillway Retaining Wall Example: A Special Rig Was Developed to 
 Drill Holes for Anchor Bars in The Chalk Walls. 
 
The floor of the stilling basin for the flood tunnels and powerhouse outlets were 
paved with 2-foot-thick concrete slabs that were heavily re-enforced with steel re-
rods and in turn the slabs were ingeniously anchored to the river bed to resist  
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hydraulic uplift force. Embedded in each slab was a series of hooked steel poles, and  
each of these in turn was enclosed in a bell-bottom tube of concrete, eight inches in 
diameter, which extended 25 feet into the river bed. The flood tunnel outlet had large 
hook like concrete blocks installed on the floor that are called the ogee section. The 
stilling basins are a pool of water about 35 feet deep. 
 
 
Flood Tunnel Outlet Floor Showing Ogee Section Looking Downstream  
 
 
Flood Tunnel Outlet Floor Showing Ogee Section Looking Toward Tunnels 
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In late July, Stanley Petrik, a McCarthy Improvement carpenter, received a skull 
fracture in a fall from a training pier while working on the outlet. The mishap was 
the first-time loss accident for the firm in 451 days. 
August 
By August 1951 earthwork was 64% completed and was as far along as it could be 
until dredging was complete and closure of river made. The dam had reached full 
height and length on the northeast side, was seeded on the downstream side and 
almost completely rip-rapped on the upstream side. Earthmoving southwest of the 
channel had been brought up as high as it would be until the river closure. All twelve 
tunnels were completed except for installation of the penstocks and the intake 
structure was 85% complete with all gate frames and guide lines installed except for 
two remaining. The access bridge from the dam to the intake structure was well 
underway. The downstream end of the tunnels, including the stilling basin, tail race, 
power plant foundation and sub-structure were 92% complete.  
 
Also, four hundred Johnson-Winston workers and their families, totaling about 
1,000, were entertained at the Rest Haven resort near Lake Andes. Oscar 
McCormick, General Manager, was chairman of the annal event for employees.  
In mid-August, an investigation of land appraisal and purchasing practices of the 
Corps of Engineers in acquiring land for Missouri river development was launched. 
Many farmers in the area to be flooded were extremely bitter as they felt ignored due 
to the time lapse between appraisal and final negotiation which was sometimes as 
long as two years. One of the major problems was giving farmers enough money to 
buy comparable property due to rapidly changing property values. 
September 
On Labor Day, the annual Fort Randall Open House was held with contractor 
activities curtailed to permit a closer view of the intake towers, tunnels and 
powerhouse substructure. In mid-September, it was announced that a contract to 
move graves went to the Burchalter Funeral Home of Kineta, OK. The reburial 
program included opening and refilling 588 graves and the reburial of the bodies 
which were moved to various locations. 
 
There were only three major contracts that remained to be let on construction … 
Stage II of the spillway to provide for the lined channel downstream from the gate 
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structure and the tunnel penstocks and surge tanks to connect the intake tower with 
the powerhouse.  
 
November 
The Pittsburgh Des Moines Steel Company of Des Moines, IA was awarded a 
$4,385,433 contract for construction of eight, 22 foot diameter, 690 foot long 
penstocks and eight 59-foot diameter, 95 feet high surge tanks. The penstock and 
surge tank jobs were expected to take 4 years to complete with the first penstock and 
tank to be completed by August, 1953 and thereafter, one each was scheduled to be 
completed every four months with final completion in November, 1955. A similar 
penstock was planned to be installed in one of the flood tunnels, so it could be 
connected to a generator at a later date if warranted. Pittsburgh Des Moines Steel 
employed a large crew of expert welders working on the penstocks and surge tanks. 
 
 





Penstock Being Constructed 
 
 
Penstocks Inside Concrete Tunnel 
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The 22-foot dimeter steel penstocks were placed in the concrete tunnels one section 
at a time starting at the intake towers and connected the powerhouse turbine scroll 
case.  
 
Connection Transition Section Between Round tunnels and Square Shaped Intake 
at Intake Towers. In Center Is a Divider Which Splits Water Flow 
 
They were mounted by a ring around the penstock which rested on pedestals on each 
side of the concrete tunnel. The pedestals had a steel block that could be adjusted to 
align the section. Once in place on the blocks, the section was welded to the 
adjoining section after a survey crew had aligned the section such that the entire 
column of sections would perfectly match up with the powerhouse scroll case. An 
amazing feat of accuracy as there was no room for error. Every inch of welding was 
x-rayed for voids and if not perfect, it had to be chipped out. Water at the rate of 
4,500 cubic feet/second flows through the penstock at a speed of seven miles per 
hour into a snail shaped scroll case, hits 20 turbine wicker gates and turns the turbine 
water wheel at 85.7 revolution per minute or 1.25 times per second. Turbine 
installation started while the powerhouse was being built. 
 
The wicker gates were mounted on bearings that allow the gate angle to be changed 
so water can be made to strike the turbine blades at different velocities which 
maintains a constant turbine speed to compensate for load variations on the line. The 
turbines are rated at 57,700 HP. After the water has rushed through the scroll case  
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and hits the turbine blades, it passes down through the draft tube to the stilling basin  
downstream from the powerhouse. That action, with the energy of 57,000 
horsepower, is hooked to a generator that provide the electricity. 
 
The plan was for each of the tunnels to be shutdown down once per year for 
inspection and maintenance. In back of the powerhouse, eight 95-foot-high surge 
tanks were installed with two connected to each odd numbered penstock to pick up 
surges of water and deliver it in an even flow to the turbine water wheel. For 
example, if a penstock is flowing at a certain rate and the generator’s load is 
diminished, governors will automatedly retard the flow of water through the turbine 
and until the flow of water through the penstock can adjust itself. The sudden surge 
of water uses the surge tanks as a relief valve. 
 
At the August 11, 1956 dedication of the dam, L. A. Beckelhaupt representing the 
Pittsburgh Des Moines Steel Company stated they lost money on the project. 
 
November 
The community of Chamberlain approved moving the Crow Creek Agency at Fort 
Thompson to Chamberlain providing the government assumed the cost estimated at 
$790,000. Rising water from the Fort Randall Dam made the Agency’s Fort 
Thompson location inoperable. Also, the Corps issued a $420,000 check to the city 
of Chamberlain for purchase of the American Island which was necessary as the area 
would be completely inundated when the reservoir fills. The island had been 
transformed into a modern recreational center with a swimming pool, baseball 
diamond, golf course, tennis courts, picnic facilities and cabin camp. Furthermore, 
the Corps awarded a $435,716 to Carothers Construction Company of Paola, KS for 
a new Chamberlain water supply system because the current installation would be 
located below the pool elevation of Fort Randall Dam’s reservoir. 
 
In November, it was announced that Congress had approved enough funds to carry 
construction of the Garrison and Fort Randall Dams past the halfway mark. Also, 
the Charles Harris Plumbing Company of St Paul, MN was awarded a $1,345,000 
contract for the plumbing, heating and ventilating work on the powerhouse. 
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Chapter 15 1952 Dam Development 
January 
With an unusual seasonal increase in supply of labor, demand for workers drop to 
near zero. Cold weather and completion of construction contracts left small payrolls 
and only skeleton crews were working with no changes expected for 45-60 days. 
President Truman requested a slightly stepped-up program for work on Missouri 
River Basin programs. He recommended $13 million to continue work on Gavins 
Point Dam, $34 million for Garrison Dam versus a previous $38.310 million which 
was expected to be more than 50% complete by June, $37.5 million for Fort Randall 
Dam versus a previous $33.679 million and $3.5 million for Oahe Dam. 
 
February 
The Corps awarded a $475,134 contract to the Buckingham Lumber Company of 
Rapid City, SD for harvesting approximately 7 million board feet of cottonwood 
timber in the reservoir area. Timber cutting was to immediately begin on both sides 
of the river. The cottonwood lumber produced under this contract was to be delivered 
by the contractor to the nearest railroad at a price of $64.85 per thousand board feet. 
 
Four Omaha firms consisting of Johnson-Winston of Minneapolis, Peter Kiewit of 
Omaha, Western Contracting of Sioux City and Condon-Cunningham of Omaha 
joined together in submitting the low bid at $8,364,141 for the second and final phase 
of the spillway. The work included excavation of 375,500 cubic yards of earth and 
laying a very big 182,000 cubic yard concrete slab measuring 1.5 to 4 feet thick. 
Phase One of the spillway included the initial excavation, furnishing and installing 
the gates and part of the concrete slab that was contracted in the prior spring. 
 
The Corps upped their estimate for the complete cost of South Dakota’s three large 
dams to $542,855,000 which increased Fort Randall by $8.1million, Oahe by $39.6 
million and Gavins Point by $15.155 million. Overall increases in construction costs 
accounted for most of the higher cost number. Money allocated to date was 
$120,556,700 for Randall, $13,370,00 for Oahe and $2,668,800 for Gavins Point. 
 
March 
The Charles Harris Plumbing Company of St Paul, MN, a sub-contractor for 
Donovan-Lovering-Boyle [DLB], set up offices in the Shopping Center building in 
back of the drugstore and would share quarters with the Newberry Electric Company 
of Los Angles, also a Donovan-Lovering-Boyle sub-contractor. 
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The House Appropriations Committee cut more than $200 million from the Army 
Civil Functions Appropriation Bill. The committee had become highly irritated at 
the “utter lack of firm cost estimates” on some Missouri River projects of the Corps 
of Engineers and they slashed out the entire $13 million the Corps had asked for the 
Gavins Point Dam for the year beginning July 1, 1952. They stated estimates 
submitted in connection with Gavins Point showed about a 30% increase over 
estimates made in the prior spring and said the economic feasibility of the project 
was highly questionable. The Committee also trimmed the budget request for the 
Fort Randall Dam from $37.5 million to $30 million and Oahe from $3.5 million to 
$700,000. The committees’ criticism of climbing cost and errant estimates raised the 
question of just how much estimates have increased since the three dams were 
authorized eight years ago. The estimates had increased from $311,242,000 to 
$542,855,000 … a whopping $231.623 million [+74%]. In 1944, the estimate for 
Gavins Point was $15.0 million vs $60.055 million in 1952 [4x] and Fort Randall 
$75.0 million versus $197.0 million [2.6x] in 1952 … and, Oahe $221.242 million 
in 1947 versus $285.5 million in 1952 [+29%]. The Corps responded by claiming 
for Fort Randall, $87.165 million was due to price level changes and $35.135 million 
was due to alterations that included modifications in earthwork, spillway, 
powerhouse, reservoir, acreage and relocations. 
 
April 
Donovan-Lovering-Boyle purchased the McCarthy restaurant located on the 
construction site and Ed Finegan leased the facility with plans to open for business 
on April 10. 
 
Johnson-Winston completed their contract on the intake structure with the exception 
of installing the large gates that control the flow of water through the tunnel 
penstocks. The first of these gates was in transit from St Louis where it was 
assembled and received finishing touches. Bids totaling $32,336,533 were taken in 
December 1948 on this project known as the outlet works. It was awarded in three 
separate contracts: Schedule A, the intake structure to Johnson-Winston for 
$12,103,899; Schedule B, 12 tunnels 28 feet in diameter, 900 feet long to Silas 
Mason for $8,625,816; Schedule C, powerhouse foundation and sub-structure, tail 
race, stilling basin and training piers to McCarthy Improvement for $11,606,818. 
Schedule B on the tunnels was completed in record time and finished in December 
1950. Work on Schedules A & C had moved ahead at a rapid clip during the summer,  
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but in the winter, it was necessary to slow down since it had to be done in the open 
with exposure to severe cold weather. However, this had been contemplated and 




The dam was 60% complete after lying dormant all winter. Construction on the rest 
of the 2-mile-long embankment started and was underway in earnest with starting of 
the ticklish river diversion through the new channel in July. Western Contracting 
was sucking away silt from the one side of the river plug and dumping it across the 
present channel to form a base for the embankment which wasn’t planned for 
completion until 1954. On top of that foundation of what the Corps termed alluvium, 
would go chalk rock and earth to finish the dam.  
 
June 
An open house was tentatively announced for June 29 to closely coincide with 
closure of the river’s original channel in July. It was planned to provide the general 
public to view the area prior to closure of the river. Closure ceremonies were 
announced for July 26th. 
 
The diversion channel that would carry water from the main channel to the tunnels 
had an upper and lower plug that kept the river from flowing into the tunnels while 
constructing the tunnels and intake towers. Both of these plugs were removed by 
Western’s dredge, the Western Chief, in June to allow the river to be diverted to the 
tunnels with the closure of the river in July. 
 
July 
Congress approved $32,500,000 for Fort Randall, $7,750,000 for Gavin’s Point and 
$3,000,000 for Oahe. The funds were lower than requested by President Truman, 
but substantially higher than the curtailed funds voted earlier by the House. Senator 
Mundt stated he considered the SD projects fared well under prevailing 
circumstances where strong economy sentiment had reduced construction projects 
everywhere. The Gavins Point appropriation enabled start of actual construction. 
 
It appeared the steel strike would delay the forecasted start of first power generation 
from November 1953 to early 1954.  
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Demands exceeded supply in the labor market. Prime contractors employed 
approximately 1,500 workers during June and future demands called for an increase 
in heavy equipment operators during the last half of July. Steel workers, finish 
carpenters, diesel mechanics, heavy truck drivers and laborers were still short of the 
need. 
 
Alfred Surrell died at the Pickstown hospital from severe head injuries in a fall at 
the dam.  
 
On about July 18, the role of the dredge in pumping silt and caulk rock for closure 
of the river with the weir was within a day or two of being finished and then heavier 
material was to be added with trucks with final closure of the original channel 
expected about a week later. The first process on the closure weir involved placing 
a six-foot-thick blanket of chalk rock on the river floor in a 1,000-foot-wide section 
on the downstream side of the dam axis. After the blanket was laid, one upstream 
and one downstream plug was removed in the diversion channel to allow a part of 
the river to flow through the tunnels. Then on July 8, the dredge started laying a 
chalk-silt blanket, gradually building up the weir under water until it was raised to 
break the water’s surface and stopping the river’s flow down the original channel. 
Another dike was built about 3,500 feet upstream with the section between the two 
dikes filled with a sand blanket and followed by earth to complete the dam. 
 
River Closure 
With closure, the river began flowing through the 15 story high intake towers and 
into the tunnels. Until closure was fully complete about one third of the river volume 
flowed through the tunnels. The closure was made with the downstream dike that 
diverted the water into the tunnels, then the upstream dike was placed and then that 
space filled in. Once the upstream dike was completed, big trucks and bulldozers 
started pushing the permanent embankment across the still pool formed by the two 
closure sections. On Sunday, July 20 shortly after noon, the dike was completely 
closed which delivered the river’s entire flow through the intake structure tunnels. 
As the dike choked off the river’s flow, approximately 24,000 cubic feet per second 
of water was sent through tunnels which marked beginning of the final phase of dam 
construction. The next step was to extend the main embankment across the river’s 
original channel. The river section of the embankment was estimated to be 85 feet 
above the river’s surface by the end of the fall construction season. 
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The river closure was a complicated process and the following sequence attempts to 
clarify how it was done. [Note: The approach channel is also referred to as the 
diversion channel in other sections of this chapter. 
 
1949 & 1950: Excavation of the approach channel with shovels and dragline. 
July - Oct 1950: Lower third of approach channel is excavated and has water in it. 
Nov 1950: Lower part of approach channel is larger with water. Dredge parts  
arriving for assembly in approach channel. 
April 1951: Dredge assembly is complete and it starts operation. 
July 1951: Dredging of approach channel is complete. Dredge leaves approach  
channel to main river channel thru upstream dike and closes the dike.  
August 1951:  Dredge is downstream of the dam dredging the discharge channel.  
November 1951: Dredge placing chalk banket in main river channel and halts  
operation due to ice in the river. 
April & May 1952:  Dredge is downstream and placing chalk protective blanket in  
main river channel and then moves to the discharge channel to remove plug on 
May 29. 
May 1952: Dragline is excavating the downstream plug in the approach channel.  
June 5, 1952: Dredge working in the discharge channel and placing dredged 
material on the left [east] bank below spillway. 
June 21, 1952:  Approach channel lower plug is removed with dredge and dragline. 
June 27, 1952:  Approach channel upper plug is removed with dredge and dragline. 
July 7, 1952: Dredge starts work on the closure dike. 
July 20, 1952:  Closure dike is essentially complete and dredge begins to fill area  
upstream of the closure weir. 
  
Sponsored by Governor Sigurd Anderson, a program to mark the closing of the 
Missouri River was held on July 26, 1952. The event was staged on the end of the 
embankment overlooking the closure section. Motorists were able to drive directly 
to the site where plenty of parking was available. Scheduled to start at 3:00 PM, the 
event featured bands from Lake Andes, Wagner and Madison, SD. Distinguished 
guests were Sen, Karl Mundt, Senator Francis Case, Rep. Harold Lovre, Rep. E. Y. 
Berry and General William Potter, Missouri River Division Engineer, who was 
making his first visit to the project. This was the first time since early days of the 
project that gates to the construction area were opened to the public during working 
hours. Climax of the event took place when earth brought by 25 of South Dakota’s  
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mayors was dumped in the closure section to symbolize state-wide support of the 
Missouri River development program. A shovel, that had been chrome-plated and 
engraved on behalf of the 25 mayors, which was used by the Governor in the 
groundbreaking ceremony at Gavin’s Point was presented to him. About 1,100 
people watched the proceedings. The Fort Randall Dam reservoir had been named 
after Sen. Francis Case. 
 
 
Additional background, pictures and equipment to make the river closure are 
provided as follows: 
Diversion of the river through the intake towers and tunnels required digging the 
diversion channel and leaving an upper and lower plug or dike to keep water from 
the work on the tunnels and intake towers.  After the intake towers were complete 




New Intake Tower Diversion Channel Before River Closure Dredging Began 
Shows Upper and Lower Plugs 
 
Original plans did not include using a dredge for the closure because it wasn’t known 
if there would be one big enough to handle the job.  The Corps had serious concern 
about using a dredge to make the closure hydraulically rather than time tested 
methods and it was made only after model studies had shown it to be feasible and its 
practicality was demonstrated. Western used an expert from the University of 
Minnesota as their consultant to help convince the Corps that a dredge concept was 
feasible. The closure was made using Western Construction Company’s large 
dredge, named the Western Chief, which cost $1,300,000. It was built within 11 
months by the Erickson Engineering Co of Tampa, FL for this project and it was 
also used on the Gavins Point Dam. Erection of the dredge started November 22, 
1950 on the Missouri at Fort Randall with a crew of 30 men working 54-hour shifts, 
was completed April 25, 1951 and began operation the following day. 
 
The dredge had a 170-foot-long hull, 46-foot beam, was 11 feet deep, 1,500-ton 
displacement on a 36-inch draft and had a large powerful cutting head driven by a  
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1,500 HP, 600 RPM, DC motor with a gear reduced top speed of 36 RPM. The cutter 
shaft had a 14-inch diameter. With six General Motors 1,600 HP and three 450 HP 
diesel engines, it had a total of 10,952 HP on board and was the most powerful 
suction dredge of that day that could dredge to 48 ft. Making two cuts 300 feet wide 
and 25 feet deep, the output of the dredge was approximately 2,500 cubic yards per 
hour. The dredge pump was driven by four 600 RPM motors totaling 6,000 HP. The 
dredge dug out earth with its cutting head and sand, gravel and chalk rock were 
pumped through the pipes to the spill barge which dumped the material on the area 
to be filled. Rocks as large as 18-20 inches in diameter could pass through the pipes. 
 
 
Western Chief Dredge 
 
George Evans, Area Engineer, stated the job of closing the channel was very ticklish 
as the top of the fill had to be kept level … otherwise, just a foot low could wash out 
the whole closure dam and work would have to be started over. The spill barge was  
winched back and forth from one side to the other with two 2-inch cables on each 
side as earth fill from the dredge was dumped into the channel. To be sure the fill  
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was level, Western had two survey crew members on the spill barge and one on the 
west shore with a transit who would continuously take measurements consisting of 
a reading on how far the spill barge was from the west bank, a depth reading on the 
closure fill and searched for any holes in the fill. Measurements were recorded on 
graph paper by a survey crew member who worked under a small covered shack on 
the spill barge platform. High school class of ’53 students Jim Fero and Art Trautman 
worked with the spill barge during the summer of 1952. Art ran a transit on the west 
bank and Jim charted the measurements. They had a big hand in helping to make the 
final river closure successful, earned $1.15/hour, worked 12-hour shifts, 7 day/week 
and with time and a half for overtime and double time on Sunday and made about 
$130/week … great pay for 17-year old’s in 1952. Jim is on the spill barge platform 
in the picture below to the right of the two men in the middle. 
 
 
On the Spill Barge Checking Fill Measurements  
 
After 4-6 days continual work, the dredge usually had to be closed down for 24 hours 





Included in the dredging contract were the inlet and outlet channels, 400,000 yards 
of the chalk dam across the Missouri River to divert the water and approximately 
1,500,000 cubic yards of sand to fill in on the upstream side of the chalk dam. By 
the end of 1951, the Western Chief had dredged approximately 2.4 million cubic 
yards of material out of the approach channel and tailrace.  
 
The approach channel directed the reservoir water to the power tunnels, and the 
tailrace carried the water from the turbines back to the river channel. The overall 
dredging project required removal of 4.5 million cubic yards of material. To prepare 
the dam for operation … the Western Chief pumped a 200,000-cubic-yard stockpile 
of select chalk into a temporary dam to close the Missouri’s natural channel and 
divert its water through the newly built intake structure and tunnels. 
 
This was the first use of a hydraulic placement method of closure in such a large 
project. The dredge placed the base of the weir in late April and May, while 50,000 
to 70,000 cubic feet per second of water rushed over it. The weir was completed at 
1:10 PM on July 20, 1952 when the crest of the weir broke the surface of the “Big 
Muddy” across the entire 1,000-foot width of the channel and after 666,000 cubic 
yards of dredged material had been placed. This forced the entire flow of the river 
through the recently dredged approach channel into the intake tower’s flood control 
and power tunnels and out through the outlet channel. 
 
 Western’s Spill Barge Receiving Earth from Dredge at Final Closure July 1952. 
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Western’s Spill Barge Receiving Earth from Dredge at Final Closure July 1952 
 
 
The following picture shows the dredge working on the downstream side of the 
outlet works with the powerhouse foundation and flood gates in the background and 
the top of intake towers on the other side of the earthen embankment. Earth removal 





The following newspaper picture shows the dikes under construction in the original 
channel and the new diversion channel to redirect water to the intake towers that 
were under construction. 
 
 
Man-made diversion channel to intake towers with tunnels (1). Temporary dikes 
(2,3,4) across the original river channel. Location of spillway (5), powerhouse and 
outlet (6) under construction. When finished, nearly all the land in the right half of 
the picture and in the left half below (1) and (5) will be under water. 
 
The chalk rock dam closing off the river was only temporary because it was 
downstream from the site of the dam and wouldn’t even be part of the big dam itself. 
Its purpose was to stop the river flow so the rest of the dam could be built and so a 
head of water would be formed which would turn the flow into the artificial channel 
dug to the 15-story high intake structure. It then goes out through the flood control 





through the intake towers. This was the biggest channel on which this method of 
closure had been used. Once the channel was closed, sand was pumped in upstream 
from the chalk rock closure dam and earth embankment was push across the channel.  
 
With closing of the river channel, it was necessary to remove many buildings with 
some left in place, remove cemeteries, clear a lot loose debris and timber and remove 
the Wheeler Bridge from the large reservoir area to be flooded. The bridge was 
moved by individual spans being lowered onto barges and floated upstream to 
Chamberlain where it was used to construct a new bridge across the Missouri River.  
 
It was part of the overall work to relocate highway and rail routes necessitated by 
Missouri Basin construction. The combination of the Wheeler bridge having six 
spans and Chamberlain bridge having four spans made up the new bridge. Work on 
the new bridge estimated to be 2,400 feet in length, twice the length of the 
Chamberlain bridge, was started when Highway 18 traffic could be routed over the 
road crossing the Fort Randall Dam.  
 
 
Dismantling the Wheeler Bridge [Note: For the record, the official name for the 
Bridge Was Rosebud Bridge] 
 
William Raatjes and his family were the last residents in the town of Wheeler where 
only the old courthouse and hotel remained. Waters from Fort Randall would soon 
cover the old town which was once the Charles Mix county seat location. 
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What was formerly Wheeler, SD stands under several feet of water in May 1953 as 
the reservoir started filling. The building at the right is a former store and filling 





Reservoir Filling Up 
 
In the spring of 1953, the dredge was floated down the river to the Gavins Point Dam 
at Yankton where it was used for the river closure at that dam.  Upon completion of 
the South Dakota projects, Western floated the dredge down river to the Gulf of 




Western was finishing up Stage III of the earth moving contract. Below is a picture 
taken July 23 showing equipment working on the huge hill downstream of the 
spillway structure. Beginning of spillway gates can be seen on the lower right and 




The last big earthwork contract was Stage IV, to fill in the old channel and bring the 
dam structure on the southwest bank to completion, was to be done by November 1, 
1953. This earth moving contract was to be let Nov 7, 1952 as Stage III was finishing 
up and consisted of excavating in the spillway area and moving it to the closure 
section of the dam to bring it to within 40 feet of the planned 160-foot height. The 
contract was awarded to Western who finished it up by October 1953 when Ukes 
were then reconditioned and were lined up for removal from job site. 
 
August 
Ward Hoffman and Earl Wilson of Wagner, employed by Western Contracting, 
escaped injury when the motor on the boat in which they were working in the  
upstream channel was drawn into one of the tunnels. The men were putting a log 
boom across the channel to keep trash from going the tunnels when the motor on 
their boat stopped and the current took them down through a 900-foot tunnel. The 
news article does not state which tunnel was involved 
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A skilled and non-skilled worker shortage existed at Fort Randall Dam as the 
spillway was under construction with three shifts working and the earth movement  
going full speed with heavy equipment operators putting in 70-hour weeks. The 
majority of employers were at the peak of the employment, however turn-over was 
sufficient to utilize incoming job seekers. With a steel production strike, there had 
been no loss of work at the dam project as all employers had sufficient material and 
labor to carry on operations. 
 
In late August, the Corps was confronted with the task of re-advertising for new bids 
on the last phase of major earthwork as bids were more than 25% above the 
government’s $7,491,874.79 cost estimate. Western Contracting bid $10,359,498 
and Peter Kiewit bid $10,956,900. At stake was Stage IV, moving 16,242,000 cubic 
yards of earth, the largest of the earthwork, involved in building the embankment 
and scheduled for completion by November 20, 1954. Stage IV covered completion 
of excavation of the spillway area on the left bank, completion of the embarkment 
on the right bank, completion of the river closure section and placement of chalk and 




The Bureau of Reclamation announced the Fort Randall to Winner power 
transmission line was the first to get power and was scheduled to be energized on 
September 15 with power supplied by the Nebraska Public Service Power System 
over the Fort Randall-O’Neill, NE line built in 1950. 
 
October  
An interesting forecast was made by Colonel Gilbert Linkswiler, ROTC engineer, 
Rapid City at the Industrial Conference that there will be cities of 50,000 or more in 
the Pickstown-Fort Randall aera and a town of at least 75,000 below the Oahe Dam. 
His forecast, which did not happen, was based on a formula of water, cheap power 
and cheap transportation which would draw industry like a magnet. 
 
The Corps announced the remaining phase of earthwork would be divided into two 
stages after the August rejection of bids on what was to be the final Stage IV that  
were too high. Bids were scheduled to be opened on November 7. The quantities of  
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excavation were cut more than half. With the first phase, Stage IV, consisting 
entirely of excavation in the spillway area and building on the embankment in the 
closure section with 6,500,000 cubic yards of overburden chalk and shale to be  
excavated. Of this total, 3 million cubic yards were to be placed in the closure section  
and 3.5 million cubic yards into the upstream berm. The new Stage IV contract 
would bring the closure section from 85 feet to 120 feet, within 40 feet of its 160-
foot final height. The remaining stage of earthwork, Stage V, would call for 
completing the closure section and the right bank section of the dam.  
 
November 
In early November, bids were received on the new Stage IV with the apparent low 
bid of $4,333,468 by Western Contracting which was 28% over the government 
estimate of $3,386,633.46 and since it was over 25%, additional consideration was 
required on whether or not to award the contract. There were seven bidders in all. 
Later in November, the bid was awarded to Western. A condition of the contract was 
the Western must be mobilized on the job by March 1953 so that if high water makes 
it necessary to top the closure section with a levee, machines and men will be 
available. The work was to be completed within the 1953 working season with all 
remaining earthwork necessary to be performed under the additional Stage V 
contract to be awarded during 1953.    
 
Labor demands in all categories dropped in November. Weather conditions would 
determine the number of personnel needed to carry on operations for the winter. Two 
contractors enclosed their working area, thus permitting all winter employment, but 
dirt and chalk movement and the spillways construction slowed down when cold 
weather set in.    
 
December 
Traffic started moving along the new route of US Highways 18 and 281 across the 
Fort Randall Dam on the 19th. The crossing was only temporary as the dam 
embankment was not completed. The temporary crossing was graveled as was the 
new route from the dam to the blacktop east of Fairfax. When the dam is completed 
the two highways will run along its top. The state had let a contract for blacktopping  




Since the dam was started approximately six years ago, the number of deaths had 
been 11 and was less than one fifth of the national average. The rate for personal 
injuries on the project was 7.93 for each million-man hours worked with the total 
man-hours worked being 16,273,702. The national average for personal injuries was  
41.10 for each million-man hours worked. The tunneling work on the intake 
structure was probably considered the most dangerous work area … but, even on 
that part of the job the number of accidents came to less than half the national 
average. The Corps used rotating inspection teams of two men who in addition to 
checking each part of the construction project to see that it met specifications, they 
checked to see that all safety requirements were in effect. 
 
The Corps awarded a $122,129 contract to Asbell Brothers Construction of Riverton, 
WY for clearing reservoir land. They were to remove all timber except bushes and 







Chapter 16 1953 Dam Development 
January 
Brigadier General W. E. Potter, who was assigned Missouri River Division Engineer 
last summer, stated the Corps will be ready for the worst in 1953 spring floods and 
preventing reoccurrence of the destructive floods in the spring of 1952 when the 
river wrought damage to the Missouri Basin estimated at $179 million. Fortunately, 
last spring’s flood damage was cut to less than half by basin development projects. 
The Fort Randall Dam was expected to be able to take three to four feet off the crest 
of the river in 1953. 
 
A news article pointed out that the big question with the $15 billion dollar 
development of the Missouri River valley was … that it had not been completely 
determined who would have the authority to direct and coordinate the Missouri 
Basin’s flood control, hydroelectric power, navigation and irrigation programs. 
Proposals included a Missouri Valley Authority [MVA] patterned after the 
Tennessee Valley Authority [TVA], a new bureau of natural resources made up of 
the agencies already operating under the Pick-Sloan Plan or a federal-state compact 
under which the federal government and the states would have equal power. 
The Corps was also dealing with concern about safety rules for operating boats on 
the reservoir behind the Fort Randall Dam. The lake currently covered about 3,200 
acres with a maximum depth of 24 feet … but, by the time the ice breaks in the 
spring it was expected to cover more than 9,000 acres and when it makes its 
traditional June rise, it will cover more than 42,000 acres making it the largest body 
of water in the Dakotas until waters are impounded at the Garrison and Oahe Dams. 
President Truman’s budget proposal for the next fiscal year would permit substantial 
construction progress on the Missouri River development programs. The $39 million 
asked for Garrison Dam would carry that project to 76% completion, $22.7 million 
recommended for Fort Randall Dam would enable 88% completion, Gavins Point 
Dam could reach 47% completion with its $17.8 million and $14.8 million for Oahe 
Dam would carry that project to 10% completion. 
Ashbell Brothers, Riverton, WY received a contract for clearing 5,250 acres of 
timber on the Fort Randall project and salvaging of cedar posts to be completed by 
June 1954. It was estimated about 4 million board may be cut in the reservoir area 
before water covers the timber. 
(16-1) 
February 
The dam had been built to a height of 85 feet, a little more than half of its final 160-
foot height. However, opening bids, awards of contracts and land acquisition was 
stopped in line with a new administration policy of reviewing civil works programs. 
Work in progress was not affected by the order.  
 
April 
It was necessary for Fort Randall to release some water to assist in ungrounding the 
big Western Chief dredge that was hung up on a sand bar in the vicinity of Niobrara, 
NE.  The dredge was being moved from Fort Randall to start work at the Gavins 
Point Dam. The dredge left Fort Randall Dam on March 26th and arrived at Gavin’s 
Point on April 7. 
Donovan-Lovering-Boyle sub-contractors Charles Harris on plumbing and 
Newberry Electric on electrical installation moved their office to the dam project site 
from offices in the government building in back of the Pickstown drugstore. 
It was pointed out that the Randall Dam reservoir which was rising at a rate of a half 
foot per day would be a very short-lived dam with its flood control effectiveness cut 
in half in 30 years without Oahe Dam due to silt from the vast drainage areas between 
Garrison Dam and Fort Randall Dam which would wash into the Randall reservoir 
at an accelerated rate. Without Oahe, Fort Randall would lose one-half of its total 
storage in 50 years and all of it in about 100 years. With Oahe, Fort Randall will lose 
only about 20% in 50 years and about 40% in 100 years. Life of Oahe was estimated 
at about 600 years and Randall at about 250 years. 
May 
Fort Randall iron workers who had been off the job for several days in support of 
their request for a 35 cent/hour wage increase were back on the job after getting a 
15 cent/hour increase in their $2.40 hourly rate.  
 
June 
Virgil Girard, an iron worker, was killed when he fell from a crane on the Fort 
Randall project. 
 
The first span of the Wheeler bridge was 23 miles short of its 70-mile destination at 
Chamberlain. Barges powered by “sea mules” pulled the 256-foot section weighing  
190 tons. Five more similar spans like it would be floated from Wheeler to  
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Chamberlain during the summer. The last section started its trip up to Chamberlain 
and only took 4.5 days. The bridge job which also included moving four spans of a 
Chamberlain bridge nearly one-fourth mile cost $1,385,000. The new structure was 
to be a four-lane for original US 16 and SD 47. Traffic that formerly used the 
Wheeler bridge would now go over the Fort Randal Dam. In early December, the 
new Chamberlain bridge was dedicated and ready for use. 
Steps were being taken by the Corps to arrest further deterioration of the old Fort 
Randall Chapel. The work consisted principally of strengthening the foundation, 
caulking and pointing up deteriorated areas in the chalk walls, applying a 
preservative to the entire structure along with grading and seeding the grounds. 
With the overall project at 65% complete, List and Clark was the low bidder with 
$5,114,399 on Stage V of earthwork which was the last major earthwork phase 
involving placement of about 4.5 million cubic yards of chalk into 7,000 feet of 
embankment to complete the 10,000 foot long, 160 high embarkment which when 
completed would contain about 28 million cubic yards of rolled earth fill. A deadline 
of November 1, 1955 was set for completion of the contract.   
July 
The Corps indicated that November1953 was still the time set for the production of 
the first power from the Fort Randall Dam despite a delay in equipment delivery and 
steel workers’ strike. Five hundred and thirty workmen were battling time to finish 
the first power installation on schedule. The powerhouse and its equipment along 
with the penstocks alone accounted for more than 20% of the total $197 million 
project cost. By mid-July, the Corps reported that due to delays in shipment of 
necessary steel from labor problems, there was strong possibility the first production 
of power would be delayed and it appeared the first power would be early in 1954. 
The actual startup of the first generator turned out to be March 16, 1954.  
 
Surge tank and penstock work was at about 20% complete with the $13 million 
powerhouse at 30% complete. Forty thousand cubic yards of concrete went into the 
powerhouse which was not scheduled to be completely done until 1956. Another 
interesting fact is that 17,000 rivets were driven into each of the eight scroll cases in 
the powerhouse for a total of 136,000 rivets. Miscellaneous equipment like 
transformers, switchgear and pipe cable cost more than $5.5 million and the 
penstocks cost more than $8 million. 
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Carpenters were back at work after a week walkout on an eight-hour shift versus 
their walkout request for nine-hour days.  Also, in July, Governor Sigurd Anderson 
stated everything possible would be done to plug the estimated 50 artesian well flows 
between Fort Randall and Chamberlain before they are inundated by water from the 
reservoir. Flows from the well range from four to 2,500 gallons per minute. 
The spillway paving was 40% complete while the weir section of the spillway, the 
large concrete towers between which 21 steel gates were being mounted, was 85% 
complete with eight gates placed. With regard to the spillway, picture a 40-acre 
pasture with concrete or a strip of highway 14 miles long and 25 feet wide and it 
illustrates the huge spillway project. Divided into two contracts, one for the weir 
section and one for the paving of the area below the weir, the cost totaled $16 
million. The first stage of the contract, the weir section was to be completed in May 
1954 and the second stage, the paving, completed in December 1954. Under the 
concrete below the weir was a 3.5-foot blanket of sand for frost protection, and as if 
that weren’t enough, steel anchors eight feet apart were drilled in through the sand 
and embedded 10 feet into the chalk rock before the concrete was poured. With 
420,000 cubic yards of concrete to be poured by the time the spillway is complete, 
the project would be one of the largest concrete projects in SD history even though 
it was only a small part of the entire dam project. The spillway is a safety valve for 
the dam which only would be used with super floods when the water level in the 
reservoir has to be drastically reduced to provide space for flood waters. Normally, 
the four flood control tunnels which start at the intake structure would be enough to 
handle normal flood control problems.   
It was reported that 16 men who had been receiving powerhouse operation training 
at Fort Peck had arrived and would work in different departments until the 
powerhouse was in operation. The group included Robert Roper, Grant Adams, 
Dave Decker, Harold Green, William Krause, Lyle Solem, Edward Vacek, Ray 
Padgett, Leonard Carroll, R. Dean, Richard Dowell, Don Jorgenson, Robert Schulte, 
Harold Squires, Vic Wagner and Lyn Harrington.    
August 
Conversation picked up on what to name the lake behind Fort Randall Dam. 
Suggestions included Lake Chamberlain, Atokad [Dakota spelled backwards], Lake 
Sharpe after former governor Sharpe, Lake Randall, Lake Siting Bull, several other  
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Indian names and important personalities in South Dakota history. The Huron 
Plainsman held a contest with cash prizes to name the lakes behind Oahe, Fort 
Randall and Gavins Point. Judges included General Pick and Glenn Sloan, authors 
of the Pick-Sloan Plan.  
 
September 
Donovan-Lovering-Boyle sued Charles Mix County to recover $4,574 in taxes on 
grounds Pickstown is a federal reservation and can’t be taxed by the county while 
the county contended both the federal government and county have concurrent 
jurisdiction.  
  
It was announced that after seven years of working on Fort Randall, Western 
Contracting who pioneered use of large equipment for earth moving would be 
moving out of Pickstown as they were just about done with their last contract for 
Stage IV and finishing up ahead of the November 20 schedule. They completed all 
their contracts ahead of schedule. Western moved more than 42 million cubic yards 
of dirt to make the earthen dam across the Missouri River and literally moved some 
of the bluffs on the northeast side of the river. Their first contract was awarded 
January 9, 1948 with 11,474,000 cubic yards of dirt to be moved at a cost of 
$5,326,647 with work to be done May 25, 1949. On the second contract, work was 
started March 1, 1949 with work to move 8,916,000 cubic yards of dirt for 
$4,267,000 to be done just one year later. It was completed by October 5, 1949. 
Third job of moving 15,874,000 cubic yards of dirt at a cost of $7,701,294 was 
started June 13, 1950 and scheduled to be completed by May 1, 1953. It was done 
by January 29, 1953. The fourth stage which finished Western’s role called for 
moving 6,554,000 cubic yards of dirt at a cost of $4,332,468. The differences in 
contract price varied with the ease of moving the dirt and the distance it had to be 
hauled. Diversion of the river through the intake structure by Western’s dredge was 









Stage IV Done - Ukes Ready for Removal from Job Site  
 
Western was one of the largest contractors on the project and at its peak employed 
400 people. They established somewhat of a record when 10 million cubic yards of 
dirt was moved in one working season … however, by time the season ended, they 
had broken their own record by moving another 1.5 million cubic yards. The record 
for one day’s work was 75,555 cubic yards with the average being 58,047 cubic 
yards per day. The earth moving construction of the dam, most of which was done 
by Western Contracting, represented a task of enormous size and almost beyond 
imagination of how so much excavation could be accomplished by removing large 
hillsides and digging huge holes. Western was built into a company that stressed 
engineering and use of large equipment by Hubert H. Everist after taking control of 
his father’s wholesale coal & equipment business in 1914. The company gradually 
moved into wholesaling sand, gravel and building materials. Western Contracting 
grew out of this firm and with contracts on the Missouri River, entered the dredging 
business.  Focus of the company today is on commercial production of construction 
aggregate. 
 
After that work was done, the next and last earth moving contract, Stage V, would 
be construction to bring the dam to its full 160 feet height. This was awarded to List 
& Clark of Kansas City, MO who started in the fall of 1953 as Western was finishing 
up Stage IV and was to be completed by June 1955. They were able to start August 
25 and as a result of some ingenious traffic routing by the Corps, was able to work 
at the same time Western was finishing up. The Stage V contract at $5,115,000 
covered moving 9,215,000 cubic yards of earth.  
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Euel Hayes, a carpenter for Donovan-Lovering-Boyle was seriously injured with 
hips crushed and internal injuries when he was caught between a form and crane in 
the powerhouse. In October 1954, he filed a $150,000 injury suit against the 
Westinghouse Electric Corp. The suit claimed the company was negligent in not 
having a signal man warning people away from the moving crane which crushed 
him against a wall. The suit further stated that two days before the accident, there 
had been a signal man at work. 
 
The Corps Administration building listed the town population at 2,600. All housing 
was filled and though personnel was changing continually, each dwelling was re-
occupied immediately. Even space in the trailer areas was well filled. The post office 
reported an increase in box rental receipts and in money orders and stamps.   
  
November 
Contracts were awarded to the Kuipers Construction Company of Mitchell, SD at 
$72,495.90 for construction of a public service building at the reservoir and the 
Universal Crane Hoist and the Monorail Company of San Francisco at $54,420 for 
monorail equipment on the spillway.  
 
The powerhouse was well along toward completion. A steel drive shaft measuring 3 
ft in diameter, 20 ft long and weighing 45 tons connected the turbine with generator 
and when coupled with the rotor or turning disc of the generator was the largest 
single piece to be lifted into place. It weighed a total of 287 tons and required the 
combined effort of two 150-ton cranes. The rotor spins at a rate of 85.7 RPM.  Water 
used to cool the main generator bearings is utilized in heating the entire powerhouse 
by a heat pump or reverse refrigeration system and was thought to be the first 
hydroelectric power plant in the country to be heated this way.  
The switchyard construction was well underway with 15 mammoth oil filled, air-
cooled transformers standing 25 feet high and averaging 75 ton in weight being 
installed. Each generator has a specific transformer bank in the switchyard. A tunnel 
from the powerhouse to the switchyard carries 2+ inch diameter copper cables in 8-
inch-high pressure oil filled tubes to dissipate the heat, more control panels and other 
items of equipment. Temperature in the tunnels is kept at 90 degrees to minimize 
expansion with the tubes carrying the copper cables on rollers in tray racks to allow 





Powerhouse Tunnel to Switchyard 
with Brackets for Cable Tray Racks  
 
 
                        Switchyard - 1954 
 
 
Completed Switchyard Showing Un-tanking House 
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Chapter 17 1954 Dam Development 
January 
The Corps announced the Rand Construction Company of Rapid City, SD had 
submitted the low bid at $13,915.45 for construction of roads, parking areas and a 
boat ramp for the Fort Randall reservoir. There were ten other bidders.  
 
March 
The average cost of land acquired for the Fort Randall reservoir was $47 an acre 
with 38% of the land yet to be taken by negotiation or condemnation. The $47 per 
acre includes city lots and all kinds of varying improvements in addition to good 
bottom land and poor bluff land. 
 
On March 7, the Omaha World Herald interviewed the two men who started it all 
for their comments on the program they conceived. Lt. General Lewis Pick, retired 
from the military and currently President of the Georgia-Pacific Plywood Company 
at Olympia, WA and William Glenn Sloan, retired from the Bureau of Reclamation 
and living in La Mesa, CA, were interviewed. General Pick was the Missouri River 
Division Engineer a decade prior when he helped launch the initial plan for control 
of the Missouri River. He stated that harnessing the water resources of the River 
constituted the greatest single achievement ever envisioned for the progress and 
development of the great region drained the Missouri River. Glenn Sloan felt much 
more had been accomplished in the first 10 years than he could have hoped for 
regarding irrigation, flood control, navigation and power development … but, he 
was disappointed in the progress made in bringing new areas under irrigation and 
construction of canal systems to serve new areas. However, an article written later, 
in October 1989 stated … upon more thoughtful investigation, the Bureau of 
Reclamation decided that more than 350,000 acres of the original 972,000 acres in 
South Dakota that were thought could be irrigated were not suitable because of soil 
types and other factors. Also, the start of an era of massive overproduction of farm 
commodities and chronic deficits in the Federal budget delivered the final blows to 
doom irrigation projects. The final upshot of this at that moment in time was … 
South Dakota had only 24,000 acres instead of 972,000 acres with scant hope of 
getting any of the gigantic irrigation project once promised. 
While Fort Randall was considered a multipurpose dam, it was not planned to take 
water directly from its pool for irrigation … but, function to compensate for water 
used for irrigation from upstream reservoirs. Fort Randall’s capacity is 6,300,000-
acre feet at full pool and of this 2,500,000 was planned for permanent flood control.  
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On March 15, 1954 at 11:32 [CST], President Dwight D. Eisenhower, spoke over 
the radio from the White House to 300 people gathered in the Fort Randall 
powerhouse, tapped a Western Union key to signal SD Governor Sigurd Anderson 
to start the first generator and Governor Anderson pressed a button the instant the 
signal buzzer sounded from the President. Thus, the dam’s first generator began 
producing electricity and 115,000 volts of energy was online to the Rosebud Electric 
Cooperative’s Winner sub-station 70 miles away. 
 
 The dam’s tunnel had been pressured by letting in water so that it rested against the 
closed wicker gates of the generator’s turbine. The start button opened 21 wicker 
gates and a tremendous flow of water rushed against 19 buckets of the 60-ton water 
wheel. The water moved with the energy of a loaded freight train speeding at 45 
miles per hour and started 450 tons of machinery revolving. The water wheel is 
connected by a solid steel shaft 34 inches in diameter and 38 feet long to the 
generator rotor which is 29 feet in diameter … and, at the time was only three feet 
smaller than the world’s largest generator at Grand Coulee Dam in Washington. 
Twelve tons of the generator total weight are in the copper windings. The outer speed 
of the rotor moves 7,825 feet per minute at 85.7 RPM rated speed. The water created 
power passes through a transformer in the switchyard which steps it up to 115,000 
volts. Within four minutes of starting the generator, electricity was flowing into 
homes and stores in the Winner, SD area. Additional generators were scheduled to 
come on line at four-month intervals. Of the 100 plus Missouri Valley projects to be 
constructed on the mainstem river and tributaries, Fort Randall Dam will have the 
third largest power capacity with 320,000 kw’s and only exceeded by Oahe Dam 
with 425,000 kw’s and Garrison Dam with 400,000 kw’s. [Note: These kw values 
were later increased]. Although the first generator is capable of generating 40,000 
kw’s, it actually will turn out about 22,000 kw’s of firm power which is defined as 
that which will be constantly generated. 
 
Former SD Governors M. Q. Sharpe and George Mickelson were in attendance. This 
ceremony marked not only the start of power from the first generator … but, the 
beginning of a new era for South Dakota of better living, prosperity and expansion 
of industry through a plentiful supply of power. The eighth and last of the dam’s 
generators began operation in January 1956 and all powerhouse floors were linked 









An interesting sidelight of the event was … as speakers concluded their remarks, 
they introduced the next one … however, there was one exception to this process. 
General Potter had introduced Judge George Micklelson, but the former SD 
governor forgot his duty to introduce the next speaker. He jumped from his chair and 
dashed back to the microphone before the applause stopped to get in the introduction, 
he forgot … that of M. G. Sharpe, another former governor of SD, who did remember 
to introduce Governor Anderson. 
 
At this point the dam was 75% complete in its eighth year of construction with 
expectations to be 83% complete by July 1. 
About 65,000 farms in South Dakota were expected to directly benefit through 
savings on power costs.  Gavins Point was forecasted to begin power production in 
1956 and Oahe tentatively set for 1960.    
 
 
Finished Powerhouse - April 1956 
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Finished Powerhouse Generator Floor - April 1956 
May 
The Corps of Engineers assigned one of their former field offices, no longer in use, 
to the Girl Scouts. The building was moved by and through the courtesy of contractor 
Donovan-Lovering-Boyle and located on government land three miles north of 
Pickstown on the east side of the Missouri River overlooking the lake. 
 
June 
Change was made in the operation of the access railroad to the Fort Randall Dam 
project. The track laid down into the work area, commonly referred to as “down in 
the hole” was removed to permit tying the dam into the spillway abutment. The 
contractors consequently received all their material on the upper level and 
transported it down into the work area by truck. Since July 1, 1948, the railroad 
handled 38,425 loaded cars and handled that many empty cars returned to the main 
line in Lake Andes. This would be equivalent to 550 trains of 70 cars each moving 






Harry Faust of Lucas, SD drowned in the Fort Randall reservoir. 
 
Rep. E. Y. Berry, under terms of a bill he introduced, proposed the name of Fort 
Randall’s reservoir be changed to Lake Evans in honor of George Evans, Fort 
Randall Area Engineer. Many service clubs in the area, spearheaded by the South 
Dakota Press Association, recommended the legislation. They stated, George Evans 
brought the vision, patience and skill which made him highly respected. Obviously, 
the legislation never passed as the lake remains named after Senator Francis Case.   
 
The bridge across the spillway was opened to traffic which eliminated a short detour 
on Highway 18 and allowed traffic to move across the top of the dam. Traffic had 
been traveling a route which took vehicles into the working area. 
 
August 
Two Izaak Walton League chapters and the Corps signed a lease described as unique 
in the history of the Missouri River Basin. The lease was primarily recreational, 
covered a 445-acre track in the landing creek area of the reservoir, some 53 miles 
above the Fort Randall Dam. Under terms of the agreement, the Rosebud and 
Gregory Chapters would build six miles of access road in the area, plant grass, 
landscape and build a clubhouse along with a boat dock.  
 
September 
The Corps announced that all bids on a re-regulating gate structure have been 
rejected for being more than 25% over the government estimate of $259,084. The 




Two more 40,000 kw generators started producing power bringing power 
installations to the half-way mark. The installation was about 20 days ahead of 





Chapter 18 1955 Dam Development 
 
January 
Brigadier General W.E. Potter, Missouri River Division Engineer, reported the 
President’s budget recommendations for the Missouri River Basin, if approved, 
would provide reasonably adequate amounts to maintain construction of major 
projects on schedule. He estimated the funds would enable bringing the Garrison 
Dam to 90% completion in fiscal 1956, the Fort Randall Dam to nearly 100% 
completion, the Gavins Point Dam to 86% completion and the Oahe Dam to 18% 
completion. The appropriation for the entire basin amounted to $79,810,000 with 
Oahe at $25 million and Fort Randall at $7,860,000. 
 
The present power capacity of Fort Randall with four 40,000 kw generators 
operating, was expected to be doubled by December.  A fifth was scheduled for 
operation in late February, a sixth in May, a seventh in the early fall and the eighth 
in December [Note: Did not actually come on line until January 1956]. The first 
generator went into service March 15, 1954. 
 
February 
The fifth generator went into service in early February, nearly a month ahead of 
schedule. 
 
The last cubic yard of material involved in the contracts for the construction of the 
main embankment at the Fort Randall Dam was in place with the structure having a 
total of about 29-30 million cubic yards. Oahe which will be much larger will involve 
placing of more than 70 million cubic yards of material. 
 
April 
At Fort Randall, bids were scheduled to be opened about May 12 on construction of 
a crest road and related facilities and on May 17, bids were to be opened on 
construction of reservoir access roads, parking areas and boat ramps, Stage 2. 
 
May 
With dredging work complete at the South Dakota dams, Western’s large 1,500-ton 
dredge started moving to Georgia by heading down the Missouri River to the  
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Mississippi River and on to the Gulf of Mexico, then around Florida and up the east 
coast to Georgia where it was to do extensive dredging along Georgia’s seaboard. 
Coast Guard cutters met the dredge in Omaha and escorted it to its destination.  
 
George Evans, Corps Area Engineer, expects the Fort Randall Dam to be completed 
eight months ahead of schedule. Since the project work was initiated, a total of 52 
million cubic yards of earth had been excavated and moved. It involved 20 million 
manhours of labor and the project cost at completion was expected to be about $195 
million. He also stated that total capacity of all basin reservoirs upon completion 
would be 100-million-acre feet. 
 
A University of South Dakota business research study showed that in the prior year, 
when Fort Randall construction began to taper off, retail sales dropped 18%. The 
construction had spurred business in nearby towns … at least a dozen or more 
mercantile pursuits and enumerable homes sprung up in Lake Andes.  
 
June 
An invitation to bid on cottage sites on the Fort Randall Reservoir was issued by the 
Corps. This was the first cottage sites to be offered on any of the four mainstem 
Missouri River dams. The first offering of 35 were in the North Bay area near 
Pickstown and only one lot would be leased to any one individual.  
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The 35 lots for cabins were based on a 25-year lease.  Ninety miles of shelterbelts 
had been seeded in areas surrounding the townsite 
 
August 
The Corps planned to open bids September 29 on 18 small miscellaneous Fort 
Randall Dam projects which would complete work on the dam. The work would be 
primarily in the powerhouse, intake structure and spillway and consist  of metal work 
such as revising surge tank stairways, gentry crane obstruction lights, expansion 
joint gutters, handrails, grating on portable ladders; insulation of roof expansion 
joints, passageways, tunnel terminal structures and raw water strainers and installing 
a cork floor; waste treatment facilities for the powerhouse and intake structure, 
revision of heating and ventilating at the intake structure; revision of the de-icing 
systems for the intake structure and spillway and furnishing; installation of case 
aluminum casts and included some work at Chamberlain, SD. 
 
An operational failure at the Fort Randall Dam switchyard caused a statewide power 
shortage in South Dakota.   
 
September   
The seventh generator went on line which brought the power output to 280,000 kw’s. 
The eighth and last generator was scheduled to go on line in December or January. 
 
October 
The Nebraska Rural Electric Association claimed electrical energy was wasted last 
summer because lines were lacking to carry the power away and had the proposed 
330,000-volt line from Fort Randall to Grand Island, NE been available, this power 
would not have been wasted. The Corps countered by issuing a statement affirming 
there had been no actual waste of water that could have been used for hydropower 
production at any Missouri River project now in operation. They stated the facts are 
that there had been two successive years of extremely low water yield in the Missouri 
Basin which came at the time of the most critical point of filling operations of three 






Roberts Nursery of Littleton, CO was the low bidder at $131,865 for top soil and 
seeding work on the downstream slope of the Fort Randall Dam. The project 
included 80,000 cubic yards of topsoiling and embankment repairs and 163 acres of 
seeding, fertilizing and mulching.  
 
November 
The Corps stated that bringing the eighth and last generator on line in January will 
mark the virtual completion of the Fort Randall Dam. Also, the first and second 
80,000 kw generators of five were to come on line at Garrison Dam in North Dakota.  
 
December 
The Corps announced bids will be asked for furnishing and installing a portable 
service elevator for the intake towers with bids to be opened January 31, 1956. The 
elevator was to be designed for 4,000 lbs. and was for use in the emergency and 
service gate well of the intake structure.  
 
A last thought concerning construction of the dam … there were many memorable 
sights and sounds from living in Pickstown during the days of Fort Randall Dam 
construction. Earthmoving took place on a 24-hour basis and during the night large 
flood lights were used. One of the most memorable sounds was the blasting of chalk 




Chapter 19 1956 Dam Completion 
 
The last piece of the Fort Randall Dam project to be completed was the powerhouse 
and its equipment. At the time, the dam was listed in the World Almanac as one of 





Brigadier General Potter, Corps Division Engineer, reported projects with an 
estimated total cost of $1,757,000,000 were completed or under construction in the 
Missouri Basin while the total estimated cost of authorized engineering program was 
$2,512,000,000.  Based on expenditures through 1955, the entire authorized program 
was 42 % complete. While all four big Missouri River Dams [Garrison in North 
Dakota and Fort Randall, Gavins Point and Oahe in South Dakota] were not fully 
complete, they were sufficiently advanced to be operated for the first time as an 
integrated system for conservation and control of the Missouri River’s flow. The 
released water at Fort Peck in Montana and Fort Randall generated over 
1,600,000,000 kilowatt hours of energy. Also, the 414,000 tons shipped by barge in 
the 7-month season was a 40% rise over 1954. While Fort Randall was not the largest 
South Dakota dam, it absorbs runoff from a larger drainage area than any of the 
others and from the standpoint of power, it is closer to existing power markets.  
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The eighth and last generator went into service on January 10, 1956 seven weeks 
ahead of the contract schedule. In March, the dam went into full operation providing 
flood control, power and water storage. Before this, President Eisenhauer on March 
15, 1954 had sent a signal to pull the switch to start flow of power from the first 
generator.  
 
This brought to virtual completion a $13 million contract for construction of the 
powerhouse and installation of generating equipment valued at more than $20 
million. Construction of the powerhouse started in the fall of 1951. Operating at 
capacity, the Fort Randall installation is capable of furnishing electrical energy to 
supply a city of 600,000.  
 
The first public powerhouse tours began in the summer of 1957 with Anne Cover, 
’54 Pickstown high school graduate, and Bob Kretsinger as tour guides.  
 
By June 30, 1956, the Omaha District Engineer reported that the Fort Randall Project 
was 99 percent complete at a total cost of $197 million, almost 2.5 times as much as 
the original cost estimate. Within the preceding 12 months, the dam’s generators had 
produced more than 1 billion kilowatt-hours of electricity. By the early 1970s, the 
dam was producing over 2 billion kilowatt-hours of electric power annually. The 
finished project impounded a 107-mile reservoir with a capacity of 6.2-million-acre 
feet which if spread over Gregory county would cover the entire county to depth of 
10 feet. It has 118,000 surface acres at maximum pool, 145-foot depth, and shoreline 
of 575 miles, a rolled earth embankment 160 feet high, 4,500 feet width at the base, 
60 feet width at the top, 10,000+ feet long at the crest with more than 28 million 
cubic yards of earth fill, 22 million cubic yards of chalk berm and 980,840 cubic 
yards of concrete in powerhouse, spillway, intake towers, etc. In 1948, George Evans 
stated that while Fort Randall was earthen dam, it would have more concrete than 
went into the Shasta Dam in California which is of solid concrete and second among 
the world’s dams in height. At the peak of construction, nearly 5,000 people worked 
on the dam … but, not all at one time.  
 
Power from the third unit at Garrison Dam and the first unit at Gavins Point was 
expected to be added to the power generation pool later in 1956 with two more units 






A news report stated the South Dakota Game Department estimated nearly 5,000 
fisherman-days were spent on the tailwaters during the month with their average 
catch being one fish per man-hour. Sauger and crappies were the most common fish 
caught with an average of 6,500 sauger and 6,750 crappies taken during the month.  
The saugers averaged about 1.5 lbs. with some ranging up to five lbs. The hardier 
anglers got in some fishing from boats in the open channel waters below the dam … 
but, 85% prefer to fish through the ice. A world’s record was established when John  
Gillam landed a 6 lb. 3 oz. sauger [sand pike] in the tailwaters.  
 
One of the rare and most interesting fish in North America, the paddlefish, was 
endangered in South Dakota due its sudden abundance and lack of state laws to 
protect it. The fish was known along the Missouri River as a spoonbill catfish. It was 
likely the largest fish in South Dakota with one weighing over 300 lbs. being caught. 
Barred from migrating upstream by the Fort Randall Dam, the paddlefish schooled 
in large numbers below the dam and was being illegally snagged off the bottom at 
the rate of up to 6-700 lbs. a day by single fisherman. Its boneless meat fries to the 
whiteness of a crappie and has the favor of a perch. 
 
May   
George Evans, Fort Randall Area Engineer, left Pickstown May 28, after 10 years, 
for a new assignment in New England. Located at Springfield, MA he will be the 
Area Engineer in charge of building 10 flood control dams and two local protection 
works on tributaries of the Naugatuck and Connecticut Rivers where the area was 
battered by floods in the prior year. Several other engineers from Fort Randall went 
with him. It was noted for the record that he did an exceptionally smooth and 
efficient job as the resident engineer of the large dam that meant so much to South 
Dakota development. He won the respect of thousands of people who became 
familiar with his attitude, aptitude and intense interest in his job. He worked quietly, 
but effectively and insisted upon a performance in accord with his own high 
standards … a big job very well done! 
 
Robert Roper, Gavins Point powerhouse superintendent and Ray Padgett, assistant 
superintendent moved to Yankton from Fort Randall. 
 
June 
Mrs.  Emma Salser, 67, from Ewing, NE drowned while two members of her family 
were rescued after their small boat capsized in the reservoir near Pickstown. 
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Hab Construction Company of Fort Dodge, IA was the low bidder at $159,716. 47 
for construction of roads and miscellaneous items. 
 
An announcement was made that dedication of the Fort Randall Dam would be held 
on August 11. It was to symbolize the progress made to date for controlling floods 
and conserving the water resources of the nation’s longest river. A water use theme 
built around a boat regatta, boat racing, water skiing exhibition and a historic pageant 
of the Lewis and Clark expedition was under consideration. 
 
July 
It was reported that the silt density of the once muddy Missouri River at Council 
Buffs, IA was decreasing and the water becoming relatively clear. Bringing an end 
to the saying the water of the Missouri is “too thick to drink and too thin to plow”. 
Also, some said “you could drink it, but first had to chew it”. Before the dams, the 
river carried an accumulation of silt picked up through hundreds of miles of travel 
which began in Montana and continued through North and South Dakota.  
 
August 
The culmination of 10 years of night and day work to build the $197 million project, 
the first of the mainstem system of Missouri River dams to be completed was 
reached on August 11, 1956 with the formal dedication of the Fort Randall Dam. 
The event attracted about 4,500 persons anxious to visit or re-visit the dam. The 
ceremony was at the North Point recreation area just upstream from the dam, with 
the formal speaking program scheduled at 2:00 PM. Prior to that was a three-hour 
show of water sports to emphasize an indirect, but vital side benefit derived from the 
construction … the recreational facilities which the 107-mile-long lake provides for 
nearly 2 million people living within 150 miles of the dam. A series of motor boat 
races began at 11:00 AM in the North Bay area, at 1:00 PM were Indian dances and 
councils and a simulated Lewis & Clark landing, a US Navy amphibious aircraft 
landing demonstration and flying demonstrations by the South Dakota National 
Guard F-94C jets provided fanfare for the speaking part of the program. The 
invocation was given by Rev. Les Lewis, pastor of the Lake Andes Presbyterian 
church.  
 
Special guests and speakers included Federal Judge and former South Dakota 
Governor George Mickelson as Master of Ceremonies; Governor Joe Foss delivering 
the Welcoming Address; George Roderick, Assistant Secretary of the Army; Fred 
Andahl, Assistant Secretary US Department of Interior; Major General Charles  
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Holle, acting Corps Chief of Engineers; Major General Gerald Galloway, Missouri 
River Div. Engineer; Colonel Thomas Hayes, Omaha District Engineer; Val 
Peterson, Civil Defense Administrator who was a former Nebraska Governor and 
river basin development leader; members of the South Dakota and Nebraska 
congressional delegations and other interior department representatives. E. R. 
Mullaly of Pierre was appointed by Gov. Joe Foss to be chairman of the statewide 
committee to arrange the dedication. Mary Woodburn who was born at old Fort 
Randall brought a flag that flew over the fort in 1885. She also had taken the flag to 
the groundbreaking ceremony in 1946.  
Fort Randall Dam Dedicated Saturday August 11, 1956 
 
November 
Donald Kretsinger was appointed Engineer-In-Charge of the Fort Randall Dam 
effective November 13, 1956.  
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Statistics on the Fort Randall Dam: 
Length of dam                                10,700 Feet including spillway 
Height of dam                                 165 Feet  
Width of dam at base                      1,600 Feet 
Total width at bottom                     4,300 at Base [5,550 feet including berms] 
Width at top of dam                        60 Feet 
Dam first authorized                       1944   
Construction started                        1946 
Testing started on 1st generator      February 23, 1954 
First power generated                     March 15, 1954 
All dam work completed except for power November 1955 
All power completed                      4/1954  
Number of power & flood tunnels 8 Power & 4 Flood 
Size of penstock power tubes         22 Feet 
Size of flood control tubes             28 Feet  
Generators                                      8 
Generator capacity 40,000 KW     320,000 Kw Total 
Total generating capacity               320,000 Kw 
Turbine HP 57,500 each                 Eight Francis Turbines for 460,000 HP total 
Turbine speed                                 85.7 RPM 
Head of water needed for above power   112 Feet  
Total of all excavated material       54,000,000 Million Cubic Yards 
Total of all concrete used               961,000 Cubic Yards 
Material in main embankment       28 Million Cubic Yards [not including blankets, etc]   
Material in dam inc. blankets         50 Million Cubic Yds [28 M rolled earth & 22 chalk berm] 
Missouri River drainage area         14,150 Square Miles 
Gross storage at max pool level     5,418,000 Acre-Feet [Surface area 102,000 acres] 
Base of dam above sea level          1,240 Feet 
1954 summer lake level above sea level 1,310 Feet 
Normal & max flood pool levels    1,365/1,375 Feet [above sea level] 
Reservoir Max Depth &Length      140 Feet & 107 Miles 
Reservoir Shoreline                        540 Miles … 11th largest reservoir in the US  
Length of spillway                          3,500 Feet  
Width of spillway                           1,000 Feet 
Number of spillway gates               21 
Size of spillway gates                     40 x 29 Feet with discharge capacity of 620,000 Cubic Ft/Sec 
Number of contractors on job         135 [approximately] 
Additional supply contracts            Over 100 
Largest number of people working dam 2,500 [1950 at one time] 
Date dam closure to stop river flow July1952   
Control panel length                       35 Feet 
Number of control room meters/switches 122/213 
Total estimated cost                        $197 Million 
Largest Pickstown population         3,150 [1950] 
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Major milestone dates include: Groundbreaking July 1946, Open House July 1948, 
River Closing July 1952, start of power from the first generator March 1954, start of 
eighth and last generator January, 1956 and Dam Dedication August, 1956. 
 
General Lewis Pick was the chief architect of the Fort Randall Dam and while there 
were many other very talented people working on the huge Fort Randall Dam project 
over 10 short years, the two high level Corps of Engineers employees most 
instrumental in its successful implementation were George Evans, Area Engineer 
(Grade GS 15) and Charles Brown, Assistant Area Engineer & Chief of Construction 
(Grade GS 14) who left Pickstown upon completion of the dam. Both had spent their 
entire careers working for the Corps on construction projects including assignments 
in the mid-thirties at Fort Peck, MT, the first dam on the Missouri River. 
 
 
Lieutenant General Lewis A. Pick 
Born in Brookneal, Virginia, November 18, 1890, Lewis Andrew Pick graduated 
from Virginia Polytechnic Institute in 1914. Pick received his Regular Army 
commission in the Corps of Engineers on July 1, 1917. During World War I, he 
served with the 23rd Engineers in France.   He served in the Philippines from 1921 
until 1923 and helped organize an engineer regiment composed of Filipino 
soldiers.  He was District Engineer at New Orleans during the great 1927 Mississippi 
River floods and helped coordinate federal relief efforts.  Pick was named Missouri 
River Division Engineer in 1942, and with William Glenn Sloan of the Bureau of 
Reclamation, he co-wrote the Pick-Sloan Plan for controlling the water resources of 
the Missouri River Basin.  
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He was assigned to the China-Burma-India Theater of Operations in October 1943 
and oversaw construction of the Ledo Road in India and Burma. The task for 
constructing the road was given to the engineering regiments of the US Army and 
the engineer put in charge was General Pick.  His driving force enabled the difficult 
task to be completed in 2½ years.  His men nicknamed the road "Pick's Pike". The 
Ledo road was from Ledo in Assam through the mountains and jungles of Burma to 
the China Road. During WWII, the China road from Burma was closed, hence the 
Americans decided that a second road from Assam was required to ferry supplies to 
China.  
After his return to the United States in 1945, he served again as Missouri River 
Division Engineer. In the wake of the Missouri River floods of 1943, Pick submitted 
a plan to Congress in August of that year that proposed the construction of five 
earthen dams across the main-stem of the Missouri in North and South Dakota.  
Pick believed his dams would protect the lower valley from floods, secure the 
navigation channel from complete destruction by the Missouri’s high flows, and 
ensure Army control over the entire Missouri Valley through the Dakotas by 
acquiring an excessive “taking area” of land for storage space in the reservoirs. 
Pick’s plan recommended dams at Gavins Point, Fort Randall, Oahe, Oak Creek, 
and Garrison.  Pick considered Garrison Dam necessary to hold back the 
floodwaters of the Yellowstone River.  Since a large dam could not be built across 
the Lower Yellowstone, Garrison became the means of checking that river. Pick and 
the Army insisted Garrison be included in the Pick-Sloan Plan legislation of 
1944.  The Bureau of Reclamation and its Missouri River expert, Glenn Sloan, 
opposed the construction of Garrison.  Sloan did not believe Garrison would provide 
enough benefits to justify its cost.  He also thought the Missouri’s two annual floods 
could be stopped by a series of smaller dams along the river’s tributaries rather than 
a handful of massive dams and reservoirs on the mainstem river.  Sloan concluded 
that with Fort Peck’s storage already in place by 1940, the Missouri’s flooding could 
be brought to an end with only three additional mainstem dams rather than the 
Army’s five. Sloan’s fewer mainstem Missouri River dams and reservoirs would 
have to be operated properly in order to guarantee flood protection for the lower 
valley, but he felt that could be done.  In 1944, Sloan lost, Pick won, and the 
Army gained congressional authorization to construct Garrison Dam.   Pick did not 
get his Oak Creek Dam near Mobridge, South Dakota.  But in lieu of that structure, 
he and the Army did gain a higher Oahe Dam at Pierre and a power generating dam 
at Big Bend. 
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Pickstown, South Dakota and Pick City, North Dakota were named in honor of 
General Pick. Pick City lies about a mile west of Garrison and arose in the late 1940s 
during the dam’s construction and Pickstown rose from the prairies with the ground 
breaking of the Fort Randall Dam in July of 1946.   
On March 1, 1949, President Truman appointed him Chief of Engineers.  Pick was 
awarded the Distinguished Service Medal and the Oak Leaf Cluster. General Pick 
died December 2,1956 in Washington, DC at age 66 after retiring in 1953. 
George Evans - Corps of Engineers Area Engineer 
 
 
George was born in Vardaman, Mississippi, spent his early days in that state and 
graduated from Mississippi State College in 1926. He started his career making 
surveys on the Florida and Georgia coastal sands and in the steaming swamps for 
the Atlantic Coastline Railroad. A year later, in 1927, he returned to Mississippi to 
work for the Corps of Engineers, Mississippi Flood Control in the Vicksburg 
District. He married his wife Lora the same year and over the next few years, the 
young couple covered most of Oklahoma, Texas, Louisiana and Arkansas making 
survey’s which were to be incorporated in a great nationwide system of river 




In 1934, he transferred to Fort Peck in Montana where work was starting on the giant 
dam. His first work there was connected with engineering and survey problems, but 
he soon moved into the construction phase and was assigned as Resident Engineer 
for the gate structure of the mile-long concrete spillway which is one of the most 
photogenic concrete structures in the country. It has been featured in national 
magazines and on the first cover of Life Magazine. 
 
 
Fort Peck Spillway 
 
In 1938, he transferred to the Corps Omaha District, Flood Control & Military 
Construction, where he was active with studies and reports on the upper Missouri 
River system. With WWII, he was commissioned an officer to more efficiently 
perform Corps duties in war construction, including aircraft assembly plants, army 
camps, airfield ordnance plants, etc. At the end of the war, he was a Lt Colonel in 
charge of the entire Engineering Division for the Omaha District. However, his love 
of construction rather than office work caused him to request assignment as the Area  




in Pickstown, working on Fort Randall and Gavin’s Point Dams until 1956 when he 
moved to the Corps office in Springfield, MA where he continued work in Flood 
Control & Military Construction until retirement on February 1, 1960 when he and 
Lora returned to Jackson, Mississippi. 
 
Charles Brown - Corps of Engineers Chief of Construction 
 
 
Charles originally started with the Corps of Engineers with a survey party in 
Louisiana’s Vicksburg District, but a 1933 letter from The War Department 
transferred him to Glasgow, Montana to work on the Fort Peck Dam. Glasgow was 
near the site of the Fort Peck Dam, the first of the Missouri River Dams.  After a 
brief temporary assignment, Charles was appointed Chief of Supplies for the dam 
and town site. The job required writing of all specifications for materials to be 
purchased and the purchase of materials. The Dam was started during the great 
depression as part of President Roosevelt’s New Deal. The largest group of workers 
were housed in Wheeler, Montana. It is not known for sure what town Charles and 
Wilma lived in but probably it was the town of Fort Peck. Before final completion 
of Fort Peck, Charles moved in late 1938 to the Denison Dam in Denison, Texas 
where he was originally involved with specifications and cost estimates, but once 
the major contracts were started, he was made Resident Engineer. He was in charge 
of the first major contracts which were the excavation for the outlet works and the 
construction of a temporary bridge across the Red River. When the war started, 
Charles was transferred to Chicago in March of 1944 to help with the War effort as  
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Chief of Procurement for war supplies.  He was assigned to the Great Lakes Division 
of the Corps, but the purchasing and negotiating was done for the 5th Army. After 
the War, in 1946, he was transferred to the Corps Omaha District where he worked 
for George Evans who would become the Area Engineer at the Fort Randall Dam. 
In March 1947, Charles was sent to Pickstown with title of Chief of Construction for 
the Fort Randall Dam. Basically, every contractor and Corps employee working on 
the Dam reported to Charles or was under his supervision.  
 
He next transferred to Pierre in 1955 where he held the Assistant Area Engineer 
position on the Oahe Dam. Charles had the distinction of serving the Corps on both 
the largest hydraulic filled dam (Fort Peck) and largest rolled earth filled dam (Oahe) 
in the world. He retired from the Corps of Engineers on August 31, 1958 and moved 
with his wife, Wilma, to his hometown of Rolla, MO and later moved to Tucson, 
AZ.  
 
With completion of construction, responsibility for the Fort Randall Dam was turned 
over to permanent Corps personnel in charge of operating the dam. The first 
Powerhouse Superintendent was Earl Cover and the Assistant Superintendent Robert 
Roper. 
 
Earl Cover - Corps of Engineers Powerhouse Superintendent  
 
Earl graduated from Kansas State College in 1929 with a BS in electrical 
engineering. After graduation, he worked for GE in Schenectady, NY as a student 
engineer and later in Erie, PA and Pittsfield, MA on locomotive motors and controls.  
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In 1931, he worked for the New York Power & Light Company near Albany where 
he married his wife Ruth. He joined the Corps of Engineers in 1941, first working at 
the Air Depot in Rome, NY and at Griffiss Airbase, then on a government hospital 
at Utica, NY. In 1943, he transferred to Fort Peck Dam in Montana where he 
designed additions to the powerhouse and then as an operator. In 1950, he transferred 
to the hydroelectric design section in Dallas, TX where he was involved in projects 
at Bull Shoals, AR and Whitney Dam, TX as well as other projects in the five 
southwestern states. In 1951, he transferred with the Corps to the Fort Randall Dam 
and became Powerhouse Superintendent in 1954. When George Evans left in May 
1956, Earl served as acting Area Engineer until November when George’s 
replacement arrived. He retired in 1975 and moved to Hemet, CA and later to 
Denver, CO.     
 
 
Robert Roper - Corps of Engineers Assistant Powerhouse Superintendent  
 
Bob was born January 22, 1916 in Austinville, AL [now part of Decatur] and joined 
TVA [Tennessee Valley Authority] government service with hydroelectric facilities  
as a laborer and pipefitter helper at the Nitra plant #2 in 1936. Upon learning of a 
program for power plant people being started at the Wilson Dam on the Tennessee 
River near Florence, AL, he then joined an unpaid TVA trainee program for several  





hydroelectric facility with 21 generating units, a main lock 110-600 feet with a 100-
foot lift, the highest single lift east of the Rockies and is the largest conventional    
hydroelectric dam in the TVA system. After attending Officer Candidate School, he  
was commissioned a 2nd Lieutenant, served 2 years in WWII and was discharged as 
a Captain.  After several years working on various TVA projects, he moved to Fort 
Peck MT in 1951 to work with the Corps of Engineers on the Fort Peck Dam. At 
Fort Peck, he was responsible for developing a powerhouse operator training 
program for the series of hydroelectric plants along the Missouri River which was 
later adopted throughout the Corps. Several Fort Randall Dam powerhouse operators 
were trained under him at Fort Peck. 
 
In the summer of 1953, Bob arrived at the Fort Randall Dam as Assistant 
Powerhouse Superintendent. In 1956, he moved to Yankton, SD as Powerhouse   
Superintendent for the Gavins Point Dam and in 1957 was appointed Area Engineer 
for Gavins Point which eventually expanded into responsibility for Oahe Dam, Big 
Bend Dam and Corps military projects in the Sioux Falls, SD area. He was a 
registered professional engineer in the state of South Dakota. His 35 years of service 
took him to ten different power plants, including three TVA projects, two Corps 
projects in the Nashville District and five giant hydroelectric projects on the 
Missouri River.  
 
In 1969, he received the Army’s Meritorious Civilian Service Award the highest 
honor given by the Corps at that time for managerial expertise, professional 
competence, an exceptional ability to express himself persuasively and establish 
good relations with fellow workers, other government officials and the general 
public. The same year he was elected Mayor of Yankton, SD. He retired from the 
Corps of Engineers April 1, 1971 and was appointed to head a Corps special task 
force to research park and recreation developments from the Kentucky-Tennessee 
line southeast. He spent his retirement years in Yankton, SD with occasional winter 


















































Chapter 20 The Pickstown & Fort Randall Museum 
Building the Museum  
As of 2020, there have been ten Pickstown School Reunions, the first in 1980 and 
last in 2018. During the 2011 Reunion, four former residents [Art Trautman (’53), 
Francis Canfield (’53), Dick Jackson (’54) & Guy Rhoades (’55)] determined if 
something wasn’t done, a lot of Pickstown and Fort Randall Dam history would be 
lost in generational turnover. Art and Guy volunteered to Co-Chair a project to build 
a Museum for Pickstown. Fortunately, the help of Tom Roper was obtained, a former 
Pickstown school student and talented graphic artist from Minneapolis, who was the 
creative genius behind the Museum layout and creation of exhibits. In 2012, a Power 
Point presentation was made to the Pickstown Town Board on plans for the Museum 
and they made available 1725 sq. ft space next to the Rainbow Room in one of two 
old shopping center buildings still standing. Over the next 2 years, the space was 
remodeled by adding walls, painting walls & floor along with many other misc. 
projects and collecting artifacts was started. It was decided to set up six main exhibit 
areas … Early Area of old Fort Randall, Building the Town, The Town of Pickstown, 
Dam Construction, School and a Theater. Plus, there are several other exhibit areas 
such as the American Legion and 1961-1968 Air Force Radar Station. Contact 
information on 250-300 former early residents was gathered and a campaign started 
to gather artifacts for the Museum and solicit funds. Over $50,000 was raised for 
building the Museum … plus, there was over $100,000 of donated graphic artist 
expense. A 501c3 foundation was set up which has oversight for the Museum and 
owns all the exhibits. Many items started flowing in from all directions … unique 
items such as a concrete agate from the first pour of the dam’s powerhouse. The 
Museum’s letters over the School exhibit area are the actual letters that were on the 
school building along with the original basketball scoreboard, basketball rim and 
center section of the gym floor. There are over 500 wall exhibits, numerous artifacts 
collected from early residents, countless pictures from residents, over 1,000 Corps 
construction pictures and many books with old newspaper articles, school 
newspapers, various records, etc. Also, there are 37 or more DVD’s in the Theater 
area which include Tom Brokaw’s mini documentary on Pickstown & the Dam, 64 
reels of original Corps 16 mm construction film which is in excellent condition, 
many former residents 8 & 16-mm film, dam construction, historical records, 
reunions, the museum dedication, etc. Many DVD’s were produced by Dennis 
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Krause (’64) plus DVD’s produced by Tom Brokaw (’58) and his NBC filming crew. 
Original work crews who built the Museum were Art & Frances Trautman, Guy & 
Sandy Rhoades, Tom Roper, Bob Hegler, Norm Olson, Jim & Sally Herrold, Fred 
& Linda Gillam, Verlyn Baker, Almon Adam, Dick Crabtree, Karol Kocer, Marvin 
Gall, Francis Canfield, Dennis Krause and Dennis Lihs. 
 
In 2020, the town provided an adjoining 1,000 sq feet available which was re-
conditioned to be compatible with the original museum space. Several new exhibits 
were added in 2021. 
 
   
 Pickstown & Fort Randall Museum   
 
Museum Dedication 
On June 13, 2014, a Museum Dedication was held in conjunction with a school 
reunion. The Dedication Keynote speaker was Tom Brokaw, who attended school 
in Pickstown during his formative years from 2nd grade in early 1948 through his 
freshman year in 1955 when his dad, Anthony “Red” Brokaw was transferred by the 






Tom Brokaw - Managing Editor & Anchor of NBC Nightly News  
For 21 Years  
 
After retirement as NBC news anchor in 2004, Tom became a senior correspondent 
for NBC and in January 2021 announced his retirement from NBC, thus completing 
a world renown and highly acclaimed 55 years in journalism.  
 
Additional Museum Dedication speakers were South Dakota Lt. Governor Matt 
Michels, Colonel Joel Cross (Omaha District Engineer in charge of a 7-state area), 
Craig Noteboom (Pickstown Board President), Art Trautman and Guy Rhoades as 
MC. An NBC producer with a filming crew from Los Angeles, who worked with 
Tom on many worldwide projects, made a surprise visit and filmed the entire event. 
NBC’s west coast news center is named the “Brokaw News Center”. The event 
received broad publicity from … all South Dakota major newspapers, NBC’s Sioux 
Falls TV station, USA Today, the Corps of Engineers magazine and a short clip 
shown on NBC’s Today show … all quite amazing and a glorious day for the 
Museum and Pickstown. The ribbon cutting included … Craig Noteboom, Lt. Gov 
Matt Michels, Colonel Joel Cross, Frances Pick Dillard (daughter-in-law of General 
Pick), Charles Pick (grandson of General Pick] and Tom Brokaw. The 
granddaughter of Linda (Specht) Subbendick helped Matt Michels cut the ribbon. 




Ribbon Cutting Ceremony 
Lt Governor Matt Michels & Linda Specht’s Granddaughter   
Background from Left: Guy Rhoades, Frances Pick Dillard, Craig Noteboom, 
Charles Pick, Tom Brokaw and Art Trautman 
 
Internet Site 
In 2020, Tom Roper set up an Internet site (pickstownmuseum.com) having 8 
dropdown categories: About This Site, Museum, History, The Dam, The Town, First 
Families, School and Home Movies. There are 14 videos on the site. The site is 







Tom Roper - Graphic Designer & Artist 
Museum Art Director 
 
Tom was born November 14, 1944 in Corinth, MS and lived in Alabama, Tennessee.  
Kentucky and Montana during his early years. He arrived in Pickstown from Fort 
Peck, MT in the summer of 1953 at age eight and attended Pickstown grade school 
from the fourth through sixth grade. In 1956, his parents moved to Yankton, SD 
where he graduated from high school in 1962. After working as a graphic artist for 
various companies including the Corps of Engineers in the Omaha District Office, 
he established his own business and currently lives in Fridley, MN where he spends 
his retirement years. As a very talented artist and graphic designer he still continues 







About the Author & Historical Researcher  
 
 
Guy Rhoades - Author 
 
Guy was born September 14, 1936 in Le Mars, IA and moved to Pickstown, SD in 
the summer of 1952, attended Pickstown high school his sophomore through senior 
year and graduated in 1955. During high school summers, he worked for Pittsburgh 
Des Moines Steel at the Fort Randall Dam on a survey crew aligning the steel 
penstocks in the power tunnels and during college summers he worked for the Corps 
of Engineers at the Gavins Point Dam as a deck hand on the reservoir power launch 
and barge and as the first tour guide for the powerhouse. He attended South Dakota 
State College and graduated in 1959 with a degree in Electrical Engineering. Upon 
graduating, he joined the General Electric Company and retired in 1997 with 37.5 
years after reaching the Senior Executive level with one reporting level between him 
and GE’s CEO. At retirement, he had responsibility for a global business having 
7,000 employees and manufacturing operations in the USA, Mexico, India and 







Art Trautman - Historical Researcher 
 
Art was born February 4, 1935 in Fairfax, SD and moved to Pickstown, SD in June, 
1948, attended Pickstown schools from eighth through twelve grade and graduated 
in 1953. During high school summers, he worked for Western Construction on a 
survey crew at the Fort Randall Dam and during college summers he worked for 
Pittsburgh Des Moines Steel and Western at Fort Randall, Oahe and Gavins Point 
Dams. He attended South Dakota State College and graduated in 1958 with a degree 
in Civil Engineering. Upon graduating, he joined McDonnell Aircraft Company in 
St Louis, MO from 1958 until 1974 in advanced design & project development on 
projects that included several fighter aircraft, the Gemini spacecraft, the Space 
Shuttle Project and a few unmanned interplanetary space craft. Following that in 
1974, he joined the Monsanto Company in project development and worked on 
several different chemical plants located in the USA, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, 







The idea for this manuscript came from the realization that if Art Trautman and I did 
not pull it together, it would never be done. Along with Tom Roper, we are the only 
ones with extensive knowledge and large files on material assembled for the 
Pickstown & Fort Randall Museum. Motivation to do this comes from everlasting 
memories of having lived in one of the most unique towns in the entire country and 
experienced the opportunity to see life beyond the borders of South Dakota by 
meeting wonderful and talented people who had come from all over the county to 
build the dam. 
 
The facts and figures on building Pickstown and the Fort Randall Dam are obviously 
scattered through countless Corps of Engineers files which are essentially impossible 
to access and thousands of newspaper articles. During the construction period, South 
Dakota and other newspapers covered work on South Dakota dams in great detail on 
a regular and continuous basis as it was part of a huge transformation of the Missouri 
Basin and South Dakota which changed the state forever and brought enormous 
prosperity to the area. The manuscript contains 256 pages with over 200 vintage 
pictures that help to bring the story of building Pickstown and the Fort Randall Dam 
to life. Art’s digging out over 1,500 old newspaper articles covering an eleven-year 
period and assembling them was an extremely tedious task that along with his earlier 
Museum research work and the extensive Museum records, provided the basis for 
much of the manuscript material. Also, Art and Anne (Cover) Anderson’s final 
editing of the manuscript was very important to quality of the document.   
For the record, it has been assumed that the old newspaper articles were reasonably 
accurate in their accounting and wherever it was clear that reporting of details was 
in error, appropriate corrections were made. 
Furthermore, I must acknowledge and express special thanks to my wife Sandy 
(Roper) Rhoades and Art’s wife Frances (Stephens) Trautman for their unending 
patience as we spent countless hours over a long period of time preparing this 
document. And, for their unapparelled partnership with us over many years dating 
back to our Pickstown high school and South Dakota college years.  
Hopefully, we have successfully accomplished the objective of preserving the 
unique and rich South Dakota history of this “Miracle on The Missouri” for many 






Portions of the information for this manuscript has been extracted and accumulated 
from several sources including the US Army Corps of Engineers pictures, National 
Park Service National Recreational River/South Dakota & Nebraska, Internet site 
for the Pick-Sloan Plan, South Dakota newspaper articles from the Yankton Press & 
Dakotan, Sioux Falls Argus Leader, Rapid City Journal, Mitchell Daily Republic, 
Huron Daily Plainsman, Gregory Times-Advocate, Sioux City Journal, Columbus 
Telegram, Omaha World Herald, Des Moines Register and Minneapolis Star 
Tribune from 1946 thru 1956, the Pickstown & Fort Randall Museum files and many 
former Pickstown residents. 
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